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¥.In our,.view-----

A criticai ne~d· &t. Jee
I

That Ashland C~mmunity
College has experienced a
· record enrollment for the fall
semester comes as no surprise. Enrollment has been
increasing steadily in recent
years as. many students are
finding ACC to be the most
~ffordable option f~r obtainmg a college education. .
However, t~e substantl~
enrollment increase ~hi~
semest~r. further emphas1zes
the critical n~ed for the
proposed ~earmng reso~ce
center. With 1,240, full-t~e
students and 1,299 part-time
students enrolled for the fall
semester, ACC's building is
severely overcrowded. To
accommodate the additional
students class sizes have·.
been in~reased and where~
space could be' foJ111d, additional. classes have been~
added. Because of the space
c.runch,. many facuity members either are teaching
more classes than they
planned. or have .more. stud.ents per class than they
. wanted. Still, not all the
students desiring to take
some courses have been able
to enroll.
· In addition to having
classrooms .in it, the learning
resource center will create
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morff-9()Dl' for_ cl~ssroonis in

· the~ curre:qt_ building,;;by mov•· ·
··ing~.:Uie student cen(er frqm __ ,
the fi~t.fl~r and thJ Ubrary :· ;
froQJ. ,. the;, fourth fl~r ... The!
new building· bas been on the·•:
drawing- boards:t,¥for li,lore ·
than a decade. · ......,.,,
':1• • ·
'rile 1988 Kentucky General
Assembly· approved· partial .
funding• · for· the building
provided· ACC can raise hall ;
the funds for debt service ·. 1
during t:fie· .first; ~two yeats~ ,
The ACC aavisory board lia1f '
created. a foundation. to_ .
generate donations · for the
project·
,:
. · ·· · .
. ..,
Our-. hope 1s ~at a~ea mdustries;. businesses and.
· p~ple ~JI respond. to ACC's
needs· by giving to a college
th~t has giv~n so much to
this commumty. From ColIege C~~P for grade school
ki~ to·.non-credit community
. edu9aµ~n ,cours~ to co1;1.certs, ACC s service to this
comµumity extends far berond the students who attend
it.
ACC already needs the
space the new building will
create. Our hope is that ·by
the time students register
next fall .the new building
will be under construction.
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Pil«fCounty ~~~rs po~~~ t9r Qetting· GE.D~·

. PIKEVILLE - Pike'County employees _who lack a high sch
~P19ma or. ~valertcy will be offered $300 bonuses if they obtain.
~ Educatiogal pevelopment certificate.
·
Pike Judge.,~q.ve· ~i.µ E:fatton said yesterday that he hoped
area- bw$inesses. would~:uitite
a similar effort.
.
Patton_ ~d a~ a n~~.. conf~em:e that he was funning the Pike
County· Busmess·' Council for Adult Education to promote the
incentives in the private sector.
·
. He said he had contacted 'four or· five local businesses that had
expressed interest in !fie P!ogram. Patton said 57 percent of the
county's adult population did not have a high. school diploma or a

for
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UK to offer 18 Saturday seminars

LEXINGTON, Ky. - For the third year, ~day Seminars will

be a part of each liome football weekend at UK. · ·
Elpteen ~mlnars. covering'subJec!!,~. dlverse as,~pvles, ~~

fllcky. arcbltecblre and food processin& ;will, showcase the· aca•
de'"'' ·..ti1ie= -~-n11'~.P.1i'!"!'~"
;;;....,,,..-,.... ar.e·sc11ec1~-befonfeacJi of this.
'·. .
-~ ~- .
yeiin !even" oi;n oot'ball pmes:►Tf!Ef&E?~'.~'111 free ·tUld .·
open to Qie. p.ubllc. For information. call UDlverilty Extension at
(808)~257-1511' or ton~rree ln Kentucky, (800) 432-0983;
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. - ·:~e County l !I embar~ on a program to .impro~ 'our
economy: bY. a ~ g more Jobs," ·Patton said. •~The educational
leyel of the· wori<- for:,ce. _is a· key factor to be considered when a
~ Y decides wbere to locate."
,. ,.: •,,.. •· -~~ . ,:r ,
Of the county's 216 employees, 88 lack a high .school education or
equiy'1ency! Patton said, ,Of. th~ 88, 30 already have agreed to
participate m. the program, he said...

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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The• congressional watchdog
agency said_ the department
doesn't adequately check the bills
that lenders submit for their gov•
emment-subsldlzed Interest pay·
ments.
Auditors who reviewed 2,038
loan accounts at 16 major lenders
found 18 percent were In error or
JJck~ _a~~quate docwpentatlon.
.,,. "The causcd>t"these errors var•
_led,,, but generally. resulted ,from
.lenders' ·mlScalc'lilattng loan prln-

dy due, and conttnulng to bill the
department after borrowers ~
repaying." the report'sald.: · • ·
~.o~ the ~~ f~tJDd ~ the
loan accoWits It reviewed from a
three-month period In 1985, th_e
agency ~meted that tile government overpaid the 18 tenders at
lea$ $1.8 mllllon for that quarter,
when they received a total of
$69.4 million ln·-lnterest subsidies.
The agency said three lenders
bad voluntarily repaid S345,071 In
overbllllngs from that quarter and
other recent billlng periods.
The department ~d $2.4 bll•
lion ln Interest subst~es_ on ~
billion ID student loans JD .1988.
About 14,Q~D t,anks, Sia~ and
loan assodatlo~ life ~ce
companies and aedlt- unloqs
':••

-

'

l

___ - _;_clpal __baiances~and Interest .so~

WASHINGTON ·.;;_ The Educatlon ·J>e~ent~may be- paying,
ba.Dks: ~ct otlief !fnders ~~ ·
· of·dollars each year In excess sub=•·
sidles on stud~nt loans, th_e Gener•_
al Accounttnt Offl~ said y ~
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By Jerry Tipton
Herald-Leader staff writer

University of Kentucky president David Roselle
informed. Athletics Director Cliff Hagan and basketball coach Eddie Sutton Sunday that Eric Manuel's
eligibility could be jeopardized as a result of the
continuing NCAA investigation. ·
. ,;
Bernie Vonderheide, a UK spokesman, confinned
yesterday that the special meeting took place at
· Roselle's residence to discuss the investigation.
Alleged cheating by Manuel in his entrance exam
was among the topics the three men discussed
- -Vonderheide said.
'
'!It's a serious matter
that involved a player on
the team that the presi-_
dent felt should be
9rought. to their (Hagan's
and Sutton's) attention,"
Vonderheide said.
Asked if the information, Roselle relayed was
negative in,_nature, Vonderheide said, "Oh yes."
~ Roselle ·was out of town yesterday and unavail~:'a.bleTor'-comment
Hagan declined to comment except to confirm
that the meeting occurred.
Sutton said, "I can't say anything. Everything is
coming through the presidenl"
Roselle has said in the past he was not receiving
updates of.the school's internal investigation headed
by James Park Jr.
"That's true," Vonderheide said. "You would
have to say in this matter, however, it was serious
enough he (Roselle) should bring it to the attention of
the coach and athletics director."
Manuel, who is a sophomore, the leading scorer
returning from last season's team. He averaged 7.1
points.
Manuel bad not met the NCAA's academic
guidelines for a minimum entrance exam score until
he took the test at Lafayette High in the spring of
1987. He previously had failed to meet the minimum
score in testings in his hometown of Macon, Ga.
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~e Education Departmenrsald
It agreed' with 1fle r_ep_ort apd' al·
reaey w~-~ steps to improve
Us abUl.JY. ~o. d ~ errors.
·

Earlier this summer, officials atwlafayett'e High
said an NC.~A investigator had questioned . the
circumstances surrounding Manuel's ·test in· J:.exington. Among the questions was why
·sutton,
the son of UK coach Eddie ·sutton,·tUdng 'thtdest
that day. The younger Sutton had previously i'p.et ~e
NCAA standard:
_
Terry Guion, a counselor at Lafayette,, was
among the proctors who administered the test.She
said 'earlier this summer that Manuel and Sutton had
not sat near each other.
.
United~Press International
i,gprted yesterday that Manuel had
~ly eight different answers from a
;:person sitting near him at the
~yette testing, More than 100
:9.uestions were asked on the test.
~e other person was not identified.
~:- ·vonderheide said it would be
?inappropriate to discuss the particu~ of Manuel's score except to say
~e realize it is a serious matter."
;;~ · Guion expressed shock yester:!}iay when told of the meeting in~olving Roselle, Hagan and Sutton.
"Oh, you're kidding," she said.
.;;:·· Earlier this ·summer, Guion had
;Jiaid she believed no improprieties
;iliid occurred.
:,1, "Anything is possible," she said
:iesterday. "1 don't think any of us
;{the proctors) doubt it (could hap:pen). We didn't see any effort t~
;ward that But there's no way ever
:~o. ~ sure. All we can speak to is·
"'from what we observed."
::·: An investigation of the basket;~1-program by the NCAA and UK
:j.,_as prompted when a package sent
•"&r assistant coach D-.var.c Casey to
the father of a recruit broke open.
·'Several employees of the shipping
;~rvice, Emery -Air Freight Corp.,
were quoted-, in th1; Los Angeles
Daily News as saying $1,000 was
'found inside.
:: ln a letter dated July 22, the
~CAA formally charged Casey with
.sending the package. In that letter,
the NCAA told UK to expect as
qiany as 10 ad<;iitional charges.
fi, · The circumstances of Manuel's
'ACT test was among the areas
:~ing investiga~ .by the N~~
"; Another subJect of questiorung·
. ~ Bill Chupil, a UK graduate who
'lives in Columbus, Ohio. ·Toe
"t,lCAA has asked about trips ChupiJ
has taken to Kentucky with Lawrence Funderburke,• a prospect from
.COhunbus Wehrle' High, School.

·x,

~: .

The government guarant,!eS repayment of the loans ~d:pays all
the Interest unUI six mopths after
the student leaves college.
''The Department of Educa•
Uon's inadequate ovenlght ·could
be costmg the federal government
mllllons of dollars each year," the
agency said.
.
The report recommended that
Congress amend .the Higher Edu~
caUon Act'to allow the education
- secretary_ to charge lenders. lpter•
est on overpayments and· requlre
lenders to have Independent audl•
tors verify their accounts· and m-
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Coflncil fila)7 Jorm
guidelines
:J.ft.\ijp.ecial ·se'ssiO~
t~} write
.

,

. .

t~~~Q~T~(~).:..... ~v: wa1.. ·J~~; W~~~has. mdi.~ted he
1~t·ci:~te ,a, cowicil to ~aw up

-~P.ltl~es for' the education pr~
{gi:am- he ..plans to present during a

~~ ,legislative session in Janu}41;+_;-::_·_,-,·
•.
·
f~•Wilkmson outlined his plans in a
~tic;)Qklet released last week and said
~.be~w¢n!,i to start developing stant~, bJ.. the fall of 1988 for eval~~\i9.g_.,schools .for a bonus ~

~5ggl]Jl,t•~·:',
· ,_ '. .···
~ \.t~~. said a. council we>uld

t.~qie,s.f.andards and, ~der, ~~
•iliw~.~8'.)ias the power to_f9rm-.such
~ a·gr.oup. ·
· : · ··
~; :·Whetli~ he will do. that remains
.;ll!--~estio_n: Sod~ the,~ect that
-~il:-~!e on l~~~ already
-~ange.red . by Wllk,nso~J la~est
1:~ts· that he w~n:_\' consider·
:raising ~es~~ ~-~ckage is
pa§ed.

r-,t{' • ·;:.

·

.

· Rep. Roger·N.~, ~ ot~e
House Education. Committee said

he-has heard~tlie posmbllitt that

Wilkinson would"appoint the council
soon. "They're t.alking about going
ahead and doing it," Noe ~d, although he refused to say who was
involved in the disc~ions.
. Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of the
House Appropriations and Revenue

....

----=o,'--m_.~...,.ittee,.,...,-sm-..d.,...,. -~--ested~ ~{
appomtment of the COlDlcil to Et:P•;
ucation Secretary Jack Foster ear. lier this summ~.
Guidelines written by the council
could give legislators a better idea
of wlu\t Wilkinson has in mind before they act in· January, Clarke
said. "Right now, it's just sort of
an idea,''"he said of the governor's.
education proposals.
-However, Clarke added,1 11H he's
going to do that, I think he ought.to
taJk_it over with some of the-troops
(legislators)."
otherwise, "~tthis·P.Oin~, $lost
anything tliat· liappel}s· can be an~gonistic now tiecause· 'we're in
he,-.

such a, confroniatronal-m«fiS!F-·

foster agl'8'd the_'~o~r could
appoint the council .before the legwaturemeets. -~· :··.. · ' ·

111· presume:ttiat.,teclmically it
can bitdone~!'"he said. "But don't
construe tliat"to-mean we are plotting to d ·t· 0..1d do·i·t•

0 ·!

'l

lU

i

"It would be imprudent to do it
without confe;-ring with the legislature," he said. "We're trying to see
what we_ can
~ut with the
legislature befo~ we proceed •.with
anything of that nature.
., _ ·.

wo*~'

.
.
f~ster ~d- this wordes the ad~~tion. The ad!Qiiustration
woiJJd like to "make-sure thaf th-~
_l~gacy we leave is going to con~
tinu~ to be around". if a new governor takes over. ,.
·

Referring to the target date of
the/~ of 1968, Foster said, "We
don t fix _a1 whole lot of importance
on that,date."
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Legisliliors are seeking Changes
~Jl the state's leasing ·practices
FRANKFORT (AP) - A legislative panel is calling for changes
in the state's . leasing practices,
f
wbicb ·came·a1under fire beca
t. use
"tho a
tr
con overs1 agreemen Wl a
Louisville property owner.
The panel also informed Finance
and Administration Secretary L.
Rogers Wells that it would like a
full review of the lease that was
awarded last month to Jack Stem,
owner of the Legal Arts Building.
"" The Capital Projects and Bond
Oversight Committee questioned
the deal after learning the Division
of Real Properties initiated leasing
proceedings with one building
owner µi 1987, then delayed the
p_!'oject for 18 months ~.efore

tT
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switching to Stem.

. -- -·

Rep. Marshall Long, tbe Sheibyville Democrat, who chairs · the
panel, said Tuesday members will
contin to Dito th 1
ue· mo r e ease Pro■
vidibg space for the state-Probation
and Parole Office.
··
Long said state leasing laws
should be reviewed - and perhaps
changed to require competitive
bidding - during the 1990 General
Assembly~

were vioiated.,, . . .
,,
"Unfortunately, ithere ,; are cir-·
cumstances in which vou. can do
~
eve...
,n,;"" by the statute:and it's-<! .
&,
......
&&
,
still WI'Q"",!' said~- Ed O'Daniel,i
D-Springfielil. ..
· -~
At issue ·is the ,thr~year lease
with Stern to rent 17,930 square feet

of office space for $11.82 per square
foot. Additional rental for parking
spaces will .bring the state's annual
rent~ $2.60,774.99. _
.,

Long also said he favored forBut- John" Riley told ·coIDirilttee
warding information on the lease to members that he had. offeroo'. to
Attorney General Fred Cowan',5:of. ·-lease the same amount of
in
£ice! but the committee decl~'-' · Jµs. Lo~!i! ~buil~g fon.jifght
against that action because no laws ~ years at_an mµniat~ of ~.93_{;~::.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Q~t1·ook
, : -H~ ~eeps the medallioµ in ~is

w.iitei:: Everywhere Qe.goes, it goes
-with him these days.
.
..., _Itjs the ''G!~ Scapular.'.' qn
one side is· a picture of the V rrgm
[Mary. On tlie
side are these
;words·: ''Immaculate Heart of Mary
: pray for us now and at the hour of
~our death."
Those words mean a lot to Bill
Baldridge, the football coach at
·
,Morehead State. He isn't a Catholic
.by ~th. But he believes in the
words..
'·
Nearly a year ago he.suffered
,severe chest pains after the Eagles'
:game at Austin Peay. He was
'. rushed to a.nearby hospital in
;Clarksville_, Tenn. Some never ex,pected him to make it Including

other

I:

· '-'Big Bill." .
· Successful surgery was perfonned to remove a blockage from
;one ofthe main arteries to his heart
· Now· he is·atrnost at the hour of
.a new.'fuotball season. On Saturday
:Baldridge will begin. his fifth ·year
i at Morehead State when the Eagles
I entertain the Thundering Herd
ifrom Marsha.it University.
Bill Baldridge is a walking miracle.
1
"l tell you what," said Bal!dridge, .as he sat in his office yesterday afternoon and rolled the medalion"over and over in his hands, "I
think I am mcire optimistic about
i this football season than any other
1in my life. I ~ jus~ 'feel it I~s hard
1to explain. But rm Just looking
~fmward to this year. I think sometliirig good is going to happen to .us.
~ . "You know, something happens
:Ito you· when you're _lying there and
~~ou don't know if you're dead or
'alive..You learn to look at the good
!things ·more and laugh and smile."
0 ·Ever since he returned to Morehead State in 1984 - where he ·
became a college hero and where
he graduated in the mid-1960s Baldridge has. been-trying to bripg
smiles to the school's football fans. ~ . ,It's been an unenviable task.
·
bad, to._try to rebuild.on~. of th~.
. most wastioo:.out•programs- m- col1Jege football
·
·. He took over a team that had
·had a winning season only twice in
12 years., ~e ~e to a sch~l
wrought with internal turmoil. He _
took over a· football program with
deteriorating facilities, deteriorated
potential and rotting attitudes.
"I knew when I came here that
things -..veren't going to be easy,''
Baldridge said, shaking his head.
"But, to be honest, I didn't even
dream that.they were as bad asthey really were. If I did, I don't
even lmow if I would have come
back'here or not

j

!•

l~

p~:s

''But I think you always want to

return to your a1ma·~ter. Wbeq I

came here, I th~~t l.p>Ul~ do ~...
So he tried. In 1984, with an·), t:i
inherited team, he·wmt 2-9. In 198.5,
he. went 1-10. •f"· .
.
l
·But, in 1986,-~ clicked 1'.he
team won its first sue gapies. It ~
upset Division•l·)Yidii~ State after
trailing. 3.5-3. ~'-parade ~ .set up
to welcome the team home;. They
moved to No. 2 in the I-AA rank-ings. By. season's end, the team had
set a school record with seven wins.
"It was a great, great feeling.
All of a sudden, things just happened. We proved that we could
win here. All the things we-had
been preaching to the kids started
to pay off," Baldridge said;
But there was a price to pay. It
came last year. The team had only
eight seniors returning. There was
just a handful of players back who· ·
had played at all in 1986. The
,
Eagles were headed to another losing-season. They finished 2-8. · ·--Bill Baldridge became a fallen
hero. Overweight and overworked,
he collapsed after losing in over-time to Austin Peay-.
"I think I made a· couple of big,
big mistakes," said Baldridge. "I,
kept thinking that had to do it all
by myself. When I took thisjob, I
promised the people that I ":'oul~ _
tum it around. I put everything mto
it When if happened, it was great
But when it started to fall apart, I
started to go, too. I neglected my
family. I neglected myself. I ate
junk food. I ate too much. I didn't
get any exercise and there was too
much stress."
"When they took me into intensive care that night, there was five
of us. When we woke up, three
hadn't made it," Baldridge said. "I
didn't think I had made it either. I
had the morphine and I felt out of
it I thought I could hear my wife
crying. I thought I had died."
The road back hasn't been easy.
He had an angioplasty surgery in
October to relieve a blockage in an
artery leading to his heart. In January, in the middle of the recruiting ·
season, he had to go back in again.
Scar tissue had reclosed the artery.·
Baldridge is now on a rigorous
training schedule. Three times a
week he works out Twenty minutes on the treadmill. Twenty minutes on the bicycle. Twenty minutes on the rowing machine.
.
Twenty minutes running the steps.
He has lost 60 pounds. He has
gained peace of mind.
''I can't remember when I felt
better," he said. And, I still love this
football team just as much as ever.
I think everybody on this team
looks at last year and has learned.
We are committed. We are closer. I
think it will show."
"You can see Coach &ldridge's
influence all over," said Chris
Swartz the team's sophomore quarterback. "He's energetic and optimistic. And you can see it. On the
field in us. And all over the field.
We do feel good about ourselves
and this place. We think we can be
winners again."

So does Baldridge. "I have
something to give these kids. I'm
trying to give it

!'M~ of'all, I waiifllii~ii'lads
to enjoy it.We're stilt" a,".ftfjotiftg. Weoruy'_have 10.~ors·and·we · .
have.five'6ppOnentif that'are ranked'
in tlie Top Twerity. It" won't be
easy: ·aµt·nothing iS; really. ·You-·· ..
just-try your'l:iesfand leam- And .
try to smile."
·' ·
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'Herald~Leader'sfalf-writer'
!·
Etic:Man'uefis found to have
iiitt'"rS' ·· l'. ;'me{"NCAA academic
·sJ~Y..it 1 oould cost him his
·couegii 1 ~ketball career and cost
.the Hniversity of Kentucky 26 of
;last season's; 'Zl ·victories.
· S. --David-··Berst. the NCAA's
idirectm:~,of' enforcement, said any
-violation of. the academic guide:lines, commonly lmown as Proposi•.tion 48;,would.automatically make
tlie athlete inel- ·
·
igible for one
season. Even if

''lf

}he player par-

:ticipated· as .a
·freshman, he
must forfeit a
season as soon
:'as the irregularity is foWld, Berst
said:• ··
·
· "The theory is the athlete has to
give back what he gained improper·1ytBerst said.
·
·
• . However, "the jeopardy becomes more extreme," Berst said,

tlt~~h~:°~ti:11bee~fu~d

;to:lu\v.e-'¢.~~.'the pfliyetih ·itnpr0p-·
;........:,;.,....,th· P.tE,.........;.;
48.
:~u.r.~::;-_J-··: ~~ :,StaD
' ,' ~~~ • . ; • '", .
'
t.•Berst.sai.d:
· -u~df:l'·:~-•:~~;_,_
~~~
..i~: ,:_ '1 . .:. .~, · ·•,;·
I ■
; ~ ', ! AtplaY.er?cbuld .• be ~declared,
;~tly: ineligible.- . ;;;: .'l :l :·
'i·· _; • nie· school: ooula,.beafuade to
·forfeit any victories in which the
-player participated. Manuel played
in 26 of UK's 'J:I victories last·
.season. He sat out the-:100-58 vic:tory over Alaska-Anchorage Dec.
28 because of a car accident ChristfflaS- Day. & pr!Ce9ent, ~t, ~id,
was Tempfe 'having to . ·forfeit six
victories in 1986, when it· was,·dis·covered ~ back Paul 'Palmer
had signed with an agent :
:· . ~The.school'. could .be made to
lforfeit; ·money _receivec!:· from.. post•
::seasoiCj:iJay 10:·;whicli'the player.in
~question participated. While· it was
: not immediately
how much
·that could mean to UK, the •Southeastern (.;onterence's share from last
spring's NCAA Tournament was
'$2,~,981.
Brad Davis, an assistant com-.
·missioner of the SEC, said yester-·
'.(Jay -the· league had no power to
I'eQ.1.tmt, a ~ool to return money
earned from the league's post:sea-::.
son tourruiment But the SEC could
9rdei- a school to forfeit its league
victories. when an ineligible play:er
_is found to have participated, Pavis
:said. . : . ·. -·
.
:•·:, .."I was.'talking to (SEC Commis:. .
.~i~nettlJarY-~Y..Schiller and h~ said.
the;~ent for the NCAA was to
take the')noney and the gamei"
.Davis said "The school then has to
prove·. fµ ~~- appeal it · d~: not
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where:i,litbe spring oH987 Manuel::;
t09k:.~e ~er and· inetProPQS\tiiitl.:.
-48 s~dards, have:said:an··NBAA~-

investigato_rhas question'ii<Uhercir~-~
cwnstances ·surrounding. ~the·· iest
Manuel- had ·earlier failed to. nieet .

. the NCAA standards during testings in ~is hometown of Macon, Ga
Investigations by· .the NCAA

and UIC'-were_ ~k~:;. whm,i~~~~

_package_sent'March;i(}tft . assistap(~
coa~ Dwane O)sey·to the fatlier:of:~
~ t Chris Millg ·broke·opef~~;i
~sit. Several employees- -of :.the: ,
· maiq servire, Einery;,&r--F~lit::t
Corp~- said the packMe..
$11000~ -• ·
· -~.➔'i.~·~'t-,9;,i·Q.,,;.f'~
:.-:. -~·j le~ _dated. ,fui}..,;~
, .NCAA . officially charged ·Casey.:\
_with ~qing the money. That:letter'.i
.also advised UK to expect as.-many.
as 10,additional charges.,-, · •~-~~1:.~i"
· One: of UK?s' lioaid of ·trustees
memI:>t;rs; 1amt?,-S§ic'{tet of Chvington, satd yesternay·theit:rustees had
received periodic upaates from Ro. selle. 'The _oµtfook is not bright; ;1
. Stricker ,~id.~t..
~-. ... .... ·~/
.,;:·r;:.v ·.~ttem:
.: ·: ".:t•t..; ··to.~;··:;:;;::...:;:··
r;
· .,.~1 ,·:~, , P . . : ~~- O\lt·. u.ie:•
controveray in a· lengt:Hy·;coui:t bat-

con~:1~

:f~

,tle'.is' •~~~jkP.ly;'Shicket-sa!dr .. -~(:
'- . ~e're. ·an a!=3demic. •. ·.vi.~-=-~
~we.want to be·,·IQJO\m~~;:.:;~

tStticker saiii.1"'.We <ah!~fd~totli:iitair·

:en~ to~ffie·~ worJa" ~.:. ··:

~~(J~:wJietliet',fils'i~fuujfre,,"•
f1ecl:ed .a'OOnseilSUS among trustees ,
Stricker, sat"d•. "'Wlould·.think
so.··~-'
1
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-ehandler shouldn't be on WK athletics tx>ard
,

When I first arrived in Kentucky, I sat witness to a very
strange thing on television.
There stood an elderly white
man, his lips pressed teasingly
close to a microphone, his eyes
closed, perspiration beading acros.s
his forehead. He was singing "My
Old Kentucky &me." Stran,er-.-:,et,
standing ,behind him, dr'5Sed in
shorts and sneakers, were black
men waiting to play ball in front of

23,000 white faces.

·

·

· trange? Had he been singing th r tional anthem or "America the Beautiful," it would not have
been so. But he was singing "My
Old Kentucky Home," a song that
makes reference to "darkies in the
fields," or something like that I
didn't know many people in town
then, and I nearly packed and left.
Since then, I have met many
people. I have decided to stay. The·
place is decent The people are
decent
t makes it even more
difficult for me to stomach . A.B.
"Happy" Chandler and his recent
reappointment to the board of the
University of Kentucky Athletics
Association.
1 am sorry the man has had bad
health lately. I am sorry when
anyone suffers bad health, but being ill is as little excuse as age.
Anyway, people who like Chandler say that he is as mentally
sharp as ever. I do not doubt this.
When Chandler made his comment about Zimbabwe, I was not

Percival
Everett
Contributing
columnist

nor

shocked;
did I consider the
utterance unfortunate. It is much
healthier to know there is a disease
in the vial than to suspect it
It was not Chandler's use of the
word "nigger" that bothered black
people. What if he had said "Zunbabwe is all black now''? The point is
that he was willing to write off a
nation because of the race of its
people.
President David Roselle bas begun to push UK in good directio~;
and I understand that some moves
are political, though ~tasteful. His
recent appointment o( Chandler to
the Athletics Association board is
distasteful. Roselle explain,ed his
decision to me and, though I understand the reasoning, I think the
decision is wrong. How must the
many black athletes feel?
This might be a time for the
athletes to understand and realiu
their power. This state loves UK
sports. Perhaps the black players
and the white ones sensitive and
caring enough should refuse to play
until something is made different

There was talk of such action
immediately after Chandler's combut-it nzzled We are, after

'

LEXINGTO

all, speaking here of very YOUDll
meo
women who see their
alreerS swinging in the •balance.
These young people need to be
reminded that ' Vf!JY little good
comes without
risk.
l don't mind such people aa
Happy Chandler, n<X1 do I mind
many people love him. People are
free toilove a rrum who built a bia
r
~ his house if they want tQ.
But if I have childrm born here, I
don't want them to, have to apologi7.e b it-tlie.,,. Ifir)d myself

apologizing now.
"Oh, you're from Kentucky.'~·
''Yes, it's really an OK plae1
The ~le are good. Real\y, they
are. 1'he land is beautiful."
"Isn't Happy Chandler' from
therer"
"Who?"
There are people wfto•believe
that Happy Chandler single-bafii.
dedly integrated baseball. 5ocne
think only that he was instrumental
in the change. Some people f>elievethat if you play with your navel
and it ruptures, you will fly around.
the room like a deflating balloon. ,
.

.

Let us tuck away Happy Chandler and let the country see Um
state as it is, as part of this century,
populated by thinking people and
not flunkies to two-bit state histories and concocted legends.

Percival Everett is a Mf.lelist who
~aches creatwe writing at tM. Univsmty of Kentucky.
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UK enrollee 'wtzlo couldn't get room won't return
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader educatton writer

Lisa Courts, the 18-year-old
West Virginia woman who wanted
to go to the University of Kentucky,
said she planned to enroll at West
Virginia University in Morgantown
next fall, despite a flocxl of offers to
help her attend UK.
She said the list of people who
telephoned offers of help covered
four pages. She also received more
than a dozen letters and was contacted by Midway and Alice Lloyd_
colleges in Kentucky and Bluefield
State in West Virginia.
The outpouring of generosity
followed a report in the Aug. 24
Herald-Leader about Miss Court's
problems finding housing in Lexington. he was accepted to the
University of Kentucky and her
financial aid was in order.
But she waited too late to apply
for housing. And when he arrived
in Lexington on Aug. 26, there was
no room for her on campus and no
hope of getting a room because of

the waiting list this iaii for dcnni O:
ries.
She returned the next day to bes:
home in Maybeury, W.Va.
·
Kentuckians flocxled her with
offers of housing and money and
begged her mother to let her returrt
to UK. Several offered Ms. Courts
the use of a car and said they would
pick her up in We3t Virginia and
bring her back to Lexington.
:
"There was a lot of mail telling
her not to give her dream up ~
(offering help) .. . to come back m
January," said her mother, Aliese
Courts.
Mrs. Courts said many call~
said it would be a mistake for her
daughter to delay her education,
but she said she advised her daughter to "get a little rest" before trying
to enroll in college again.
"Lisa's awful crazy about
school. . , . She sits upstairs with·
books, books, books and that typewriter from morning 'ti! night."

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

r =sa r~u....,.. ,,.,: ,1 th:it .,h. wzs
su;rised
~ppreciated the offers, but that UK
was out of the picture for her now.
"I'U still watch them on TV
when it comes around to basketball
season," said Ms. Courts, whose
dream of studying at UK started
during programs about the school
during half times on televsion.
·
Until next fall, she said, she will
continue to work as a baby sitter
and look for a better job. She also
wants to learn to drive and volunteer to be a Big Sister or to work in
a literacy program.
.
She said she was not wcxned
about sitting out a year before
continuing her education.
"I'm definitely going to college."

by tile--~~~

Sept. 8, 1988

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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UlllC1J1s; ~- ·,.'·•,,suttei_i'dedineil coifunent on,
. l'.;ifayette Higfi--Scliool, the site o
·- .- - . · - ·:; -:;,. - ·-.
•·. hi~ score on either test · T· ·•. .,. ,l
lHerald-L'.Ua~ri1~·w,J!••~ / _,;;.-'-..,_
tpeAq in question,_NCA_A i~vesti- 'E~I~- Manuel -~n~o-~~nt.. _:,
Sutton said he and Mahkt
1
I1 Sean Sutton
siid }~y!that gators0 askal>school=<1fflcials-about"=He's·6een·un1astly1reafea-. ticipated suspicio~. eo they iwei:d- i
• Man 1d"d
~
Manuel and '-utto!l),Mai\uel had
,
. .,
, ~t •
each Qlher .,__ f· l
1. -n~t c·htat~
he and E~_c. ,u,e,
" • falleif'li'••1i¥t~?ilie'.l'NCA1f n'/L he S pone riothing. .., 11.~ O,Slt,next to_
· ··"""b~ "1
Manuel, ~!~-,'l1\.~ !IJ.e.,1 NCAAs ~dal'cl'""' viill6' nly,'
_I sat three, tables: away from
un,
, college,«;n~~- ~~dard for -~ ffi''ll'~i!l;'mi!arli¢t'I~~ u{W,, eW;'V, ~srilfl' .. 'c..L's~an'suiion l I ~utto'! sat ~
'
1_freslurum _elig_i~ility. ~
. .
his ':m~om!i &{ ,Maooii~'r'c;'&'f'i'He'B A; ml 2&'ll1U ·
' . , _...,. , ) . , "fll\ ·Pry:tty,,;<>nfident ~y name
Speaking "!lt!t t!te penrussmn of t" t at Lafayette' in:Jlme 1987 was.. 1,;,,1 aorain.. . - .
'! ~\ ,~ cl~, '. Su~o~.-~id. _.
~fatMr,}!_!IIVe!'Slty of K;entucky ~ last'l:l\aiici!'tihleroiile'egg!IJie'aliJ;:,l?"!J~i,~~w"" .!rim .to j:ake it as
./< ":'If people want','to believe. it,
' ~ch Edwe·:Su~I},_.,~ Sutton
11 "''Ix, "h ,. ,, 4 .u,.,o, ..,;., ~.mq !liil!i ,;td
:1, .. rc,-0 hi 'trengths 'and, 'i tney'll !kl'· . \" he . 1
"d, f th
1O
' ~d NC,¥. qm;Stl~·about.:-!~.•, a ~siii~n'·•tb~&ii 1¥b~1~ei'f1"1v 1w'l/ ' ~~~hes~d; "Ii, makes -i cheatin aJke tio~s. "~ Jmt t~
Auiericaq
.-,,J1''y't1',., m,,, •m~crum,-,,...-_f(,w,.1\:1_\m
t_,_, hiDI .o.,.,ve,,
t , ,.,.-, - I bel'1eve•1,·
~t"'' ga
I, . ..,._ er_.. "1
'R"8P,"la'"'"
.,,_<;allege
.. ,, .. Test
,' ► WllS'
. 11I«~.-..
il<udyeuea,1esamemneas!•~-d
guuusense., Ihwancu
·"··•'·
-·,,..
/
i.;t;;U.,
'
' e) !:ilNll~'d Ld~n:J",M J:h; 'Dl'lj!.~ .tH1,:~~~1f
' 'rturu'·•.,;; to' I
,I
1
:) 'Tm aeeply'·1,1pset ana re~dly ·, '}~ked.-~11"
his
anot
er
~PP?
..
:'
_·
:
·
(\.
-.Sevepil_stltd_eqts
wpo
w~e'testi tired and.' bothei'ed,. that \people~-,.,, Vf,.,Y,, , \00 ,,;_ e
!Id,•
.progress.,
'.,r ·, 1 ,, ed that day said Chris Shearer~ a
: would think-Eric'and I clieathl," !lie J ~on ~.~;-'/1)\rill\';.,t~!\l~n,,\s. ii ~J 1:'he ,younger 5!Jttpfi_ sat~;, lie Lafayette junio~ ,val,'Sity' bask'etli,;lll
i 'y_ounger Sutlon'said., \'Eiic·Manu!!l ( 11'1Y mo½~?~!~ .'!1~}9i);te9~ 1t;A t)\9m1ht most studpits )(l(Jk ii ~k'. ;player,' ,sa(
seat froi!i' ManireL
:-is ,
I_Ie's hi# , IJlli~tly ~l\t .the ~~, pf'm¥'1uruor:yeafani:1 lege entrance e_xam, ll!ore ~ once._ :~Ian }\taiig, 'Lafay~Jt\l's't988 v~_\e\.
1
I treated:: • :·. ,, ¥s ·;done" nothmg
;eprove
was,'1P,W~-:1lMPJ.1·r:iel/J~fit,Y;Jf,m
Cth£9C~e.~,,
1 dictqnan, ~t
fjveor 1S\l!:·6eals_iway
"
· "·, ,.,,,. ·. • , ,1, .,.It,
mv ""'re. was 1eu ,up r.ml:151'\'!'ni'lr,•.Ri\YI,dd
~oo..,esman. sat
e rau: O_\'Y1reAlert..:
es •. ,t-L...c:.u.:.i
'[ m -- ""-'"·be
wro11g.
/.','
t,,
·:·
I "'
• 'th ba"''"t'o··--11'" .,~m-m···u··"'u·'Ul<q· ,'1"nn,,cc<rm-ce1 "l''iitly' better' .... _~ 'JJUlll ......,ue !,ang "'1IU ' '
1 ,.1i
s ,~ ·sta·ternen,ts''at a'Wildcat 11th·
wi
sis.e a pre
u1 v r
~- w::.s on,y; s 1g
'
u1c1u 1, ·' 1! · tha• Sli , .. · h....,~··Man el"
I ' ·'l · uttons
la '!!Ll~J,i. ,·, Sh'e•lllo8"it ' -1+,,.>.:no•'""'THu, ,It, 1,·~·-' -~.;..c.__.....;:
'-,
•
• '· JO~es
·'1 eal'ef. CJ,,,,~ r..,.,~'\,..,\
U ..
,I ""':"'ISc
t:i .... A,_,. ~:-conference were his -~ "e 8~}~i ·~te.,,,:1prJ!,::-,)?t~'trJ11 1 ~ ~r.cenL ···
• .,. ., ... ,.,,. ·•· ·•~·
.-·;--,
• · ... --,
•
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r~-:-•1don't'.have ~~~ COtmieii(Q\11 isat'th~alid'tilok'ttie~f a'iidJliaf
f, tliat-whatsoevet ".Sheirer ~l!,yesJ ,was 1t., 'o/hat Eric' 'did,' he only( \eraay', "If yo~ \\1101 ~ 'tilk,;,tol1lijioWsJyh!l-i'.~e' di4,"::•' ' ' ';: . .
K anyone, talk to iny pnren1$.'' ✓".'~N,CA'A' !· "' ·'.' ' 1 1' lia·:' .. , .,,,i
. \ ,. ,
i' <
• r o, ,, , l mvestigatora, · ve I not,
· - Shearer's ·mother, :..Teresa, ac- /I Ql@tip~ed-Chris,orviny,111et11ber,ofi
knowledged she had heiird rumors r 1/l-~ifan:uly;,Mrs,.Shearer said: ·,,1!·11
~(connecting: hiir ',sori,•toltiManuel'.s i 10 On.e,ot;the-studenisiwho:sat-at;
r~ his freslnnap ~oility._ • ~~l's, table, ,Ef!CJ Mosalgo/.~r
·1: :-"ff~ d!_c!rt't 'helP.• Ette 1'90_any- lsa1d.1' '.,The· O'!IY.\1time 11-saw'"'him _
[ ffimg/~-tS!ieai:ti: -~;~~~' 1: '(!}fanuel),• talking,: td -~;. Suttonr
,
,
. !"h
j'IY,il$· a,t the_1break. And-you,~wr
,'
Uruted Press .lntpnatiqna gg , li(!W:aflot,of ~ple,bave' said,tlie_y,,
r~ported
that, o,utjtiiof,!"O'[l!Jiandit,,~ •nught have switched the test-therur
possibleanswers,
iean',.._,('
Th,
•,
....
~,~f"~i.-~
ey.were:Just standmg,aut m;the
Othf:l' i:,erson tak!ng _ ~ ~ .U"'.. ha)Jway:r ,They, wereit!t ·switching.,
day;~hai:l.,only,reight't•.diffe'reminre,, tests or,anyth' .,,,
l , . ..,
sponses,rtl -:h--"'-" s;f <rt,,. ,\ffiJ.,l'~'
·
i11g..,, 1" 0 •, ··· 1 .,,, 1
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•
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loans through deductlons'tro111 th~lr ,also.said 81'!1dl!ales,.~~d,-~uy out, .
. , ,_ , 1 n: ·-.1 . , • .,-7 ,
1
•
•
their
obligation.
'for
Hfelliiie
pay•
·
"sounds
steallog' ou
,. ,...
•• described by his advtse'rs,. stu- ~- men
,, ts.,; , ,.,;.,
' ,. ..l.~/ .:,. "' "'' .Idea. . I like , they're
UNION, NJ
•• - MichaeID.......
uaww,
.. _ I',, 11•1,{:, ;
proposed a student loan progmm for dents would agree to ,repayment , ..A/des !ajd the•progralil would adf, . Meanwhile,· ,llie Dutakls CBlli
the middle class yesterday, mytng plans based on a percentage of their no net cost to thij 'federal govern-·.· palgn's airplane troubles conllnuec
that George -Bush stood silent while- earnings - with P,Byments ~nd•. 'iiien~ :,'. '•'. '. ' ' '. ., '. '.~•'" .,'; '..' ';: a .:day_ ,after. Uie' .~dlda_le ., we
the R!l.l!BB9 adrolnlstratlon tried "to Ing for- the rest qf their workllig" · Bush; Dukilkl'l' ·RepubUcan rival· forced· to 'cance1··BJi eppear&11ce ~
sllim ijie cici'!>r~ci{ C!)Uege opportunl• lives. The percentage of lncome;,:ln the• presldentlaFrece;:,lffei pro- -'Col111D:bus; 9hlo,' ~hen _f;be, f'.ed~ni
ty"- for-young-people!
.
withheld would depend on·: how· •posed allowtng,parents to earn Inter-· :A.vlatlon :Mmlnlstriitlon conducted:
· ''Where •was George?" Dukalds much money was: borrowed;· 'said "esrtax-free on U. s:saVlng!I bondS to spot· Inspection of his '.cbili1e~
,asked, renewing the Democrats' cry LaITy-Summers, a1 Jlan'.8rd tcono-:, helPiPBY for'ci>Uege:.,1,u.:.:,: 1.-. i• aimpalgn·Jet Iii Chicago,.,_ , ... · i
_~at .,.. lli~lr----iiauolilll- , convention. Dl15l and advlser;to Dukalds._.-, •,, ·11:• 1 The'Reagan ·(l~tlon Is ex,·. A·second' Jet/carrying reporten
"George was right there, all the :Summers, In a briefing for report•' .,perlmentlng .at .1O,campuses;;wllh ,a ,television crews end campelgn staj
time, n~t doing end riot saying a ers, said the pro~ would commit,, $1d_ent -loan: pro8l'BII) ll!at, -ties ,re,- ,, was 81'1l11Jlded Iii, Boston ,by, hydra~
thing," Jte said.
· :
_
borrowers to repaymen'5 ovet-~9 .-;payments !a stud~nf!!' l!lhlr,l11come. ,, lie problems an4,coµldn'I Bl=C(lmPII
In li:speech et Ke8!1 College In y~ But he, icontended-,,the, !=!>~.b:!11kedl&StY.lla.r'.8!.!lmaJor, ny;,.DJ!la!!dS. 1\)-New Jersey.,.Thi
Union, •N. J~ Dllkakls said his pro- amounts would be small,, end would 1 . expansion of the program;
plane was the same Jet Dukalds ne1
/ gram would provide federal guarQn• not leave borrowers wltl! " c ~ , ·.;,, Loy~ Mtµer, a spokesman for~- , froll:1 Chicago "1e day :before_'whei
:tees to
1/l!nk ,Joans to_ coUege debt" ID the fl~ ~ew years olrt .of, retary ilf ,Edtle!\tlon. ,\1/111!!1!!.1 ]!en-\ his campaign plane ,!"!5 ,d~lay~ b;
students. students,would;repay_ the college when Incomes ere low.- He. 'nett, salcS the. Dtikak!s- pi'opoeal. ·the FAA lnspectlon., .-~« .. , · future earnings.
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:a11. enrollment at UK sets -record.,_,big.h
... -. ••. 1~~·,f.-:..,.. ........._

By Catherine Chriss
Herald-Leader staff writer

Enrollment at the lJniversity of
Kentucky set a record high again
1 this fall, with most of the growth at
the community colleges.
Based on preliminary figures,
enrollment rose by 6 percent to
55,350 students from last year's
52,241, UK ·officials said yesterday.
. Enrollment figures include parttime and full-time students.
Enrollment at the Lexington
· ca,mpus and the UK Medical Center
· is estimated at 22,900 students this
: fall, a 2 percent increase over the
: 22,461 students a year ago. Fresh' man enrollment increased 7.4 per: cent to an estimated 3,000 students
: compared with 2,785 last fall.
i
Enrollment at the 14 community
i college campuses is estimated at a
: record 32,450 students, compared
: with 29,780 a year ago. That is a 9
percent increase.
UK set a record last fall for
enrollment, breaking ·che 50,ooo·
mark for the first time. During the
last five years, total enrollment at
UK has risen more than l 0,300.
University officials are pleased
with the growth, but acknowledge
crowding everywhere from classrooms to dormitories.
·
"I would prefer stability, but we
also don't want a decline in enrollment," said Donald Sands, vice

chancellor for academic affairs on
the Lexington campus. "[f we have
to- choose, we. like increase."
.
Increased enrollment in Lexington has prompted a Faculty Senate
committee to review admission
standards, Sands said. The university began selective admissions in
1984. Previously, UK accepted any •
student wno graduated from an
accredited Kentucky high school.
The new admissions standards
study may be ready this spring,
Sands said.
'
:
"We will want to do what we
can to strengthen the university,"
Sands said. "We feel we have somet~ing to offer the state's very best
students and that's what we're interested in."
Sands said enrollment was
growing because people realized
that better jobs went to those with a
better education.
1
"I think it's time and economics," he said. "Jobs now require
more and mor~ slti!ls. People are
realizing education really does pay
off. Without that, you're lucky if
you get a job at all."
·
~

~
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UK officials also were pleased
with an 8 percent increase in minority enrollment, bringing the number
of black students to 718. .. - ....___ . ___
'
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Morehead .State ,.
wins ovc academic
achievement, honor·,,

Herald-LMder1Ken Mowry

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

t

. Mo~eheid State i University i~
the winner o.f the · Ohio -Valley
Conference Academic', Achievement
banner based on the academic per- .
formance of student-athletes during ·
the 1987-88 school year, OVC commissioner Jim Delaney ·announced yesterday.
. ,1:.
•
'
., ..... 1' ,_ ._ ••
. . Morehead finished 'first ,with a
total of 53 · points, followed ' by
Eastern Kentucky witp 43., Murray
State was fourth with 35 points..
Five athletes· from Morehead
and Eastern were named Medal.of
·Horior winners-for, having the highest grade point average . in: their
sports. From Eastern, Lisa Malloy
won in women's cross .• country,
Harold Reedy, ,footbalI,; and Mary
, Granger, volleyball;•,a11.had perfect
'4,0 averages. From: Morehead, Jeff
Collier, men's cross country,1 had a
3.897, and Robin Lott, men's basket-.
ball, had a 3.8. .. , :- , -i- ,
.. T\le • Academic_:_. Achievement
banner will be presented to Morehead at halftime of Saturday night's
"· football game against Western.Kentucky University. --·'"·
--.-,
i
i"- ~ ·. The complet~' -ord~ ·of· ~is~
among OVC: schools. and point totals:
! \,,: ,~,11. \f~,i<Jti\J:1 '¼,_
,t ~ Mor~head·,:.State;..{53).,J?.astem
Kentucky (43);;;:-Noungstown,, State i
(38), Muiray._Sfate .(35);-Middle;Ten~ ·1
,n ~ (34~;:Tenn~:•leqi t(34~ i
L;~~-stin~ Pear:, (16),~'fenn~ ~tate. -~

!)

<source: Universily of Kentucky

,:1

. UK students' .scores on the
American College Test, a standard
entrance exam, continued to . rise.
Scores av'eragect'22.S;this year com., pared with 22.4 last year.,. The
: . national average last' year .for college freshman was 19.' This year's
national average is unavailable.
UK officials emphasized· the improved academic record of the
freshman class, pointing. to the
number. eligible for a , Singletary
Scholarship, which ~equires at least ·
a 3.5 high school grade point aver-·
age and a 30 composite score on the
ACT. This fall 204 freshman quali,
fied compared with 136 last year.

Special lo lhe Herald-Leader i"•,, ; 1•,
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::;entre tops
Eric Manuel
n alumni
deni_es:_:grty;·,:_._: _·:··_'i,•:
~jyjng for
Centre says alumni are top givers
:ifth year
.
h. .A:''r-+-f, ,_ ...
.THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1988

DANVILLE, Ky. 1

Centre College has had top alumni giving

impropfi~ty~•:,_:
'

.. .

0 ll

0

<,

IS~~~- .1. ,,;;::·,

;:~n~:ci ~:~e1f a nn~1i::ie~~c~ /Jef~ :~ ~~~~t~;.:;:c~:e~
,
h
f
to the school's college-relations ofllce.
··
. , ., , ,
., • ,
More thant hree-,ourt so .according
Centre received annual donations from 75.4 percent of Its alum•
•· •:,., ,:.,,,..., . ,:.,.,'
:entre College's alumni conThe Bluegrass, Bureau,·d_, - r1s•~-«J1ii
•;la1,"lf ''"'
ni in 1987-88 - ·contributions to the Annual Fund came from 5,983 •
,., ,. ,,:,::,,,c•.
·• o·, •
ributed to the school in 1987,
· ·'· •··u.r ""
._., f"·'K.-.-,
7,933 alumni. The Annual Fund also reac hed a record 1eve1 Of
LEXINGTON K
I ·'·· ity
18, allowing th e Danville col: of
more than $1.5 million, a 7 percent increase from the previous ·
' Y.'· .... • n vers O ' enege to lay claim again to the year. Williams College, Williamstown, Mass., was second with 66.4 lucky basketball forward Eric Manuel said
iational title for alumni par- percent participation, and Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H., was yesterday that he did nothing ll!lproper
icipation in annual giving.
third witll 65 percent.
.Jwhile taking a college entrance exan_i In
Centre's Annual Fund reThe national average for alumni giving was 22.4 percent In 1986, une 1987•
: · ;. (, · •· \' ·
·
:eived contributions £rom the most recent year for which a figure Is available, according to • In a slalement released'.by bis attorney,
·
· Robert C. Stilz Jr., Manuel ·said he took the
i,983, or 75.4 percent, of its
the Council for Financial Aid lo Educat1on.
test In Lexington after preparing for It with
',933 alumni.
at Southwest ,Macon. l!lgh
Williams College of Masshish counselor
I I Ge gl
· · ,.. ·
·
0
;achusetts, which received
c.. f~ld nothf~g ~pro~1i'\;;;;~~;'durlng or
:ifts £rom 66.4 percent of its
after the ACT test I have cooperated fully
,Iumni, was second, accord- ··
with the NCAA Investigation. and will not
ng to an annual survey conhave further comment until after the lnveslucted by Centre's Office of
tlgallon ts completed,'' Manuel said. 1_,. .••
)evelopment.
· The · NCAA has ,. been,:..lnvestlgatlng
Other colleges in the top
pumerous aspects of UK's basketball ·prtr
:0 were Dartmouth in New
gram, Including the ACT. that Manuel took
fampshire; Hamilton in New
June 13, 1987, at Lexington's Lafayette Hlgl)
{Ork·, Amherst 1·n MassachuSchool •
- · ,_,• :·t
·- · : ; • .,: •-·1- -~· • •
.
1' ' ' .
:etts; Bowdoin . in Maine;
, ·; .Manuel, now a sophomO're,: made _a high
,warthmore in Pennsylvania;
enough score 10· become. eligible for his
,iena in New York; Randolphfreshman basketball season. He bad
.-!aeon in Virginia; and a tie
not achieved a high enough score on
ietween Hampden-Sydney in
two previous exams to attain ellglliro-inia and Lehigh Universibility,
,., ,.. ,·I •"'• <; •. : •"··
,,.
UK President David .Roselle met
Y in Pennsylvania
with head basketball coaeh Eddie
This is the fifth year in a
Sutton and Athletics Director- Olff
·ow that Ce~tre has been first.
Hagan on Aug. 28 to Inform tliem
Th_e nat!o:1al _ave:3ge for
. that Manuel's ellglbill!Y , could. ,be
,lumm part,cipal!o:1 IS about LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 19881 jeopardized because ..of _all_eged
!2 percent, accordmg to the 1
-- cheating oo the exam taken In .Lex;!er aid-Leader stall report

Supreme Court justice will speak at UK .

~~1:1io~i::;c~~rtid to I
Centre's annual fund grew'.
1 percent, to -more than $1.5
nillion in 1987-88. Of that I
1mount, $467,979 came £ram
ilumni. The annual fund goes
for_ opei:atmg expenses. Most
)!her gifts and grants go i0
t~e endo~ent (now $41 mt!lion), restt:icted funds and
capital proiects. .
. "The extraordmary enth~s1asm an~ support of Centr<; s
alumni 1s now legend m
American higher ~ucation,'.'
said Centre's outgomg pres1dent, Richard L. Morrill.
,
"Everyone has come to
expect Centre to rank No. 1 iri
alumni giving, and every year
our ·alumni prove that they
will settle for nothing less,"'
he ~id.
___ _
..

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia will deliver the sixth
biennial Swinford Lecture at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Concert Hall of
the University of Kentucky's Singletary Center for the Arts. The
lecture is £ree and open to the public.
..
·
Scalia will discuss his_ "R~flections on the Constitution." He is the
third U.S. Supreme Court Jusl!ce to present the lecture.
.
• Scalia, whom many consider an outspoken conservative justice,!
has_ served _on the Supreme Court since 1~86. In addition, to ~is
1ud1cial duties on the Supreme Court, Scalia, 52, performs special
administrative and advisory duties in the 6th Circuit Court of
Appeals, the federal appellate c?urt district that includes Kentucky.
At noon Wednesday, Scaha will attend a luncheon of the
Kentucky Bar Foundation. On Thursday he also will talk with UK
law students and faculty members.
. '.
.
,
... ., ,, .., . ..: ••-c..:,•- ~ -

·~i·

lnf8~ declined c~;ment;:
whether Manuel had been lnte~;viewed this week by NCAA inVesti,
gators, who have returned to :Lex•,
lngton to continue the wlde-fW!gln~
probe.
· ·,
.-~d :ti'
In h~ ts:!t,~~,e~t, Manu~1.. he
fro! hlse :~y frlellds
and UK su porters.·,., .. ,\,, ; ... ;
_, _ .. ~ P_ ..... , .'iJ. "'"'"''·"'ul"'=·
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UK enrollme11t is a record 55 350•\-;_:\}
freshman class scores high on ~AC"f~~~~i~~··•:
.

.

'

. "

,,. :,'f:':_,-.

1

The Bluegrass Bureau

.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Uolverslty of Kentucky reported another,
record enrollment yesterday and
announced that the quality of freshmen at the Lexington campus contlnues to Improve.
Preliminary figures show that ·
55,350 students were enrolled at the
main campus and 14 community
colleges, for e 6 percent Increase
over last fall's figure.
The community colleges' enrollmen! of 32,450 students ls 9 percent
higher than last year, and a 33 percent Increase In the j)~r,t· Itiree

'
.
Each two-year school recorded an academic affairs on the Lexlngfo,
enrollment Increase this, year, said . campus. Sands said that the score,
Community College. Chancellor • for entering freshmen, have , In
Charles Wethington Jr. ·' • · , - ' creased each year since UK's selec
The main campus and the A. B. live admissions policy took effect Jr.
Chandler Medical Center will have 1984.
. .. , ,.1.,:,,i :-, .r,ii,,'M•.u\:
an estimated enrollment of 22,900
Seventeen National MeritiSCIIOI
students this fall - a 2 percent In- ars are In this year's fresbm~r,
crease over last year.
class, fore total ·of 59 Merit scholar.<
The average ACT composite score· on the Lexington campus.-, c l::i,;:
for this year's freshmen ts 22.s, · Minority enrollment at:lne•ma/n
compared with 22.4 last year. The campus bas also Increased. '.''l'':
national average on the American
Prellmlnary'estlmales'sliiiw:ttial
Coll~ge Test ls 19.
· · 718 black students .bav:e;'reg!stere)l,
"Based on ACT composite scores., for an 8 percent gain ove,r,~}'e4r.
this ts the best freshman class, qua!•"-\ The 138 ·black trestuiie1i:t!tls/f&ll
~y-w~s7, !hat_UK has ever bad,'' said 1 ·_represent ebout,li perce~,o(lhe'.e_n-

..,

,...

1.
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Ererin9tt's._solid 'fo:uridation ·tor/ ~O?;C~~~'---~~tt91?~V t_aises ,
.
ed UCati 0 n: -. .J.
l bitter pill for ~Kte·a.Chefs J
■

grade, they would ~ int;~ by -1
Shakespeare, Hawthorne, Stephen
Crane and Willa Catl),er.
•.
·

µI< faculty salaries also lag i · -"It shows there is a.ti ·interest o
be~md competing universities - a· people in the state to fund that par
WASlllNGTON
Big Bill"
University of Kentucky assist- · pomt dmade by several teachers . ot the university very adequatell!
Bennett, secretary of Education, reBennett's curriculum in math~- "
. but·not to do it for the academi,
ant
basketball coaches Dwane Ca- yes~~r ay.
·~ . tires this month from the job he has
~a tics, the sciences and. social stud· "'
Part of the university."
,
graced for the past 3 ½ years. He \: Wash. columnist
DiblltJI
ies would be as solidly based. His j ~Y a~d James Dickey are getting
Two per~nt. compared to. 10
·,
~oney
shortages
are
causinJ
big
raises.
:
··
percent
-1
thmk
1t
says
somethmg
1
goes out as he came in, whooping it,·'""
.,
. •
··
---· • fourth-graders .would ·be studying ,
problems in the English depat1
up for a return to fundamentals. ~ rooms -.m E0:g1tsh pro~ams that plane geometry, his sixth-graders
Most UK faculty and staff me~- to faculty ~embers," said Lyons, a
!11ent,
f:nrolln:ient in the departmen
His final publication as secre- ' spurn senous literature m .favor of would be expected to master cube
be:s are not. And they are disap- former chairman of the University
1s
soanng
this tenn, although tw1
- tary epitomizes his crusade. Here he I bla nd b~sal r~ders a~ skill w~rk- roots, negative numbers and the
pomted, but not surprised, by tpe Senate.
teaching positions were abolisha
imagines a "James Madison Ele- books; m :;oc!al studies teachmg Pythagorean theorem. Bennett
apparently abundant money for sal. Joann Rogers, a professor of
because of the budget crunch Kie1
mentary School," and describes the th at neglects htS tory and geograp~y would introduce second-graders to ' ary increases in the athletics pro- hbrary and information science and
nan
said.
'
curriculum he would like to see the to concentrate _on ~undane deta_1ls vertebrates and invertebrates, the , gram.
former preside_nt of the UK chapter
"That's
a
killer,"
he
said.
school provide. This is Bennett at ?f everyday hfe; m mathematics movement of planets and magnetic
Said political science professor of . the . Amencan Association of
The English department wa·
his best. 'Every page breathes with mSlru.ction th,lt,- however ?ressed forces. His social studies curriculum
William Lyons: "It's still a little Umvers1ty Professors, said she did
forced to hire part-time facult:
his love of children and his fervent up with .fancy new strategi_es and would be strong on geography and
hard to take.... It's another symbol ' !1°t "begrudge comparable salaries
members at the last minute, an1
faith in Western culture. Bennett is slogans, is neveT!~eless res!Ticted to his!oryr. Childr~n at age 6 would get , to many faculty of where academics
many capacity within the universlundergraduate classes are large
a true believer. In this cynical city, Y~ 0! ~-epet~tive, rudimen~ .the1r mtroduct1on to the Constitu- • rank in some people's minds."
ty."
:
this
tenn, Kiernan said. The pa:
such men are rarely seen.
. anthm~ttc;, 1_n science l~ons with- tion and the Bill of Rights.
1
Dickey received a 13.9 percent
. ·•~ut I certainly would deplore a
gap is forcing faculty members t
He begins by acknowledging · out _sc1:nt1fic. meth od; 1~ art and
raise for 1988-89, and Casey got 9.9 s1tuat1on where the bench mark
When Bennett has advanced
look for jobs at other universitie
the_ palpable; impr:ovement in ele- music ex~nences _w~1c~ rarely these ideas in the past, the educapercent. M~nwhile, faculty and
seems to mean more in athletics
he
said.
me1Jtary schools m recent years. extend be)?nd und1sopl~ned ap- tiC?nal establishment has respondoo
staff salary increases are averaging
than it ,does in academics," she said.
UK trustee Mary Sue Colema1
Even so, the level of achievement is 1, peals l? f~lmgs and emot1~ns; and with scorn and derision. Bennett is
2 percent, although some individ- • . UK s faculty salaries were 9
a
biochemistry
professor, predicte
s~ill _tO!) low. In ~veral important ! m foreign_ !~ngt1age.,educat1on that "naive." He lives in a "dream
uals_ may receive more based on . percent below the median of 11
that
UK teachers would be offende
dtsc1phnes, Amencan children lag I hardly ex1s_.s at all.
ment.
comparable
universities
in
nearby
world." He has no realistic underby the coaches' raises.
"well behind'' their foreign counter- I
Casey's annual pay went from
states in 1987-88. The UK average
What ,;,ould Bennett have the standing of the problems that go
parts. "By the time they finish the I states and :1ocalities do? He would with teaching in schools of the
"That may have been an unfo:
$36,400 to $40,000. Dickey's went
was $38,715, compared with the
eighth grade, too many of our I start children in kindergarten with inner city. Disadvantaged <;:hildren i. from $39,520 to $45,000, according ; bench-mark schools' median of
tunate thing to do when we're i
students are ill-prepared for the ' the classic fables, fairy tales, poems cannot digest so demanding a
such desperate straits for ever:
!OUK records. The two also receive · $42,461.
kind of high school education we and nursen• rhymes that are part of menu.
one's salary.... That might not t
mcome from coaching at sports
~ngli~h department chairman
.
want them to haYe."
· our enduring culture. He would
the right message to send• out."
·
~ps,
TV
appearances
and
clothKevm
Kiernan
said
UK teachers
Bennett responds by citing indiBennett is nothing if not blunt. 1 introduce elements of grammar and
mg endorsements.
.
had lived with small raises for so
He blames shortcomings on an composition in the first grade. Sec- vidual schools in which precisely
UK coaches are paid from in~any years tl)at they were becomeducation establishment that "op- ond-graders would write simple t~is has been done. Meridith Magcome generated by UK sports
mg numb. He said he doubted that
poses common sense." Education book reports, stories and poems. At net Elementary School in Temple,
events. Faculty salaries come largemorale would sink much lower
wisdom continues to deride courses grade three, children would read Texas, is one such school. Forty
ly from state funds.
~ecause of the difference in academthat are rich in solid content. It still Andersen's fairy tales, Browning's percent of its pupils are "disadvan- .
Faculty members acknowledged
tc and athletic raises.
.
is fashionable within the establish- "~ied Piper," Kipling's Just -So Sto- taged," but 97 percent of its fifth.
that the salaries came from differ. "The faculty in general is disapment to disdain "mere facts" in ' nes, E.B. White's Stuart Little and graders have mastered reading · ent sources - and that the athletics pomted there 1s that kind of disfavor of gauzier "understandings."
Charlotte's Web. By the eighth skills far above the state average. . program was putting $4 million crepancy between the athletic and
Bennett's valedictory publicainto academic operations.
~cadem,~ programs," Kiernan said.
"These superstitions and prejution
ought to command the serious
UK Athletics Director Cliff Ha'That discrepancy has existed for
dices still find their. way into our
attention of school boards, princigan has been .seeking authorization so long I don't think professors
children's elementary school classpals and teachers across the nation.
fo boost assistant basketball coachc~m~are their plight with the situaThe elementary school is the founes' salaries for several years be· hon m t~e athletic program."
dation of education. We had better 1 cause he said they lagged behind
But it reflects on Kentucky'~
see to it that the foundation rests \ those paid by other Southeastern values, he said.
not upqn· sand, but upon solid rock. I Conference athletic programs.
© Universal Press Syndicate
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:Winning where it counts :;:,· ·
The 1987-88 school· year
bined grades of st~dentwas not a particularly good
athletes in all intercolJegiate
one for Morehead State
sports.
.
University athletic teams.
Because very few · OVC
The Eagles suffered through
athletes go on to professional·
dismal seasons in both footsports car.eers, the skills•
ball and basketball, as well
they learn through athletic
as many of the minor sports.
competition will be of mar-,
However, for whatever
ginal value to them after
their shortcomings on the . they. complete college. How-·
athletic field, MSU's athletes
ever, the knowledge and
, continued to lead the league
skills they acquire in the
where it counts the most: In
classroom will benefit them
the classroom. The Ohio
for the rest of their lives. In
Valley Conference anour book, leading the league
nounced Friday that Morein academics is better than a :
head State had won the
football championship.
I e a g u e ' s A ca d em i c
A school that insists that
Achievement Banner for the
its athletes are students first
second straight year. The
has .its priorities in the right
award is based on the com- order.
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··ROSSI
le hits th_e. road
.
:tcfprdmote UK image
·;

,

i

'

,,

~ By J~mie Lucke . ,

•

~

•

_

: . ' ·' .... - •

•- Herald-Leader education writer

[:

HARRODSBURG - Spoons ·

:. were· still clinking against the
~~ cobbler dishes when David Ro- .
;, selle stood.
·.. . · It was the eighth time in the
·last six weeks that Roselle, the
\ University of Kentucky presi:, dent, faced an alumni or civic
group after dinner.
':
Near the end of his talk last
i week Roselle asked the 80 Mer·. cer O)untv alumni for their sup- .
· port - 'no ma~er how "the
basketball problem" turns out.
. "Then, I need your support ,
' after the dust settles - and the '
· dust will settle," Roselle said. . ,
·_
It is a message Roselle 1s
' taking across the state. His
~ speaking engag~ment~ haye increased as the mvest1gat1on of
. UK basketball has heated up.
In April, when an allegation
surfaced that UK assistant coach
Dwane Casey had sent $1,000 ~o
' a recruit's father, UK pubhc
relations alerted news media to ·
two appearances by Roselle out: '
· side Lexington at civic or alumm
clubs. Last month, there were seven
and this' month six.
Roselle has traveled from Hop- •
' kinsville to Hazard.
. .
'
And the. National Collegiate
,, Athletic Association has said more '
charges against UK .were likely. ~ny_
.- ... day.
..•. , _.
.:'
-- -· .
~

..

scored 42 points and beat one of my
favorite Duke teams. I guess that's·•

OK."
.
.
Roselle did 11oi spec:ulate •about ·
what punishments or changes in
the athletics staff would stem from '1

ii,

But Roselle's schedulers figure
basketball has less to do with his
· many, appearances than does .his
growing reputation as an eager
after-dinner speaker.
,. . . ,
From his arrival on the .job in
July l 987, Roselle has taken his
vision of UK on the road.
"His willingness to go out on
the mashed-potato circuit is. out• ·,
standing," said Jack Guthrie, a Louisville public-relations executive
who is UK mtional alumni associ'ation president.
Roselle drew the largest crowd
ever at a Mercer County alumni
· dinner, said Hanodsburg resident
Laverne Lay, class of '39.
Roselle's speech mixed humor
with UK highlights. He reported
that this fall's freshman class was
the best.ever. "How many of you
are UK graduates?" Hands shot up .
"A lot of you couldn't get in now."
The bulk of his remarks were
hot about basketball.
But Roselle went to some
_lengths to show that he was sensi• .
tive to how much Kentucky cherished its winter sport. He said he
began following the Wildcats as a
student at Duke, "which played a
pretty good brand of basketball, ..
too."
.
He invoked UK's last national
title in l 978. "Jack 'Goose' Givens

the investigation. And usually, peo- ·
ple were too polite to ask.·
, :1
In
Harrodsburg, Elizabeth·>
Springate, class of '74, :f9und Ro-1
selle's speech reassuring_ after a,,
long, hard summer
the Big Blue
faithful.
,
1
"I love UK," Mrs. Springat~ i
said. "It really bothers me.when; ..
.things come out in ·the paper tha~ .:
are negative about the sports. pro-.;-gram or university."
. ·. • ; '!;
'Roselle had given her plenty of
i reasons for standing by her school.·
She said he came across as ,
"very down to earth" and "interest-' ed in the people and state." . ,
"It's nice to get to meet him,"
1said her husband, Bobby, a ·sJX)rt-••
1ing-goods merchant who was a UK ,
·student when i, Adolph Rupp
coached _his last game in Memo~!
' Coliseum in 1972. Springate still :
, attends most ho!1)e games. - . . ~3)
Springate .satd Roselle was der'1
. ing what he was paid to do ~
, "make the university11ook good."
He said Roselle had not had to_
face the "hard· decisions" yet about 1
the basketball program. , ·
.. ·J
Others disagree. Some predict'•;
that Roselle's decision to cooperate ,
with the NCAA investigation will
, condemn him in the minds of rnanyf
1 Kentu~k_i~-=- · _
. , ,.Li

for

I

3

1
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· from Page One
But Guthrie, the national alumni
president said his mail was running una~imously in support of the
way Roselle had handled the controversy. "If anything,. it's. been
, complimentary to the university for
· being so candid.''
If alumni are growing impatient it is with waiting to hear·what
' the NCAA rules, Guthrie ;;aid.
·
Roselle promised a thorough
investigation conducted by an independent lawyer. The NCAA reJ?ri•
manded UK for not cooperating
with an investigation before Roselle
became'. president.
·
•
1
The tab for the latest investigation already is $90,000. In his
speech, Roselle pointed out that UK
· was a voluntary member of the
NCAA and that members wer~
· required to "self-investiga~e" possible violations.
• , 1 One reason for a thorough inl vestigation, Roselle said, was that
·· UK must defend itself, its employees and students against unfounded
allegations. He talked about that for
.· ·a long time.
·
• But if the school is guilty of
violating NCA~ rules, "The correct.
·. · thing to do is to come forward a_nd
accept the responsibility,".~~ _said.

:That's entertainment

.A.TORY
,,

1n The CourierJournal last week illustrated perfectly part of
,
the scandal of Kentucky·
· higher education:
· While salary increases for Uni'. versity of Kentucky faculty and
·.~ staff are averaging 2 percent this.
:. year, two assistant basketball
; coaches received pay raises of
-. nearly io percent and 13.9 percent.
Yes, yes, we know that no money .
. from the university's general oper, ating fund ls used for coaches' sala,. ries. It all comes from the separate
.· Athletic Fund.
And, yes, we understand that the
amount of the increases was deter•
mined •after a survey or assistant
coaching salaries at comparable
:. universities in this region.
· But an of that is irrelevant to the
:..
main .point: It is scandalous that
.

pay Increases for · coaches are so '
far out of line with those awarded ·
faculty members - especlaUy· ln a '
year when, for a while, it looked as
if no money at an would be budget-.
ed for faculty raises.
_ .
As to comparisons with pay at
similar schools in surrounding
states, the state Council on Higher
Education makes such comparl•
sons every year for faculty memhers, too. But Kentucky governors
and the General Assembly have.
never provided the funding it .
would take to bring the state's universities up to that level.
:
Don't get us wrong. Good basketball coaches deserve fair compensation. So do good teachers.
Universities aren't sources of entertalnment They're supposed to
be institutions of learning - even
in basketball-crazy Kentucky.

LEXINGTON HERALD-~fADEA, LEXINGTON. KY., ~UNDAY, SEPTEMBEfrl 1._!~~

What's true . tor: coaches ·-is
true for faculty. mehlberS;:tocf
,~

~

There's a depressing familiarity had proposed a budiet th;t: ~~~Id
to the latest news from the Univer- · have allowed for almost no raises at .
sity of Kentucky. In a year when · all.
~;he Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky.,
faculty raises are averaging 2 perThe presidents' ·pleas persuaded ,,
cent,
the
salaries
for
assistant
basthe
legislature to come up with a bit'
Saturday, September 10, 1988
ketball coaches are going ~,up by more money, but hardly enough to 1
Morehead captures
more than 10 percent. . ·
· keep UK and other:·state·. schools ,
Why are the coaches getting · competitive with institutions in oth- .
2nd academic award
more money? Simple. The competi-' er states. The pred1ctable result has· i1
NASHVILLE, 'Tenn. (AP) tion is paying more these days. UK been an exodus of talented faculty ··
Morehead State University has won
doesn't
want to fall behind.
· , from the state's public universities.
the Ohio Valley Conference's AcDoes
that
line
sound
familiar?
It
'' The problem is especially acute' ."
ademic Achievement Banner for
should.
·
\ at UK. As the state's flagship rethe second straight year, the OVC
The
presidents
of
the
state
uni-·'
search university, the ·school must .\
has announced.
The award is based on the grades
versities made this same pitch re- , compete for top talent with institu- ~
of student-athletes. In the scoring
garding faculty salaries when the tions that can offer far. better, sala- 1
system of the competition, Morelegislature met earlier this year. At ries and facilities. Too ·often,·, UK
head compiled 53 points to 43 for
the time, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson finds itself priced out of the game. :
runner-up Eastern Kentucky.
·-- -Don't confuse the 4ssue; This is
Former league membex: Youngstown State had 38, Middle Tenriot a question of academics versus .
nessee and Tennessee Tech 34
athletics. The raises for the' basket-·'·
each, Austin Peay 16 and Tenball coaches don't 1come. ,at_. the 1,.
nessee State 10.
1 expense of raises for teachers. In •
Meanwhile, 16 OVC athletes were
·fact, the UK administration has \
named medal of honor winners for
having the top grade-poin.t average
already raided the Athletics Associ- ,.
in their respective sport.
ation coffers for $4 million
be' -~
used for academics. :·.1 ,..,., ~:
, ,,
But what holds · true for the i
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. SUNDAY, S-.basketball program , holds true_ ,;
Mldway-Gollege says enrollment up 2~ 0/ 0 .
,. across the university and tlie·istate '.
MIDWAY- Enrollment at Midway College for the fall term ts up
system. If the institutiort ,isn't• pay- ,,
20 percent to 389 students, officials announced last week. h'l
rting competitive salaries, it_ won't be ·;
The number of full-time students grew by 25 percent w I e pa
' able to I keep· its most .1.valuable ,.
time enrollment remained about the sa1!1e. .
" instry.ict~rs. That's a prescription for •
· The number of new students enrolhng chmbed 34 percen~
f
,
mediocrity.·.,.
;,,r ,, , • , • • · :1
.
Midway President Robert Botkin said the growth was a sign o .
~',
At
UK;
botH
the
academics
ancr;~
"positive change."
.
1 to expand from
M'd
Kentucky's only women's college, pans
,1 the coaches 1seem to have _grasped,,.
a juni~;:~lege to a four-year college in the fall of 1989.
' this simple. truth. How, long will it.'
0
be before the governor and legisla-r
Campbellsville says enrollment up 141/o
do, too.?
ture
. ,·, _ . ·· ,.;:,;,1
CAMPBELLSVILLE Enrollment for the fall semester at

I

I.

Campbellsville ~Uege was up about 14 percent over last year,
President Ken Winters announced.
.
h . 'd
.
The 748 students is the highest in recent h1storyh ff1 t" 1987
The number of freshman is up 29.8 percent over t e a o
,
while the number of transfers from other colleges rose 18.5 percent, __
Winters said. ---·· ·· --- - ·

1
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-Special class helps foimer. dropoui
become a 'master student' at UK J
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An Internal Revenue Sernew IRS ruling.·
vice ruling on a Michigan -• · The IRS has _told severa
college
tuition savings plan ·-··Michigan parents that th1
,_
could
adversely
affect a · :·- money they put in the tuitio1
able
because
each
student
tries
to
I
from his record, giving him a fresh
·ily MIKE EMBRY
similar
program
in . Ken-._:.\ accounts is not exempt fron
apply
the.
strategies
and
.
skills
to/
start.
.
Associated Press
.
The idea for the program came their classes."
tucky. The ruling unwisely., · federal taxes. Parents mus
This fail 55 students, some of
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Wyn Morris after Richard Grelsmann, assistant them
makes it more difficult for
pay federal income tax m
middle-aged, enrolled in two
has become a "rrtasler student" at to the dean for student records and sessions
parents to finance their
the interest the _funds gen
of the program, she said.
registration, noticed that the numthe University of Kentucky.
Grelsmann said the program
· children's college education. . erate each year, and the)
,-Morris, 25, was a two-time aca- ber of suspensions remained con- gives
the tools to be sucdemic casualty at UK for faii!ng to stant although the overall quality of cessfulstudents
Michigan was the first - also must pay a gift tax m
in college, but he added, "In
rr;_ach a 2.0 · grade-point average. students had improved.
state
to establish a statetheir initial contributions.
"I came to the . conclusion that the end, it's up to the students."
After a second suspension, he
operated
college
savings
·
_Like Michigan, Kentuck)
these students had poor study
dropped out for four years.
,
skills,"
he
said.
"They
probably
plan. It allows parents to
also had hoped to have thE
;::1 was taking random courses
wjt!lout much idea on what I was didn't do a lot of studying in high
begin
paying
for
their
chi!.
tuition funds exempt frorr
doing." said Morris, a Lexington na- school and probably didn't have to
dren's
college
education
federal
taxes, but one musl
because
they
were
smart."
·.
tive. "I think some of it was my Grelsmann said that, although an
while
the
kids
are
still
in
assume
the IRS will rulE
(iack of) maturity, but a lot of it was
elementary
school.
similarly
on all tuition plans,
· tcylng to get by in classes with as "overwhelming number of the students do very well, for those sus-The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Ky., September 11, 1988
llttle as possible effort."
.
The
money
grows
in
a
Thus,
the
only break Ken-He was readmitted in January, pended, it"s an.incredibly traumatic
trust account until the child
tucky can give contributor~
•
knowing ii could be a final opportu- experience."
The non-credit master-student
nity to make the grade. This time
UK
Preview
Night
scheduled
has
reached
college
age.
At
·
to tuition funds is on stat€
UK was prepared to help him suc- course was created to deal with the
I
that
point,
the
principal,
taxes. That makes the plans
problem.
ceed.
ASHLAND
Boyd
County
students
and
their
parents
can
learn
moril
dividends
and
interest
beonly
marginally more ap
"It was an institutional commitIn January the university's Col• ment
about
the
University
of
Kentucky
and
higher
education
at
a
UK
Preview
come
available
to
pay
tuition
pealing
than savings plans
to
say
we
want
you
to
sue.
iege of Arts and Sciences inltlaled ceed," said Greismann, adding that
0
th
the Master Student Program, a six- it ls now a campuswide program for
~ ~u~~~J~hlt~~~::· and answe/ at any ~ichig_an state col- parents ~ould estab_lish w!th
week strateg1 session designed for
questions
about
admission
requirements,
financial aid and scholarships, lege or umvers1ty. Unde~ ~he
a~):' _private savmgs -mstudents.
students returning from academic allStudenls
returning after a first housing, academic programs, career planning and student life.
plan,
parents
can
pay
tmtJon
stJtutJon.
sllspension.
.
are asked to take the
High sch!J?l seni~rs who are considering UK ar~ e~ecially encouraged at the current rates and be
The IRS ruling may be
•Nineteen students completed the suspension
course;
those
second suspension to a(1:end with therr parents to learn about ap,plication procedures and guaranteed that it will serve
good
tax law from an ac, course, with 15 showing dramatic are required toonenroll.
The course ls
· Improvement over previous class- free, except for the purchase
of the de~~:~· Boyd Countians, students and parents from Carter, Elliott, as. full payment when · the
~o~ntant's poin_t of \'.iew, b1:1t
work. Four of the students who had texlbctok, David Eilis' "Becoming
a
Greenup,
Lawrence,
Lewis
and
Rowan
counties
are
invited
to
attend
the
child
enters
college,
regard1t
IS lousy public policy. It 1s
been suspended twice for poor Master Student"
meeting.
less
of
how
much
tuition
in
the government's best ingiades earned at least a 2.0.'
·
sessions address such topics
~d two of the four received a asThe
Ob!o
~tudents
from
Lawrence,
Gallia,
J~ckson
and
Scioto
counties
are
rates
increase.
terests
to encourage young
learning styles, managing time,
pettect 4.0. Morris was one of them. organizing information, concentra• also m1:1te<1,. as are students from the Huntington and Charleston areas of
Following Michigan's lead,
people to attend college and
. '"I went in skeptical, but they gave
test anxiety and motivation.
providin~ tax break~ for colme tips on how to study and use tion,''I think
when they first come in, w;~rv::-ilf:\uormation, call Randy Mills, associate director of ad- the 1988 Kentucky G~n~ral
time more wisely," Morris said. they look at it as something they missions at (606) 257-2000 or toll free in Kentucky at HI00-432--0967.
, Assembly adopted a s1m1lar
lege savmgs funds -IS a sen"they showed me how not to waste have to do, a punishment or sometuition savings plan. Howsible, practical and intime studying the wrong way. I rec- thing they have to go through," said
ever,
that
plan
along
with_
,
expensive way to do that.
oinmend it."
Sharon Laumas, who teaches the
·similar plans . adopted . by
Federal tax rules should
• :J!e also declared academic bank- course. "But it doesn't lake long to
ruptcy, which erased earlier grades overcome that The class is enjoyother states - has lost much
be amended to encourage the
1
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/Qouncil on Higher ,Edu.cation
P.~~s_: new branch campuses
~

1'

I

•

existing programs.
,;
~erald•Leader educali.on writer
Meanwhile, the council encour1 LOUISVILLE - The state aged universities to set up branches
Council on _Higher ~ucation placed · and start offering upper-level
a moratonum Y~~erday on new:· courses at community colleges. :,
branch campuses such as the one
The council also prohibited uniWest~ Ken!1Jcky· University start- versities from offering· freshman
ed 11ast year m Glasgow. ·
and sophomore courses within 30
.~ •The ban is expected to last miles of a community college unless
about nine months, while the coun- th~ two-year school granted pennis-·
cil ·updates its rules for extended- sion.
~pus offerings.•
, Universities and community col'· ¾"We are committed to control- -leges had argued over turf in the
ting hodgepodge expansion at the past. The rule does not apply, to
possible expense of quali~y," ·said · Lexingt1;m and Louisville, both of
council Chainnan Michael Harreld which have universities and com~f Louisville. _
' munity colleges.
~1 The moratorium does not halt
The chanE;~ grew out of the
By.Jamie Lucke

·

·

t

controversy over W~stem's Gla~gow expansion. Western announced
it was establishing a Glasgow campus l~st year without consulting the
council, which is responsible for
coordinating Kentucky's universities and colleges.
·

In January, the council authorized ·an update of its IO-year-old
policy for governing extended-campus 9fferings and launched a study.
.Officials said tighter guidelines
were needed in respopse to changes
over the last decade, including the
growth of community colleges and
rapid expansion of extended-campus offerfngs.
·
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{t~o-..._..,f------L-·chief: -Modify: school funding
::torm.·u I_~~: 5 IiQhtlY
n
"T~e form~la n~:~y~,-~~att~ntion. to quaJlty.

<:" _ _ ,_ •

,;__

·-------'·-·
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·:!y Jamie Lucke,
! Herald-Leader education wriler
'. ·.·. t;OUISVILLE - University of
Louisville •President Donald Swain•
.., yesterday said the state fonnula for .
i ·func;}ing higher education should do ,
''Il10re · to reward . quality and re• ,
t.search. ,· .• ~: .
. · '
·
V' 1i••Basically,'; he· added,· ·"we're·'
'•pleased with the.fonnula and don't
· think ·it needs very much chang- ·
4'ing."
•' · ·
: :. He spoke at the third of eight
1. public hearings statewide as the
·~Council ,on Higher Education con- ,
'.' siders possible changes 'in the six- ·
· year-old funding formula. ·
The next hearing is Sept. 19 at
·,MurraY. State ,University. .
· e'· Swain said the formula has
. reduced· political infighting by uni. versities. But there needs to be a
simple way .to explain the 'formula
to. the public without actually simpfying it, he said.
'\ : The C9ffip]ex calculation recom- _
+mends' a ·Jump sum state appropria- ,
i'tion for each of Kentucky's public !
~ colleges based on the median of ·
'.•nearby. states.
.
"
:i .The main factors in the Ken- ,
. tucky fonnula are credit hours,
,: enrollment and the amount of space
. that intist be maintained by each
'·school..,;·=:_-.-.,· ·
·
· !
.
"The fonnula now pays no at: tention .to quality. It is driven en;_.;. tirely by numbers." Swain said.

i~ .

driven entirely by numbers said University of
LOUISVI
. ·11 e p rest'd en t Dona Id' Swain.
. He propose d th at
incentives be added to th~ formula t0 reward quality..~
'

. He proposed that incentives be
added to the fonnula to reward
quality.
But he acknowledged that with-..
out more money for higher educa- ,
tion, diverting funds into incentives
could damage existing programs
' and "morale, which already is fragile."
.
"The biggest incentive of all for
improving quality at universities,
especially the University of Lousiville, would be to get us IJP to 100
percent fonnula funding,'' .Swain
said.
The state this year budgeted ;
enough money to meet 84.6 percent
ohhe funding recommended by the·
fonnula.
.
·'

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Swain said the formula should'
give more weight to research, which
he called "the mission that's mosti
undervalued in Kentucky."
'
That would mean more money.
for U of L and the University of.
Kentucky, the state's research uni-'
versities,
.
i
Before the hearing, UK Presi-:
dent David Roselle told the counciL
t?at some states are helping estabhsh endowed professorships. by 1
m~tchi~~ funds raised privately by:
umvers1t1es.
·
Roselle ~id sud1 a system:
wou!d help attract.and retain high-: ·
quahty faculty, which he said is the
' most pressing need .in Kentucky,
· higher education.·
.·
. ··
ti'

I

•

•
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(ip::.µ_K SY:Stem·\
,: By,Evari Silverstein
, and Jaye Beeler
: Herald~Leader staff writers

. I
'

• :i At: the University of Kentucky, three blacks,
~· includiJlg basketball star LeRon Ellis, recently
' joined white fraternities.
'
•· •· •· Even so the color barrier among UK Greeks
' still exists, ~ny students and those familiar with .
, the Greek system said.
I
. ~ ··.: ..~•UK is behind the times," said Connie Nitzken, ' !
Panhellenic Council president "It's 1988 and it's ,
. 6.me· to change.· I think integration will happen,
· but not any time soon." ·
·
, r •· During this fall's rush, or recruibnent parties,
• no ·' whites pledged . · ·
:· ·
black-• ··· fraternities. ·•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
..~ nd no women of During this fall's
either, race crossed·
.
.
, the·M,sorority color1 rush, no whites
barrier at UK - pr pledged black
.
;··..e~er
have.
·
,
·
f
t
't'
s
And
no•
:. ·"Nationally, ., so- ra ernl le · .
I

'. rarities are integrat- ' women of either I
ed, 'but not at UK," race crossed the t
said' Becky Headier, , sorority color .
rUK's!/ I J Panhellemc '
.
. .
'
1.Co~ncil adviser.· ' bar(.ier at.UK,- or
. ·, Discrimination is ever have.
.I
forbidden by univer. sity policy, but fra.
· ·ternities and soror.ities: · can combat' the policy through private
'.. selection policies.
·· ·
' ,' · · UK. student Carolyn 'Smith, who is_ black,
· bitterly ..remembers going through rush m 1985
/,only, to'. be rejected in th~ final stages. • .
:.:., ' ·~I was led on by (their) charade, she said. She
:1 received invitations to visit 14 white sororities.
t; .,:.,,''They knew they_wou.Jdr:i't ·~!d ~n me, so ~he
· whole thing was a waste of ttme, said Ms. Smith,
'.'
· · ·ng.AJYhite s o ~
Ms. ea ey said that ~ h a d not 1
followed a national - and even state - trend in
integration: Eastern Kentucky, Murray State and
Morehead State universities have blacks in pre•
inantl white sororitie
_,- - - - ~ .
eam ut
epro lematUKtoalackof
: ~cipatio11: by blacks in rushing white soror. ities.
, .
.
;, '
Only five bi~cks have rushed _white soro~ties
' . in the last five years, compared with 3,500 whites,
· she'said. ·, · •
' Ms. Headley said she thought black women
typically leaned toward UK's two black soi:orities
;· because they could identify with them.
·

Stacy ·Ralston, president of the 1
lilack sorority Delta Sigma Theta, ,
agreed. . · 1·
•
,,••
"Girls are drawn to sororities in·
which the members have personalities they can relate to and identify
with. If you don't have anything in
common, then you can't possibly ;
, share sisterhood," she said.
·'
UK officials and some students
said fraternities had been more
1 open than sororities. Blacks encoun-'
. ter few problems while rushing 1
white fraternities, but not many
black men try to join the white
clubs.
.
.
Mike Jones, a UK freshman
from Marlon, Ind., is one of the
three blacks who pledged to join a
white fraternity at UK. He had not
planned to go through rush, but
decided to go to some of the parties
at the urging of friends in the dorm.
"l met a few of the guys and I
f.-r-ea"'"'J,,...ly__,l=ilced them," he said. "I liked
' everything about their house and
the fellas' personalities."
Even so, most black men prefer
to pledge black fraternities, some
,,students said. . .
1• , i
. .
The trend among black men,
said Allen Wright, former president
and current treasurer of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity, one of UK's
three black fraternities, was to .
pledge a black fraternity or not to
pledge at all.
·
·
"The main reason, to my knowl•
·edge, that most black guys pledge a
black fraternity is so they can have
- something to identify with. It's kind
of a personal thing," he said.
Wright also 1 emphasized that
the low number of blacks in UK's
j. Greek system was caused by low
black enrollment. UK's 718 blacks •
,; account for 3 percent of the student1
body.
.
But Lambda Chi Alpha member
". Deric,Cobb said he thought bigotry
. w~s alive in many UK fraternities.
! ·
Cobb, a senior and one of two
· black actives in the mostly white
~ fraternity, pledged because "they
~ treated me like they treated every•
one else," the Lexington native said.
But Cobb, who rushed in January 1987, said many members of
white fraternities tried to give the
impression they were not racist.
; Members often used black slang, he
said.
' · · "Some of these fraternities may
want you to think they are not
segregated but they don't want to
see a black in their chapter," he
said.
'

.
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Education-council prescribes.:a s~dy __ .: : _ /
·on how. to keep new doctors- m Kentuckr
ct•nc particularly In South~em
termlne why more new physicians
.....,,
By JUDY BRYANT
aren't establishing medical prac- Ke;:c:~ncll staff Is expecl;d. to
Stall Writer
t1ces In the state.
· present recommendations t,ased .o~
Economic
Incentives
perhaps
study's flndtngs bY next July, ,,
Although the state's medical even cancejlng student Joans for the"The
Issues are Jeglttmate, (but)
schools are doing a good Job of edu•
graduates
who
set
up
practices
In -th solutions are complex," U o! ~
eating and graduallng physicians.
according to the Council for Higher Kentucky - are among the solu- ~Ideal Donald SWllln told, lb.~
to be considered.
, uocll yesterday In LoulsVllle: <
Education, many of the new doctors uons
The recommeodallon calls for th,e . coThe council's analysis of medical
are leaving the state. ' ·
councils , education .concluded that the ~te· ts.
That concerns the council, which two universities and the 01
staff
to
st~dy
a
variety
riot likely to have too many doctors
has been conducting a long-range over the next seven months, 1oc u
time soon and th&t ·a stngte
study 01 medical, education at the Ing how to encourage the state's top any teal
sch~I would be hat~- .
University of Kentucky an~ the ,Uni• students to apply to local medical mr~d to handle the enrollment r~
, verslty of Louisville.
.
th
: , Yesterday the council's' members schools, and ·how to Improve hysie ~ulred to meet Kentucky's needs; ·
.,, ,. , ·•.-. •.
.. . ... , • , . ~
l ··recommended furtller studies to de- geggraphlcal distribution of P • ·

isst:.

- '

.I
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In~i~~ .~~~~g~ tpes t~ -~stir·
As.soclat~d
·

~

,,

1

, ··--

mtellecfual '~1i'1iiii~~'.:

1

'

,. " , ler, -~ philosopher and editor of Ea..· worid; commu~ty ~hitanl~~lca~
·
cyclopaedia Britannica and of Great tlon; crime and terrorism; the effect ·
.·:W,JNCIE, Ind,'_. Ball siate Uni• Books of the Western World; Daniel of the English language and the .
verslly has moved outdoors this J. Boorstlo, a former librarian at the American culture on the world; ge-'
week for UolverCJty '88, a venture Library of Coogress and a Pulitzer oetlc engineering; creatlvlty; and
Into the problems and possible solu- Prize-winning author; and Jonathan knowledge.
·
tlohs of the future.
Mlller, a physician, playwright and
"This kind of project responds to
Students, faculty and staff will author of the PBS series "The Hu• the commitment to do things to stir
hear about the homeless, the threat man Body."
the Intellectual cllmate," Ball State
of nuclear war, educatlon, health
Also partlclpatlng are Ken Coo- President John E. Worlh·en said.
and the ozone layer.
'per, the lather of aerobic exercise;
The Ball State Foundation proThe composite word "UnlverClty" Claude Rupert, a physicist who spe- vlded abOut $80,000 for the project,
Is used to relate the universe, the clallzes In the Earth's ozone layer; which Involves nearly au university
university and the city.
and Johnathan Kozol, author of "Ra- departments.
. . . ,
/
' University officials say the event chel and Her Chlldren: Homeless
The program alsO heightens Ball
::- .the first of what Is expected to ,Families In America." ·
State's visibility In Its community,
become an annual affair - Is a
The speakers will lead dtscusslons .Worthen said. Tents wm be. raised
''Woodstock. of the mind," an at- about surviving In an automated so- on campus to house discussions, mutempt to look
the obligations t<>- 'clety that Is overpopulated, under- sic performances and other presen•
day has to tomorrow. . , ,
, . . fed and polluted; how food Is grown , tatJons. The events are free· and·
Participants Include Mortimer Ad· and distributed throughout the· open_ to the public. ..... ,...

at

+.::~--
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Moreliead athletes taking command
of OVC academics
Mark
Maynard
Sports
Writer

-

.

Morehead State Univerafty maJ
soon become known aa the Vanderbilt of the Ohio Valley Confer.·
'
ence.
MSU is the proud owner of the
OVC's Academic Achievement
Banner for the second straight
year. It's given Eagle officials
reason to stick out their chests with
pride.
.
And dgttly 5" Sia"lCs; a gcod ed·
ucation should be of primary importance to any student-athlete.
Too many times the student is
taken out of the athlete. At Morehead, the student comes first.
Coaches btve study halls for
their players, mooitor classes on
occasion and take an interest in the
students outside their sports. If a
scholarship athlete receives a U
(unoffical withdraw) in a subject,
the school doesn't pay for bis
summer school regardless of what
it might do to his eligibility.
Steve Hamilton, MSU's Athletic
Director and head baseball coach,
says stressing a good education has
become a primary focus in the athletic department.
"(Fonner AD) Sonny Moran always ~ it and we've continued stressing that we want good
scholars as well as athletes,"
Hamilton said. "It enhances an
athlete's career if he can make
good grades and graduate."
An extremely large majority of
Morehead's athleteS, as well as the

rest of the OVC and l•AA, wOl Dlt
play beyond this level. There are
physical and skill limitations. When
an athlete from MSU or the OVC
does make it, it usually causes a
stir. Like when the New York Giants made Phil Simms the No. 3
pick overall.
"When they do make it, i~~uite
an accomplishment," H · ton
said.
So if the athlete doesn't have the
education to fall back upon, be may
be no better off than when he
started at the school.
Even with the empbnil, Merehead won't graduate ff'lery athlete.
No school ever does. I mean, IOllle
people come just to p1'-)'. .a.sport at
the school with no mteiiaon .<l.'
earning a degree. It's a fact of life,
pw-e and simple.
"But we want them to try and
understand the importance of a
college education," Hamilton said.
"We want to stress academics and
have a good athletic program."
A few years ago, Hamilton did a
l~year study on MSU's graduation
rate for baseball. He found that 40
percent of the athletes that started
in the program, either scholarship
or walk-on, graduated. At the same
time 1 the male ~ rate at
MSU was 8 pereent and the female
rate 16 percent.
Several of Hamilfon's players
that were drafted after their junior
year in school came back to get
degrees. Players like Dan Smith of
Ashland, who played in the Los
Angeles Dodgers fann system.
Another was Walt Terrell, still
pitching for the Detroit Tigers.
Many times, college baseball
players will put in their professional contracts for the team to pay
for the remainder of their education•

.Morehead had 51 players nam~

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

to the Commis.1ioner's Honor Roll
in the OVC. Student-athletes must
have a 3.0 grade-point average, or
better, to make the list. Two of
MSU's athletes - Jeff Collier
(men's cross country ) and Robin
Lott (men's basketball) - were
medal of honor winners. They had
the highest GPA-ot"anybotlf In ttie
conference in their particular
sport,
I
And Morehead isn't Creampuff
U. Hamilton said the student~
.athletes numbers aren't padded
with easy classes. "While PE
(physical education) isn't the easiest major, a lot of people think
that's all the athlete takes," he
said. "We have a lot of people in
business, industrial technology,
communications ... our school is as
tough as anybody else in- the conference."
.
When Morehead won the Ae:ademic Banner last year, it was by
a slim margin over Tennessee
Tech . Tnis time it was a I(½>oint
difference between MSU and nmner-up Eastern Kentucky.
One point is ·awarded for each
athlete with a 3.0 or better and two
points go to the medal of honor
athletes. Only the sporu that all
I conference teams compete in are
included.
"We're proud of it," Hamilton
said of the green-and-white banner.
"We're trying to get them to.
change the. color to blue-and-gold.
The thing l'd like to do now is win
an all-sports trophy sometime."

I
I
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i9Uten8At g0V0i-nor, say§ ~e wOn 't be _'yes b6y'
· · - ·'-··

y Jack.Brammer·

·

..

•

- ·

erald-Leader Frankfort bureau

. ~0~~:~ Gov. Wallace·
Wtlkmson accused Lt: Gov., Brereton Jones yesterday of stabbing himin the back. ·
·
"Breieton Jones is the type of
individual that sits in my offke and
tells me he wants to:·be a team
player and theri goes ·out and cuts'
on us,'' W!lkipson said. "And I
don't like'that brand·of po~itics."· . .
· Jones_ acknowledged .that his
working relationship with Wilkin!
son is not good put. said he would~
not be the governor's ''yes boy'' to·
.get_al(?ng_~th him._
.
· "If the price of being on- the
team is that ~he lieutenant governor
has to be _a yes boy to the governor,
I think that's too high a price to
pay," Jones said.
Relations between the state's
top two elected officials - both
Democrats - have ·been stonny for.
some time. The differences date to
last years election when both were
trying to recoup huge campaign
debts, and to this year's session of
the General. Assembly, when Jones
bucked Wilkinson on one of the
governor's pnorities, succession.
-Wilkinson commented·on those
differences yesterday ·in response to
reporters' questions.
.
___
-Willdnson said he did not like'
Jones~ new program that uses state
tax dollars to pay for a series of
'
___ . __ .

- - -_

Ksu Students

·. gath~ngs Jones has schedul!'!(l_ at
the Lieutenant Governor's Mansion
for-people from different counties. '
_-"Li'eutenant ~vemor J~nes is
domg the same thmg that beutenant governors have been doing for a
hundred years," Wilkinson said.
"Th~y're .running f~r ~yern(!_r,
feedmg peopl~ ~t ·the· Li~~te~t
Governors Mansiqn to. gaip.· pobtical support"
'
. _Wilki!}son said that Jones _had
mvited bun ·to attend_ the meetings
but that he answered by saying he
organized county meetings- three
y~ before he ~me gov~or at
h1s - and not the states expense.
.
Jones, V:"ho has mad~ 1t no secr~t
that he . will run for g?vemo~ m1991,. sa1~ that. ~e meetmgs nug~t
benefit him pohtically ~ut that therr
purpose was to ~elp _bwld a co_nsensus to tackle maJor ISSues .that face
the state. .
.
.
The · lieutenant governor sa1d
the costs of the meetings are mini·
tnal - about $125 eaqi -:-- and that
· euorts
u
the money comes from his
to
cut the office's. expenses by more
than 25 percent ·Much of the mon·
ey, he said, comes from a decision
he made not to live ii'l.·the·mansion;
Both Wilkinson and Jones said
ther hoped they would he _ableJQ.
work· more closely together.
But both said they have deep
differences.
Asked specifically·-what Jones·
had done to undermine the administration. Wilkinson said Jones tried
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By Rebecca Rose·
Herald-Leader staff writer

,FRANKFORT - Five Kentucky State
University students~ including four football
players,. pleaded not guilty yesterday to
charges they raped a 20-year-old female
student .
·
The five students are Richard Renne:,
18, James .Price, 19, and Mekel Blackwell,
18, all of Memphis; Bobby Jones, 18, of
Bamberg, S.C.; and· Myles Hendricks, 1s; of
Fort Knox. They were charged with firstdegree rape, sodomy and unlawful imprisonment. They entered not guilty pleas in
Franklin District Court.
·Toe alleged gang rape occurred Sunday
night at Young Hal~ an all-male dormitory
on the KSU campus. The woman told
police she was visiting her boyfriend about
lllp.m. When her.friend left the room, five
men entered and aj.l allegedly raped her.
, l\1any, _students interviewed_ yesterday
expressed sympathy for the defendants
and said the woman shared blame for
visiting an all-male donn after hours.
Jose Gonza)ez, a 20-year-old political
stj~ce major from Miami, said he had
hear?· ~t. the'· woman "willingly went uif
to -die donn after hours.
·

,

--

"If you go into that situation,
you must know something like this
could happen. She. should have
known better,'' Gonzalez said
"If she was at;the dorm at that
hour, she probably knew she would
take part in some sexual activity,".
said' Mark Simpson, a 20-ye.µ--old
student from· Pontiac, Mich. ,
"That kind of thing happens all
the time. I think it .was just somebody getting a cheap thrill.at somehody else's expense," said' RaheemBain, 20, a physical education majo(
from Miami and a fonner member
of the football team. '.'I _hope the.charges don't stick. I d1m't think it
was rape."
·
Bond for the five I defendants
was originally set at $60,004, but
was later reduced to $1,004.
- Renix, Price.and Blas:ey.rell post~.'
ed. bond late yesterday. ia,fternoon,
said Lt Kenner·Hay at the:Franklin
County Regional Jail.·
Jones and Hendricks remained
held at the jail.
,
-A preliminary hearing 1s today
·fo Franklin District Court
All but Hendricks are members
of the Thorobred football team and
were suspended Monqay.
KSU's open-visitation IXJlicy on
camp11s has been suspended until
the ur1iversity concludes an internal
investigation, · university spokesman Joe Burgess said.
The woman may face disciplinary action if university officials find
she violated the open-visitation IXJli•
cy, Burgess said.

.

i'

"to sabotage the succession amendment"
·
In Kentucky's 1988 General Asseaibly, Wilkinson pushed for a.
constitutional amendment that
would let Wilkinson and future
governors run for a second consecutive.terrn. Jones lobbied to include a
provision for runoffs in primary
elections.
Wilkinson refused to accept
that, and the amendment died in the
Senate. He said yesterday that "succession is not a big thing with me."
Wilkinson also indicated that-he
was not pleased with Jones' concerning education.
Jones said yesterday that it
would be "counterproductive" to
say anything about Wilkinson's
education program. But he said it·
would be best to reach a consensus
on education before holding a special legislative session to enact edu- ·
cation refonns.
-.
,
.
f
has
• If any kmd ~ consensus
~n developed. Im not aware of
1t," W'lk'
Jones sai4, has 'd h would
I m~n
. sa~ e
to
call ~ s ~ sesst?n m January
consider his education package ~t
was not.~ by_the 1988 legislature. The package involves 00!1u~
to schools that show a';'.3-demtc 1m·
provement !nd creation of_ 21
·"be!lch-mark school~ to. put mnovative ways of t~chmg mto effect.
- -- Jones also ~id tha:t a_ coi:sen~us
should be reached Wlth legislative
!~ders on the state's s~ortage. of
Jail beds and that a speoal session
sho'$tl~~~o1:!i1d;enJte:~~::
whether the issue would be incl.uded in his call for a special session.

Men and women are nllt allowed to visit each other's donns
after 11 p.m. Sunday, he said.
Burgess said the woman went
home Monday to be with her family, and it was unclear. whether she
would leave school.
Students expressed no con,cein
about their personal_ safety as a
result of the episode, although some
said it was easy to sneak past the
donn directors.
· · Betsi Darden, a cbild·development major from Columbia, Md.,
said she was concerned the episode
would tarnish KSU's reputation.
"If tp.ey raped her, they need to
be punished. All she did was violate
visitation rights," Darden said.
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Moreheaa ·fall enrollment
largest in almost 10 years
· Morehead State University has
its largest student body in almost
10 years, officials announced earlier
this week.
•
The fall count. according to
·· preliminarv figures, shows 7,304
I • students enrolled, compared with
6,490 last fall, President C. Nelson
Grote said.
It is the largest student bo<ly
since enrollment peaked in 1978 at
7,676 students. '
1 • • The fu\1-time student enrollment
i of 5,543 is up nearly 18 percent
from last fall and set a school
record for number of students taking a full load of classes. The
. · preV14!.US high was 4,748 students in

1977.
About 3,600 full-time students
are living in residence halls, about
600 more than in fall last year.
"\Ve are excited about the
growth,'' Grote said. "Three years .
ago our enrollment was les.,; than
5,700 and now we have our second
highest figure in 10 years.
"Many people here and in our
region have worked hard to promote Morehead State and also to
foster an appreciation of the value
of post-secondary education in today's society.
'"The university and the people
we serve are beginning to reap the
ben,;fits of these efforts."

:strict forlTIUla for funding
·!,:can hinder higher education
-

I

.

ffi .' · As the Council on Higher Educa. money for research.
Swain is right. A formula that
tion makes its tour of the state, it's
finding· that people like the way allocates resources on the basis for
tl5 _·. '-Kentucky's universities are funded enrollment, 1 the number of credit
hours taught and the number of .
~
- but not too much.
~ , · The problem with the Byzantine · buildings to be maintained is a
u..
funding formula for state universi- formula for statewide mediocrity in
~
· ties, the council has been told, is · higher education. It hinders the
z ·more with the funding than with University of Kentucky's attempts
2 _the formula. From Morehead to to become a nationally respected
~
Louisville, university officials are flagship state university: It hinders
~
· stretching to make do on the minute U of L's attempts to become a major
-'
o:·
increase in funding approved by the urban university.
~
1988 General Assembly. The uniOf course, as Swain t1oted, any
2/i
versities
want,
and
need,
more
monshifting of money within the state
..J
system would necessarily hurt some
ey. •
~
But · University of Louisville other program. Resources are
~
.President Donald Swain told the stretched that thin.
z I council that there were also probThe whole discussion has the·
2 _]ems with the formula, the mysteri- appearance
of a dog chasing its tail.
~ · · ous method the state has used since
x
The
system
should• be changed, .to
~
· 1983 to divvy up money for higher
facilitate
the
different missions giv-.
" · education. "The formula now pays
en
to
each
university;
but no signifino attention to quality," Swain obcant
changes
can
be
made until
served. "It is driven entirely by
there
is
more
money
set
aside
for all
· numbers."
Now, quality is an elusive desti- the universities.
. nation; but Swain is persuasive
Still, as the council makes its
when he says a set-in-concrete for- rounds (the group is due in Lexing-·
mula is not much of a road map. ton Sept. 30), it should heed Swain's
The U of L president wants incen- advice on how a pat funding recipe
tives added to the formula, and he undermines academic excellence
would like the state to give more and pre-eminence.
~

t '.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - · an~ou-ncer,••:~ho gives the "colo~
Th
th
commentary,"· tells us such things
- The bashing of the education
e SU or
.. ·-:: as why the athlete did what he did,.
profession - mostly by those who Lester Goldstein, Ph.D., is a
· the sigµificance of his action, how
seem to know little about how it professor of biological sciences the coach developed his strategy.
should be practiced - has taken on at the University of Kentucky: - These things are not apparent to
the characteristics of a national The opinions he expres~es_, ~'., the average fan, but are neverthesport.
-·
.
here are his own. 0'"· ._.. :. -,..
less of considerable interest.
Few would dare to specify to
·
The "color commentator" must
the medical profession what the
., ·~ _ .. _· know a great deaj. abou~ th~ game
qualifications of a neurosurgeon The Ph.D: degree is-f:- ·::: and _h~ ~s almost_ al~ays so~eone
ought to be or tell that person how
• I •·
• ( · . . . who ·participated· intensely m the
to conduct brain surgery. Nor are Slmp Y. CO!")V~n_le~ "' :·:,._: sport as a prof~iona:1- j~st as a
there many who would presume to mea11.~ of cert1fy1ng that-.· Ph.D. was, and usually continues to
spell out for those who accredit someone has t-Jad a . :
!Je, deeply in~olved-as a p~cipant/
engineers what criteria make .for· partfcular kind of./..
m the generatmn of n_e~ k~~wledge.
good bridge designers.
- . .•
·
.
. The Ph.D. degree 1s simply a ..
And that can be said of lay- expenenfe, !n f~~t,. _. . _; convenient means of <;ertifying that
men's attitudes about almost every anyone able to ··1;ir,.;·•-.. .
someone. has had a particular kind
profession - except teaching.
demonstrate that he or· .. of expenence. In fact, ?J-nyone able
Unfortunately, many _of educa.•
'd - .
. to demonstrate that he or she has
tion'.s critics are remarkably unin- sh~ _ h~s perform~ -_·. · :- . perlormed substantial_'reseai:ch of
formed about the profession they substantial research of :' value could be quahned. for an
take to task. And a recent entrant value could be qualified . , academic post regard]~ of degrees
into this pastime, Tom McCord,
· . .
.
. · held, but such people are as rare as
writing in the Aug. 17 Herald- for ar:, academic post :,,.· judges who have not practiced law.
Leader continues what now is al- regardless of. degrees . •:.. -... Often, even· the Ph.D. degree
most a~ Olympic event. In question- held, but such people
alone is in~uffici~~t to qual~y for
ing the need to have mainly Ph.D.s are as rare as J'Udges
an academic position. II), ~y own
on the faculties of colleges and
.
. _, department, new faculty. members
universities, McCord reveals that he who have not P!act1_ced · are hired only after they hav:e had,
was wise to switch from being an law.
; •::, .,., ·- _.·
on average, about three years expeedutation reporter to editing an
~ '.
rience - roughly equivalent. to a·
energy newsletter.
things as the capao1y. to examine•· physician's residency - dping·in~McCord suggests that the pri- information critically; the ability to· dependent research beyo:id the.
mary reason that colleges recruit recognize more than superficial re- Ph.D.
_ ·
. ·- ••
faculty members with Ph.D.s is to lations between seemingly di~1;>a-·,_ ' .. j~· emphasizing that a universi-;.
satisfy the demands of accrediting rate facts and. ~oncepts; the a~1h!f ty president should .be •'aple to·
agencies. J'hat's silly - at least to ~ m~t useful schol_arship_ m communicate well, pos5e¥i a•·sense
with regard to such institutions as subJects of mterest; analytical skills; of direction and know how to solve
the University of Kentucky and the means for deterininin~ how new problems;-gracefully and with :-dis~...
their science departments, ~ith knowledge relat~ t~· v~nous facets patch, McCord implies that -th~\
which I am most familiar. I would of human experience; Rnowledge_ of traits and holding"a · Ph.D. are·;_
be astonished if it were not also how to ~ontinue ·one's eduC:3-tion mutually exclusive ...:... nonsensi~
true for most other departments.
after leavmg school; the capaoty to notion.
•:-~..:',~.- >.( :,
Any institution that hires deal ~ith new knowl~dge ~J:d is;. :. · Of course, many professors ~e
Ph.D.s solely to be accredited ought sues _m our larger ~1~~-,-; •- . .., not qualified to be university pr1:5i_■to be disaccredited' forthwith.
Those best suited. tq unpart thjlt ~· dents, even though they ~....
Why do such institutions as kind of education· are. those who ;. Ph.D.s. But remember that far fewer ;
UK, which aspire to be front-rank have engaged in serious and inten~,, than one in a thousand prof~p~,i
universities,· require that faculty sive research using th95e-skills, for·_ ever becomes a universit~--pr~i-~•·
members have earned Ph.D.s? Be- four to seven years, for the purpose_ dent. Such individuals are hke~y to
cause such individuals are recog• of generating significant,. ·newf have those qualities McCQrd favo~-:
nized ,as generally being the ~t. knowledge. In doing'-:"~ •• while, - and the Ph.D.
/.~'.«.~-...,-J\;,
qualified to _tirovide our _youth Wtth •. earning a Ph.D., theY.~ have gained
Faculty members want, unifer,",:i~.,.if. ·
the finest h1gller educat10n.;
the experience that. enables them to ty presidents ~o be _P~J>:~· .with~~
If higher education were solely; . _teach what I have Just e~um~ted. academic exf!Cnence - JUsf as, for:
a matter of imparting facts, some• . :: The point that I've tried to example, poltcemen _want the com- -one witli a bachelor's degree and . make probably· can be appreciated missioner -of . tµeir, department to
exceptional pedagogic skill~. mi~ht \ by considering TV spo~ announc:~· have had pqha: ~ex~ence - ~ _:
suffice. But if all that one ga1rn,> ers as an example._ ;Nonnally, two· cause they .~ow .tha~ ~ny~ne who.
from a college- education is the,· individuals do the announcing. One has serv~ ~th the d1stmct10n as a
acquisition of fact$. he has been • .is the play-by-play:--announ0:r, He-/ profes~pr ~Ii understand .the prob-~
cheated.·.-.,·~_. ~1: : : : .,_:_-.:j r.:,:•~"~ ·· gives th~ speci~cs of .what 1s ot?-:,~•-lems, practices an~ needs of;~~
,~, What "good· college wants ·to• served directly. 1.e., t~e µi.ct, ~d he- wh<;>. bear the ~m rest?Ons~bihty
convey to students, beyond facts· ... _usually has.not beeri a professmnal-- for the two mam functions- of a
·and elementary skills, are such, participant in the sport. The other unixersity: research and teaching.
By Lester Gold$tein
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Increase of
1,
whose
expires
replaced
Spears,
Inc. executive from Ashland.·
·
·last
The prevto~ ·
:aovernorlijp(iiilts nau,lilKU regent

•

0

1

i Gov;-

·

Fields,
term
an Ashl&Dd OU

April l, 1992,

nearly

Richard

Wllklnsoli.-reappolnte4 .to tile board Dr. H. R. Booth of Union.
Bill Verst of Highland Heights and Jobn R. S. Brooking of Covtna,:
: ton.· Terms. for -th ancJ Vent wm .expire June 30, 1992. and
: B~klng's term will expire April- l, 1992;,. .
- --- ·
: Compiled, fmm AP and staff dispatches.

pen:ent frol

·falL
bfg1a - WI
~llmli;tary figures
enroll• 4,748 Ju 1977._ -~. ·
menqncreases tllfs falLat Wests~
WIW has enrolied a·record"lf,I]
~:.;.~:_, and ~rehead ~te ~ students··tb1s. r'11; a 4.4 percent i1
,_
•
_
. crease over·the 13,520 students e1
-~l"8Dfa,'. ·un1versity, :· ~ean- · rQlled last (all. regtstiar Freida E&i

mow·

~Jil!e.,.~:~~~.lts.second-hlp~ _leto11 ~ .
,
~-~e- schoo~'s 20&WKU's previous record enrol

~·,=em,

~"..·.~•.-'.;' ~._..,,::~~.,·- •• ,·:t,"7-1"
ment~~ 13,533 In the fall or 1971
: SUNrrAY-; SEPTEMBER .18r 19'88'i
•• ~ , . @ ~ ~orell~d. State- ~
~ n t enrollnient IJgures shoi
up.\1~.Q- ~rcent over Jast,fall, ae- · 9,84.0'lull-tfmestuden~ an IDcieas
to
~o~tlon_ ot~~-~ 19$,-83, and 4,276 ~
, ·BOWL;.ING GREEN· - Preliniinary--fall.' enrollment figures . at..-.q•,COmp&retf-w,w.--.,,-wBO•fli-vear
,../''
:..a&~ a/? ~9.1; :stu• "lime students, up 64 students tn,1
d
· ta..t - .
·
1 Western Kentucky· University- indicate·a record enrollment of 14,116
ADfl.,..Jt·fs"tJle•"•li.-,~µ•;;~p'il;;i;&,;,si"'-~t~..,.,_,
::"> ;,,,- _.,.
, • ...,._
.-.
-ovJ'
•
l&IIIYWagay·Zf' &a&5Clll·DLu-'• ..~·•,~'i.·--..,...__.. . ____ -~·• . ,. "·'- '"-•:r,"-•.
.. ..,._"".-....u~..,.•.
, students, according· to, registrar Freida Eggleton.
The tot:al represents a 4.4 percent increase over the 13,520 .~ent body• .since enrollment ~ed~, .. ~ I ~ . University bas 1,04
at 7,876 Ja".1978. , .
"~ • ·- • stuaentir tor:, th~ ·fall &e!Jl~, ac
i students'. enrolled last fall.
· · ·
.
.,.
• -·
cording to· Its Information. offlct
, The u.i:i,iversity's previous record enrollm~t V@S 13~ ·m fall
Mo~b~-~
•~·registered
a
i:ec,, '.l'he
set last. fall whei
11979;· . ' .. ,
.
" '
·•
.• , .
: eurrent enrollment figures show 9,840 full-tim~ students, an 0
, increase .of 532 from 1987-88, and 4,276 part-time students, up 64
' from last.xear..
.
'
..1~_ "l'm·delighted with the increai;;e in enrolhnent, particularly the
MOREHEAD (AP) - The fall enrolllilent at Morehead State Universi
, increase ih full-time students;"- said WKU President" Thomas· C.
is
up .12~ percent over the fall of 1987, according to the school
; Meredith. "This enrollment reflects confidence_ in Western Kentucky
infonnation office.
.
.
.
; University and-also reflects the excellent ·work being do~. by the
The
fall
head
co\lllt
shows
7,304
students,
compared
with
6,490
a ye;
facultyand
staff
at
this
university."
•
1
ago. That's the university's largest student body since enrollment peaki
at an all-time high of 7,676 in 1978.
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,• .• ;
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~~~~~~;i~~is:'~~~;~7, 191
MSU fall enrQllment up 12'.5~-
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~t,o·! appointments delays
};,~neW edualtion boards
:

~

. . .. - >

•

:i;- RICHARD Wil.SON

--;.-,- "

;an4 CAROL MARIE CROPPER

:-swnvr11em
••:r.:~ .

::;_~RT, Ky. - Two new educatlon:.1&~ boards exist ID name only because
~ ; ,WIIIJace Wilkinson bas appointed DO
Al:i~ml!e1S1for either.
··::·•:'A ·raw· passed this year by the General
·:.~ly jllrects the governor to name sev•b- dlrectora or the Kentucky Educational
.;sav111gs Plan Trust. Parents would use this
:i(ogram ti> save tor their children's college
,or tecbnlcal-5chool expenses.
; •.'.Tlie legislature also created the Kentucky
;j'oard for Vocatlonal-Tecbnlcal, Adult Edu•
'.:cittlon and Vocational Rehabllltatlon Serv•
·•lp!S..

.

·::-.:l'lle laws esmbllsblng these boards took
·_,rfect July _15, and people Interested In

Atiem bad expected the appointments to be
-;lllade·soon thereafter.
·< :-The savings trust bad been expected to
;'$art accepting parents' Investments In the
:,fall or- 1989. The planning tor It will take a
-jtar or so, said Gary S. Cox, executive di·
·•IBC!or or the state Council on Higher Educa.tion, and ·others.
:.: ,Jhil plannlDg cannot begin until the board
-IS-appointed.
.
State Seo. David Karem, D-Loulsvllle,
'lii>oilsor or the legislation, acknowledged
~t ·Wliklnson's delay "may not be earth·
shattering," but he said a great deal or prep,
aratlon Is needed. And many parents, be
suggested, would like to start Investing ID
the Ian.

·&-ni said be bad written to Wilkinson
several weekS ago; urging that the appoint•
ments be made "and suggesting a name or
two." He said be bas had no response to bis
letter.
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's press secretary, said the governor Is "evaluating" ap,
polntees to the trust board. "As In all or the
appointments. we make; we want to look at
them tborougbly and get !be best possible
people we can," Alexander said Friday.
He said be did not know when Wilkinson
would make !be appointments.
Rep. Herbie Deskins, D-Plkevllle, a cosponsor or !be vocational-education legislation, said be bad expected Wilkinson to ap,
point !be board's nine membera In July. But
!be membership list was still blank on Fri•

·day.

ihout !be delay. "It he (Wilkinson)
doesn't soon appoint one, rm going
to prod and see It we can't get one
llppolnted."
-~"Little speculated !bat !be governor has a problem with the law because he had wanted vocational
education placed under !be Economic Development Cabinet.
Little said he plans to talk to !be
governor or Education Secretary
Jack Foster next week. "I.might just
ileed to ask blm again and again
aild again," Little said, mimicking
t!J~ governor's threat to call repeat•
ed special legislative sessions to get
bis education package passed. But It
Wjlklnson "doesn't appear to be In
11!.t: mood to get !be job done, .I'll
CQntact the legislative leadership."
,'.·Dttle said he would ask those
llii!ders to file suit In FrankllD Cir•
eJllt Court It the governor baikS at
!be appointments.
A separate board ls needed, he
iilld; because, vocational education
il!!S been "a stepcblld to everybody."
.
••we have so many dropouts !bat
we.. have to train to work that It's
~ y Important." .
'
,Brock and the chairman
·,the state Board or Education,
riiy IE. Pogue, a11· said !be lag In
!Ifpointing the. voc-ed board has creUlied· no major problems.
•1°1'111 ilot upset yet," Deskins said.
Ii would certainly be upset It he
8acln't done It by !be time we're Into
i,e special session (planned tor Jan~ to discuss the governor's edu•
latton proposals). I would cerlaIDly
ftilnk that It he can call us Into speglj31 session, he can carry out !be
i!rdera we gave blm by legislative
ifrecttve" ID the regular session.
~M~mbers or !be trust board by
11,tue or their offices are State Fl•
l!WICe Secretary Rogera Wells; John
FfllZ!!r, executive director or !be

~
I

!½

-

.

Tbe governor said he Is waiting tor recommendations - Including suggestions
from siate superintendent or Public Instruction John Brock - before making bis decl·

slons.

.

"It's more Important to be deliberate and
be right !ban It Is to rush Into It," Wilkinson.
said.
.
"I want the very finest voc-ed board post-secondary voc-ed board - that we can
get, and I tblDk ID order to accomplish !bat,
that requires Input from Superintendent
Brock," he added.
Rep. Cayton Little, D-Hartley, chief sponsor or !be voc-ed bill, said he Is concerned
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1988

;Meredith~~ W"U chief , ·J.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Thomas C. Meredith, Western Ke •
tucky- Unlvemty's elgbth president, too~ the oath ofomce yesterday from Warren Circuit Judge J. Davld·Francls.
Meredith, who was selected as president by the university re:
gents Aug. 5, will receive a salary or $85,918, an annuity equal to
10 percent of the salary, and will occupy an official residence
owned by !be university, according to the terms of bis employ.ment, which were released yesterday. The regents also accepted
the resignation or Kem Alexander, whom Meredith replaces.

Council or Independent Kentucky
Colleges and Universities; PaUI Bor•
den, executive director of !be Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority; and Cox.
The trust board's members, who
will receive only expenses, must
name !be trust's administrator, ap,
prove Its Investments, assess future
costs or higher education and determine how much program partlcl·
pants must contribute to !be plan.
Frazer said the_ trust program,
highly publicized as It wove Its way
through the legislature, has provoked numerous Inquiries. "We
have (heard from) parents who are
Interested· In lt, and obviously ad•
llli$lons starts would like to discuss
It with alumni who have young cblldren just coming into the world."
Trust participants would recoup
their Investment, plus Interest earnings, and those whose yo~ers attend ·ID-state schools would quailty
for-additional money to be contributed by state or private donors to a
separate endowment fund.
·
Tbe; vocatlonat-educatlon board
was proposed as a companion to !be
existing Board or Education (ilow
!be Board tor -Elementary and Secondary Education) after complaints
!bat not enough attention was being
paid to vocational education and !be
need tor up-to-date programs.
The new vocational board would
manage !be state-operated vocational sehools and vocational rebabWtatlon centers and programs offered
there. It would also be responsible
tor adult• and community-education
.programs.
The old board would retain con•
trol or high school vocational educa. !loo.
Deskins said be plans to ask
''What !be holdup Is'' when he goes
to Frankfort later this month.
"Maybe It's just !be fact that It's
his (Wilkinson's) first year ID office," Deskins said.

-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Friday, September 16, 1988

WKU chief looks at salary issue
BOWLING GREEN (AP) - Faculty and staff salaries are a primal'.
concern of the new president qf Western Kentucky University, who said b
ls considering alternative incentives to make up for small raises.
Thomas C. Meredith said in an interview Wednesday with The Dail
News of Bowling Green that be plans to make some minor changes ~
Weslem's budget, but the budget was- too small to provide additiona
funds for salary increases.
"There's just no way. It really ls tight. We do want to look at som,
other incentives," be said during the interview. Meredith failed t,
elaborate on what those incentives might be.
WE:Stem's $83.5 million budget includes $42 million for salaries an1
benefits.
•
"Classroom teaching ls the bread and butter of any institution,'
Meredith said, adding that any growth experienced by the university mus
include more money for salaries.
During the interview with the newspaper, Meredith said the universitJ
would have to grow in order to get more money from the state. He saic
I that growth would be both on-eampus, in the form of increased enroll
ment, and off-eampus, by meeting the needs within the Western servicE
area.
'
"I fully support expansion," the Owensboro native said, "but we musl
have a commitment to qllality."
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Ky.--, Gov. Wallaef!

E

: _WJHilo~;n 1s opt a leader ,wbo ~eeps
·, P1'.IV&te._eneml!l5' ~
: .· .
:.;~~~:J:>~l':~th:w1ng·10~- , :'~ -. .
.: 'rlie·Jaiest riaim,-·on the 11st 1s lliatl>f Lt
Gov. Brereton Jones.
'
:
·
.Last.-week, ·atter a news conference on
bis ·1ax einnesty program, WIikinson was

ask:e~:!r:~~:S°:~~DJ:.,
fniin saymg-:lliat be felt Jones hall stabbed

him.In ·the· back. At-.the time theY. !<>qk offlee
. ·last nece·.m·be~·.· Jones ha.dpl"""iij,;;,a_ bis

~-.,,,.

:i!:i::~~~~ :i;:,:e::~ eti'::

tlon program'
.. •'and· the succesmon amend-_
.
.
Im • k
ment that:would bave allowed h tc(see
a' second, consecutive term.
. • .
··-Wllkfnson said he respects those wtio tell
him to bis face that they oppose bl'- programs; but not those who say one thing and
then do another. . .
_,
Wilkinson also' criticized the fact that tax•
payeis are footing the blll for J_ooes' "~ounty nlghr gathering; at the Lieutenant"~•
ernor's Mansion.
·
: ·•
The Governor's candor Is surely refresb,.co~=i:~
Collins, believes· Wilkinson Is great CCJPY,
· Wilkinson came Into office as a_ l)aro:
nosed eotrepreneui' who had absolu~control of bis own-companies. He didn't-need
approval of a legislature. He operate~ln' a
world of other tough-lalklng bUSloes.\lmeli'.
- a world where, if you burned a bridge;
yo~;:I~cs~ds::~~r:!!i are
ferent world. A governor bas only four y~
to build a record.. (Wllklnson Is down to llu!!e'

:!~~ ~a~

ii~-~

f~ =~~~~~t.:!';~1a~:: ~:V':.
0

nor works with 1s linlte. And the voters,-not
the governor, choose many of those PIIIY!lfS. :
Wilkinson
bas neverInhesitated.to
crl~cize
others
- sometimes
barsb terms.
,· .
Just a· month Into office be referred tomembers of the Collins adinlolstratlop .es
"those bastards who spent every nickel
th
th
· ey
bands on."
;
•
Hecould
calledget
the eir
university
presiden~:CIYbabies for complalnlng about the budget.
He characterized the Kentucky Educa..
tloli' Association·. as a· selflsh union )!(at·
doesn't represent the true feeling;-of lef1l:h-::
ers.· He' vlrtilally called House Edu~onCommlttee- Cbalrman Roger Noe a sl\)oge;:
of the·KEA.. ·• ·. · · ·
. · ,· ;, .;__
He said Set& Michael -Moloney; wbo:ill!SOf-;
complained· about bis budget, wast•~ ali.
the budge!; mad at the world,.mad at~:.
self.~· Just for good measure, be sal<!i the-.
Lexington Democrat "gets up on the Wl'l)llg
side of the ·bed ·every morning."
:.-. :
Now Jones Is a backstabber.
: ·· · .
Wilkinson may be a tough guy wbo;can.-:
take It as well as dish It out. He_ 1111!.Y re-:·
spect people who aren't' afraid to ciltJdze;,
lilm pulillcty and to· his face. ·
~"'· . ,.
But most· politicians· aren't like; Iba!.
Jones, wbo bas a.somewhat nervous llriit 011:
the frontrunner's position In the 1991 <;BIii- ·
palgn for governor, can't be-pleased bY.:last.
week's criticism.
• · . , •. ..
SUre, Jones and Wilkinson both saiJ:l,,iiirt
they. believed this storm would l)8llS and that

lS,{<1:~r-r_,.'
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If
Clay•,..,ar,.s·· ca.uicu. 1!'.,·,k_£~~i~=~f,f:~[,_._1~:f,~i~
l·::
. -~tty,·(]~}
'";. • ·" .. ' "d
.tha. 1'"D'
k ,,._
thing tlii_~ week! it's_ -..t-~·t· ~-our~-,~yanears
___}:.:,'lfl.cannl~,,.~ed-m~':(oevir_.,.fai.,.enlin.~g
.. ;t•Jo_ sta!""'yi~,wt~thi~S/n·;1wat·b
of working to unpro~': K~tucky's narrow 'boundaries Wilkinson ha
schools doesn't carry mucli weight. set for school refoim .
with the Wilkinson aclministra:ttoii~,,,..,,,,.._-Before,this,;-week's·'state'•;boar,
Parks wa:' told_ at a Tu~yJbreak- . Illeet_irig, 1a'~kf()S!er, the governor'
fast m~ting with Supennten/ient ~t,, ..~IJcation ;:- ~~~; . made; th
Instruction
John Broe_keeltha_.t . H.~,.,,·,.t.,~o
ques_ti_..on. ·g Parks abo_ut hi
uld
be
·-=- •.W!d_s,·
wo
not
reappomt . Jto the-' , s4Ppprj: for: Wilkinson's educatirn
state Board of EducatioR-:.,.. ; Y{ )~-::cfuf,P(Ogi-ani.J'.>ark!i'°hacked the gover
to
dthaoestn6otakweallaMi~WManhilkili_
...
i5t9posals''durihg~this year':
··
v. a ce,,
_son°-':'ut:1ieral'!Assembly but- he told Fo•
handled Park's reappointment with:;~,tefctnafW!Ikinson:s ideas should b
the delica~ of a hi.vigry ~;•' ~~;of a,,,:larger set~of educatim
Parks, charrman of the sj:ate PQi!rd:1:irefonns.He'also tolcl'.'Foster that th,
for. the past ts.yo yearsJ prune ·to a, •'''schools j!eedecfmorenioney. '
fu:ee-day meeting pre~~ tq deal~~ ..; Ttlat apparently wiisn't•. gOO(
with a full agenda of busmess He
. . -ehougli'.fortEosteriand Wilkinson
left the afternoon of day two,
a . h . • -~-,•.•·<a,,.,.,•. ,,_._.,·.-•.• ,
strong leader publicly einbarrassed:,":.wfi°"i~;f9,;;,l?~-~;~oney ~orr
by his sudden return to private life, . :hi!!C:- ~ ;ajltiijg"F
•.,?ffi\.SIJ. ark;\; was gi.Javer
·
:
S' W
•-n~r,prs ,-;.1:
roster, fin
teI
Just to show his
action
wasn't · -xu
M;d
•'Uld
-"-.'t·-'• . lld.U1ey~,
nE.=~z;;~.T·tUui.er
•a
t
m~re!y a lapse of g?<Jd :judgment,:,: gentleman..,~who"·~IP take ~Parks·
Wrlkms~n struck agam Weclnesd~y;,,.:· place i3"fr:IBe::c!xiarct-. is· "very' supannouncmg that James, Ratchffe·'"""·
• ~ p-.x,e,· .,__,..\~:,. - . .
•
al
Id t be keel. t
. . . , portive of tlie governor's p_Ians. .
so wou no
as . o reJom
.. ·· ·
-·
· • · ,·, · ·
.
the board
· · ·c
·' " Fostet;:is quick to say that Wil,
A gov°ernor, of course,. ran ap- kinson is not attempting/to run tl).e
point who he wants to the state day-to-day work of ~e board,~~:~
board; and he.can take action when- body set up to keep an mdependent
ever an'._appo~~enf 1Pir:~:
check on !he state's educatio!)?l
one by now can·pe surpnsed at this system.. Given· f!!O~h appoµit,
governor's sudderf and :sure: use of m~nts, however, Wilkinson's contr,ol
his gubernatorial powers,
will be firm_ enough.thIt appears-that
But there are questions here that n~w appomtees to e state_ :1?<>3:1.:d
go beyond the mere etiquette of- wtll J;>e ex~ed to t?e the W.1[wJ~
political _. picking fil\d :_;. chQC>ajng. s~n )_ipi;, ~~04t, yan~~- or _qq~•
P~ks;'· Ratdiff~ and'a·meinbet next_, tjon;, ·, ,. :·; " .
'-",-,-:f-.',~?:·m!
on._ the choppmg:;:l:>I01,.!t,-,,_Kerg1_eth,•, :i,: l½fqre, leaving,: Parks,, wisely
Janies' (wlfo. had @ilg@'.sense not :-warned. 'of"a ~'rubber" stamp" boaf.di
Dr.
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!J-1:te~cf: t:Jj'fijfon!Mit~fui~);, ¥-~_': -~der:~,Wilkin~n>Thf'gooo .dajQl'!

among the strongest members on is ... rigJ-it: Kentucky· schools don't
the board. These men deserve much need a state board that requires the
of the credit for the board's increas- governor's nod before acting. The
ing willingness to bring recalcitrant board ·recently has taken strong
school districts ihto line. ·· ~, · ·. _·'actionjo bi:ir\g into line wayward
That willingness to act iri sup:: . ;9,istric;ts.iri Fl9yd and Pike counties.
port of better schools app.arently··_ :._.Th.
e_sta_te_·. n_eed_·_s more_of.this kind of
isn't enough . for:,. Wilkinson... The independenc;e, not the subservience
governo~ wa,nts: more. Indeed, there the governor has dell¥111.ded. .

they could wor!Ctogether.Oliut"thatwon't,l!ai>pen. Jones hasn't been ctqse to Wliklnsoii: for
the the past year (remember the· pron$e In
Wilkinson's platform to make the llei¢eoant
governor head of- economic devek>pmelil?}
and they won't grow any Closer. Both want ·to
be elected governor In 1991, a race WIJ!dQsori
could make only If a succession· amendment
can·be approved 1n the meantime: · , . -; :
None of the earner wounds lnfllc(ect_-:by
Wilkinson bave fully healed, though ;all, of·
the wounded seem willing - _for the $bjte's
well-being or fear of being conslderect an
obstructionist - to work wllli- Wllkln,<;on._: ·

The key question 7s:-Wlio ls-Wlltlnson
hurting most wben be needlessly bashes
these people? Is he Improving bis
for passage of his education progrilm at:tlie
promised spedaI session In January':' :· · •
The Governor ls·lsolatlng himself. Ancl If
he __continues branJJlsblng the bare Knq_ck::
les, the legislature may throw U)lc Its banils
~ wait for the ile~ g~vem_or b1 !!0!~~-11\1!:
big problems facing the state... . . : ,.-,.,;,
. -Would that prospect hurt,' or help, Brereton Jones?'
·
· · ' ' -
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...Jly,~IMJOD ..... c: ·
Senior, ~ew~ Writer,,·
ASHLMID-,;. Contrary to,popular
liellef;.,the· biggest problem ~acing
the. UIJiversitY.: of Kentucky IS not
allegati!BIS of .wrongdoing by the
men's. basketball program,. Dr.
David P; • Roselle; UK president,
said Thursday.
·
.
. "The No. f problem at the umVersity is that we have a h,eck of a
time keeping our fac ulty,' RoseIIe
told, members ,of the, Ashland Optimist Club and guests.
"They can go ·elsew~ere and
receive more money - Just abo~t
anywhere across the border and m
the country," he said. "We have to
address that. It's not an unsolvable
problem." .
·
.
Roselle srud the problem IS one
the !Centucky General Assembly
needs to solve bY provi'ding more
f ulty al ·es "Then
money for ac
s an ·
we can get on to the real problem
of educating the people of Kentucky."
Roselle, who was named UK's
ninth president nearly_ 15 months
ago praised state legislators for
gouig "out of their way" to understand the university's budget probJems during. the 1988 session. .
"Then they did something about
it," he said. "They didn't give _us ~
real good budget, but they. ~dn t
give us the extremely difficult
budget which was first pro~sed.'_'
He said legislators surpnsed ~
by providing much;needed faci~ty
money for commumty colleges,. meluding funds for a new leanungresource building. planned at Ash•
land Community College.
"The new (ACC) building was
included in Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's budget, but was dropped
during the legislative process, then
added back in," he said.
•
Unde11thetermsofthelegislative
. funding package; UK will- have to
pay only one-half of the first of 20
years'· debt service on the new
building here, or $270,000.
.
"We're turning to the comm~ty
and hope you will respond: I. fu!nk
you will respond beca~e,,1t IS unportant to the commumty,
·
To raise the money, a fundraising kickoff luncheon will be

conducted
Wednesday
at
the
Quality at
Innnoon
Ashland
Plaza. Details abo&I the Iunche(!n ~lifJ!n.d~
-raising · campaign · wiµ· be·_ an-_
nounced next week,_ said Dr. An·
thony Newberry, ACC president.
ACC's enrollment of 2,600 thjs fall
is
second-consecutive
record
andtherepresents
a 14-percent
increase which followed a 13-percent
incr~e for 1987, Roselle said.
"In Kentucky, community colleges are more important than in
most other. states for social and
economic reasons. There are an
uncommon 'number of people in
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Kentucky
irreiiist:ge~efatl~= •·:•' _-_. ;.s ·;acuity raised more than
college· students;" ·said,•Roselle,
$54 million in grants and contracts
noting that he is·a -~.:generation
this past year, Roselle said.
college 'student in his'family. . ·
"It's a. very competitive busi"It is important the colleges are
ness," he said. "There's a lot more
in the communities to let them try
ideas looking for dollars than there
to get a college education," he' said.
are.dollars available to fund Ideas.
There are ,330 Boyd County stuTh!)Se dollars· translate into opdents at the Lexington campus and
portunities - $54 million worth of
1,669 UK alumni residing in Boyd
opportunities.": . · -County, including 77 lawyers, ,22
,· .... Roselle ·received a heariy round
social workers, 16 dentists, 15 diie:'"'of laughter when he said people in
tors, ffve architects and five lib' ·the· audience may have heard about
·ans he ""'d
,'- the, iilleged_ violations of NCAA·
ran
' praised
=· faculty members
Roselle
,. .rules bY th"•·'e """"etball .program. .
and students, saying both have
I.. · "H you haven't, ·you must have
drastically improved in quality in
been on the moon."
recent years.
He said UK expects to hear from
Although between 11,000 and
the NCAA-in a few days and that:
12,000 high-school graduates apthe• university. will accept respo~~
plied for entrance to UH;, only 3,000
sibili~or any proven infracjigns .
were accepted.
.
and defend itself against any that
"We're trying to control the size
I are not proven by UK's own in- and not get larger than we can,,
vestigation.
accommodate," Roselle said.
·
·
"H I say certain allegations ked
are
The top 25 percent of the freshnot
true,
_believe
me
that
I
loo
man class this year averaged a
at it and couldn't substantiate them
score of 28 on their ACT tests and ·
·
were
National
Merit
Scholars';•,;
from
our
investigation.
HI
say we
17
were wrong, believe me."
"We're proud of this and we're_: .j
proud of our high schools.
·;-,,
Roselle said UK will need help in
"This is the best freshman class:::
rebuilding
the basketball program
ever in history," he said. "We want~
because recruiting has been hurt
our faculty to be dealing in all';~
by ·the allegations. "We'll need.lielp
ademic success in the Com-,'.'
after
the dust ·settles and the dust
monwealth of Kentucky. The fac-·
will settle.'' Roselle, a native of
ulty was spending too much lime
Pennsylvania, said he was recently
dealing with the failure of stuintroduced
at a meeting as a Yandents."
kee.
Roselle said nine UK faculty ·
"How do you recover from
members have received Fulbright
something
like that?" he aiiked the
awards the past two" years .and
audience.
RobertShepherd, tobacco-research
"I'm a Kentuckian by choice.
specialist, was inducted to the NaThe
guy who introduced me is a
tional Academy of Sciences, the
Kentuckian
by chance," he said.
"most elite group of scientists in
the world.''
He said the goal at UK is to be a
national leader in public education.
ON KY
"We are assemblying the kind of I LEXINGTON HER!\LD-LEADER, LEXINGT . ..
faculty and student body to do
SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 17, 1988
that"
- WKU preSI"d e_n
.
LiOntract OK'd fOr new
BOWLING GREEN -The Western Kentucky University board•
regents. approved a four-year contract yesterday for_ the school
eighth president, Thomas C. Meredith, at a salary of $85,918, t~
school announced.
Meredith was named to Western's presidency Aug. 5 after
search to replace Kern Alexander, who resigned to take a disti,
guished professorship a_t Virginia Tech.
.
.
Meredith former vice chancellor for executive affarrs at t~
University of Mississippi, officially beg,m his duties Sept 6.

t
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Dan Rather will lecture
at. UK ih April
•- . ,
CBS anchorman Dan Rather will deliver the 11th annual.Joe_
Crea~on Lecture April 28 at the University of Kentucky, the director
of the School of Journalism said yesterday.
Da.vi'd Dick said the lecture
00 would be in the Singletary Center for
the Arts, which seats _1,5 ·
. .
.
Wh'l t UK Rather. will assist in the dedication of the new Fust
Amen~;t eei;.ter af-ihe· School of Journalism.
"I think he has keen interest in First Amel)~ent, and that may
be one reason he wants to do this," said Dick, a former CBS
correspondent.
The center will have books and materials coverin!!' the latest libel
and invasion-of-privacy cases, videotapes and Frrst-Amen<!I?ent
writings submitted in competition for Scripps-Howard recogmt:lon.
Rather has also expressed interes_t in establishing a scholarship
;
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to them and hear their side of the
'story. If they don't have a good
reason, they are going to be dismissed."
Debbie Garrett, owner of Copperfields Restaurant and Beer Parlor, 249 West Short Street, said she
did not leave the age discretion to
her waitresses .and bartenders.
"If we see an employee missing
somebody, we'll go over there and ·
check it ourselves,!', she: said. "I'm ·
sure there are some , ' that get
through~ but there's nothing we can ·
do about that."
, , ., .. :_§,
Mrs. Garrett said her bartenders'
and waitresses were instructed to '.
confiscate any identification card
they thought was fake; If'a:driver's
license is not from Kentucky,:,. Ir
second piece of identification;\ is,
required, she said. ·
·:· ~'
l ·,
But Robin Stiffler, manager of
Convenient Food Marts Store No.
29, 393 Waller Avenue, said it was
not unusual for college students to
buy beer without being asked · to
prove their age.
"If they look 21, they don't get
carded. Yciu just go by how old
they look," she said. Judging people's age by their looks instead of
their identification does not always
work, allowing some minors to buy
alcohol, she atknowledged.
Several restaurant/bar owners
said their empioyees tended to card.
less puring ';he day, when their
establishments were primarily res·
taurants.
Others said that the reporters
must have looked older than 21, 'or
that their bartenders probably had
recognized the reporters as being
regular customers who were 21 or
older.
'!
·
While some establishments
were lenient in their checking, others were strict.
•·J
•

-'I

After a cashier at Mr. Gattj's
Pizza, 919 South Limestone Str~t,
checked· the reporters' identifica'_tion, ,a rnartager did .not give . the
repcirl:enHl{~ beer they had bought
until asking the cashier whether,
they had been carded.

f\ pt:rsun cnocKmg 1oenuw.:auu11
at 803! knew one of the reporters
and his age, but insisted on seeing
his driver's license.

Lexington llquor stores
Lexington
package
liquor
stores, which draw customers primarily through their competitive
prices, display sale items in their
front windows. .
However, the reporters were
carded at more than half of the
package liquor and grocery · stores
th~y visite~ in Lexington. Eight of
· 14 stores did check to see whether
I the reporters were 2L

I,

'
A sign· in Shopper's Village
Liquors, 866 East High Street,
warned minors not to try to buy
' alcohol.
"Don't try it, don't even think

about it," the sign read. "Fake IDs
will be confiscated."
·~ Richmond, Morehead
·
ID checks
.
Most Richmond and Morehead
i·· establishments checked the report,-~ ers' ages before selling them
o' hol.

In Morehead, where t report·ers were checked at all five ,.----..;.;""
1 attendants at SuperAmerica let cus
tomers know they ,were checkin
identification .by wearing butto ·
that said "I I.D."

In Richmond, customers w o
·are under the legal drinking
but are 18 and older, are allow
j bars but have their hands sta
as under 21. The bartenders
check the stamp if the person
~o buy alcohol.

I
'I

The reporters' stamps
checked by the bartenders at
the four establishments that
, this policy.
.
Seven of 10 places in Ric mond
,. checked the reporters' id tifica-

~tiOn.
t
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,, ytzr.-..;:-,,:.;9
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Area schools buck national trend,
experien~e growth in enrollment
By Paul Prather
Herald-Leader business writer

In 1985, Phillip Ashcraft, a
$36,000-a-year controller for a
Florida citrus plant, decided he
had gone as far in his career as
his 20-year-old bachelor's degree
-from Eastern Kentucky University ·would take him. ·
So Ashcraft quit his ·job, he
said. He sold his house, took the
cash equity and his savings, and
enrolled in the master of business
administration . program at &,stem.
Ashcraft, 45, received an
M.B.A. from Eastern this year and stepped into a $50,000 job as
controller and treasurer at Trim
Masters Inc. in Harrodsburg.
"The future looks good," he
said.
Nationally, M.B.A. programs
~ just a few years ago among
the hottest academic items appear to be declining in popularity among students, according to
the Wall Street Journal and other
national news media.
The stock market crash last
October caused massive layoffs of
M.B.A.s fr_om Wall Street £inns
and generally lower salaries for
new M.B.A.s.
But enrollments in most· local
M.B.A. programs are steadily rising, at least for the time being,
Kentucky academicians say.
Increasingly, local M.B.A. students don't reflect the young,
buttoned-down, numbers-crunching M.B.A. stereotype.
The majority - a shrinking
majority - still have undergraduate degrees in business. But
many of those people are students
with several years' work experience, and they come from a variety of industries.
And now, nearly half of local
students come from non-traditional backgrounds - they are practicing engineers, nurses, schoolteachers, doctors, lawyers and
housewives.
· Among the reasons for the
. local popularity of M.B.A.s
among returning and non-traditional students: Local programs
are academically, financially and
geographically more accessible
than the big-time MB.A. schools.
· That is, admission standards
are less stringent- and tuitions are
a fraction of the $20,000-or-so it
costs for a year at Harvard or the
University of Chicago.
And within about an hour's
drive of Lexington, there are seven different M.B.A. programs: at
the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, Eastern
Kentucky University, Morehead
State University, Bellarrnine College, Northern Kentucky University and Transylvania University,
which has a cooperative program

with Cincinnati's Xavier University.
Ashcraft's salary was at the
top .range for graduates of -Kentucky programs. Typical graduates who look for new positions
will make about half that much.
But most local students, unlike Ashcraft, don't have to quit
their jobs and relocate in order to
pursue an M.B.A. They go to
night school part-time while continuing to work for their present
employers.
At Transylvania's Xavier program, for instance, almost all the
107 Lexington students work during the day and go to school at
night, said Bunny Holman, Transylvania's director of community
education.
Many have their studies financed by their employers, said
Nancy Tom, Xavier's MB.A. program director.
Of course, taking one or two
classes a semester - while working full-time - can make the
process of earning an MRA a
long and arduous one.
A student who holds an undergraduate degree in business
can earn an M.B.A. by completing
between 30 and 36 semester
hours of graduate courses.
At the rate of, say, three
courses per academic year, it
would take about three years.
Students who don't already
have business-related degrees -or who have been out of college
for many years - have to take an
additional 21 hours to 'l:l hours of
pre-M.B.A. business courses.
"I was out of school for about
20 years," said Ashcraft, the EKU
graduate. "So I had a lot of
catching up to do."
Because he had to take prerequisites in addition to regular
M.B.A. courses, Ashcraft was in
school - full-time - for three
years.
.
For students who both need .
prerequisites and want to attend
school part-time, earning an
M.B.A. might take six years or
-more.
·
It's hard to say with precision
whether students' investment of
time and money eventually yields
a profit in job promotions and
pay increases, school officials for
the various Kentucky programs
said.
.
;
For one thing, because so
many students continue to work
for the same company, it's hard to
track their before and after salaries - they receive regularraises
and promotions while they're in
school.
-For another thing, a number
of employers - IBM, for example
- pay all or part of their employees' tuition and fees. That makes
it hard to determine the cost of
the programs to students.

by graduates who do change jobs.,
are partly determined. by -their
other qualifications - such as
~e number of years they've pre- ,
VIously worked and the kinds of
undergraduate degrees they hold.
At the University of Kentucky, for example, typical starting salaries for M.B.A. graduates
last year were between $25,000
and $40,000, said Merl Hackbart,
a~ate dean of the College of
Busmess and Ecnomics..
But some UK graduates such as a recent one who had an
engineering degree and several
years' experience - have been
hired at salaries well into the ·
$50,000 to $60,000 range, said
Carolyn F. Siegel, director of the
graduate center in the college.
If salaries vary, so do the
programs themselves, .in focus
and perhaps in quality.
At Morehead, business professors teach M.B.A. courses on the
university's campus, and also
travel to Ashland, Pikeville and
Prestonsburg to .reach additional
night students.
The program's mission is to
serve Eastern Kentucky business
people who might not otherwise
have an opportunity to earn a
graduate business degree, said
Bernard Davis, dean of graduate
and specisil academic programs.
"If a person has the financial
resources and the ability to go to .
a Wharton (the University of
Pennsylvania's prestigious business school), they ought to go "
Davis said.
'
"But we provide a service to
people who geographically don't
have that kind of option, and
(who) ... financially do not have
that kind of option.'.'
At UK, on the other hand, the
emphasis for several Y.ears has
?een on expanding and upgradmg the program to make it competitive with· major land-grant
institutions in other states, such
as Ohio State and Indiana University, said Ms. Siegel.
UK raised the minimum undergraduate grade-point averages
and scores on the General Management Admissions Test that
students must have in order to be
accepted to the MB.A. program.
"We're the toughest program
in the state to get into, and we're
the hardest to get out of," Ms.
Siegel said proudly.
Surprisingly, she said, as UK
raised its standards, applications
for admission went up. The
school now accepts only a third of
the students who apply. .
Of the seven M.B.A. programs
_i11_.!_he general vicinity of Lexington, only two - UK's and U· of
L's -:--- are a=edited by the
Amencan Assembly of Collegiate
Schqols of Business (AACSB).
The· other five have general
accreditation given their universities as a whole. Specific accreditation of their M.B.A. programs is

-·
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n.cULUWl,.Y,

em-

ut:l.a.wst:
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narder to obtain, according•;to
Cliartes Hickman, director of projecta and member services for ,the
accrediting organi7.ation in ·;St.

Outside the sta~ though, :~
employer'~ ortly:"evalua.tion of the
graduate·program -is likely: to be
its accredi~tion,.Hickmah-said;

. I:.ouiS;-• - -

sity, the MB.A' 'piograin ·is ad:.
mitteoly not in tlie same ;league
with Harvard's, Yale's or Princeton's, but "EKU does in fact
service a need" for students from
Central and ·southeastern Kentucky, said Tom Watkins, an
associate professor of economics
who heads the program.
·

is ·generally recognized ~-. being! •
ampng:-tfie top tier of business.

schools, Hickman said. · · ·

. •~(Not) all M.BA degrees ~e

created equJ:!,lt Hickman said.
However; he. said, the reputation of the school granting an
M.B.A. may. not matter. It depends on where a: gra~hiate wants

H" kma

"If-you-want to work in Louis•
ville. UK might be as good as
Harvard," Hickman said.
And even a lack of accreditation is probably not important for
M.B.A. graduates who want to

avanaomty of

agement

·

Hickman suggested that peopie

considering

pursuing

an

M.BA. should ask to see a
schth?Ors ~rds fo see if it meets
, eir mdivtdual needs.

"d d
h"
ic - ~ sa1
emograp tcs
showed ~at t~e number of applicants nationwide to MRA. pro.grams would continue to slow.
. .
~Y schools alreadr f~q
the pmc!t, or afraid they will, ~
scramblmg now to meet the needs
of ;1s many students as possible.

to work.

.u~

- - ......

mg ~v,~ Keqtilcky schools. _ ·
?I"C_ o ~ - ~-- 'wider ·~e-·'ofcourses and areas of speaat
tion.;;..;. -~'h.ot'':. ~bjects such~
~ntreprei:ieursh1p, management·
info~tion services, intemation~
al busmess ahd health care man-

At Eastern KentuckfUfilver-

While the organization's accreditation means botli: UK and U
of L have· good program~ .neithei;:~·

0--

nigijt,<llimis is'm•~ Qf ·ma
hflr1Jdi6~sr~~"'~1-·
t ;
•
• .,
,....,·~1.00 S"---..;.
mclud=h

famil;.,,.
wi'th_the;,.
~.ooJo.._he
-.:·.a,1...
....
..
...
;,aw.,.
players ~ould probably be

Among ~ things-_ students
can _look for. variety of course·
offermgs, the ~~of indus.....:es
and the com
.. .
., Lu
· cerit grad ·- ~ies m which r~
th . 1· u;a
ave landed jobs,
.. eir sa anes, the geographic regions .to which graduates have
gone,. the cost of tuition and, for
part-tim~ students, the availabil-~ty of mght classes.

Comparison of M.B.A. programs at state universities
EASTERN

UK

TRANSY

MOREHEAD

88

224

107

106

Number of
students

..

.

.

.10%

10%

3%

150·

even

even

22%

38%

•.

.

.'

80%

.'

33%

85%

yes,

.•

,rifa.

80%

yes

yes.

'

.

-

Accept n·onbusiness B.A.s?

'
60%

90%

'

Yf3S

yes

yes

yes

yes.

yes

yes

yes

.

..

.
ye~t

yes

yes

.

..

:

Part-time
students

-

320

373'

'

-

NORTHERN
KENTUCKY

..

Percentage of
applicants
· accepted

Night and/or
weekend· classes?
..
'

BELLARM~NE

.

Percentage
of' increase
since last year

..

.

iJ of L

80%

Resident,
full-time . _ fa~ulty

yes

50%

100%

,80%

60%

90%

yes

Froni
Xavier
University

most

yes

most

95%

most
..

$69
per
hour

Tuition
(In-state)

$839.75
semester
(full time)

$68
per
hQur:_.

$585
per
course

-

...

Semester
hours
required
for M.B.A.
'

'
Average
~MAT score.·.

...

.

36-48

$555
per
course

$67
per
hour

36-57

3S.60

..
33-60

-

3~51
'

.. 36-57

..
>

474

565

521

.Average
undergraduate
GPA

3.1

3.3

Averag!ll age
of students

31

27

-

'

33-54

$88.50
per
hqur

456

..

538

3.3

nla

29

n/a

..

'

500

480

3.2

3.0

3.1

28

28

30

21-40s

20-54

21-55

22-60

28%

35%

50%

40%

'

I

.

·•
Range of ages

22-48

21-50s

22-57

.
Women students

450/o

44%

4~%

..

...
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A wrong attitude about rape .
I It would be frightening to be- County grand jury.
. lieve that comments made by some
.The courts eventually will sort
Kentucky State University students out the guilt
innocence of these : after the alleged rape of a classmate men. It will take more than a
accurately reflect the feelings of the ' judge's ruling, however, to reconcile
I entire student body.
the attitudes toward rape shown by
I Students were quoted as saying certain KSU students. The beµefs
: the 20-year-old woman should have they expressed are shocking.
! "known better'' than to visit a male
Unfortunately, the attitude that
i dormatory at night, that "that kind women somehow deserve sexual
i of thing (rape) happens all the assault is not limited to the KSU
I time," and that "she probably knew campus. Remember the offhand 1
: she would take part in some kind of comments of Bobby Knight? And
sexual activity."
don't forget the Rhode Island poll of
l The facts of the case are, as yet, teen-agers that found half the stu; sketchy. Five young men have been dents felt a seductively dressed
1
charged with raping a female stu- woman walking alone at night was
1 dent in a KSU dorm. The alleged
asking to be raped.
1
rape occurred after the end of visitSexual assault is a crime punis~: ing hours Sunday evening. All five able by law. One wonders what
not guilty to the retribution is due a society that
1 men pleaded
:1 charge, and a hearing will be held fosters the belief among its young
Tuesday to determine if the case that women, during the course of a
1._shoufel be referred to- the Franklin normal day, dest..TVe to be raped.

or

l
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~- Bellarmine

vate gifts received during this period total $4.4 million."

Retired Adm. Grace Hop-

Young j:ournalists from
across Kentucky will meet at Easti;anking women in the U.S: Navy, em Kentucky University Friday to
will speak at Bellarmine College's attend EKU's fifth annual High
Wyatt Hall at 3:30 p.m. Monday.
Sc~OQ~
1 . ~_.P.er Competition and'
· The lecture, "Hardware, Soft- Jo
· -~ ~~hop.
ware, and People; The Future of
• ;f.,
Computers," is free and open to the Mid
public.
- - .........
~ ~:.~. ,_.
' irtown
Christian
Ch · · gave $25,000 to Midway
Centre
Coll e to endow a scholarship. The
Centre College is one of 14 money was from the estate of Sally
liberal art$ colle~ in the Southeast Marsball Jones and the fund is
participating in l:he Interdisciplin- nam · in her honor.
·5
ary Collaborative Program in the
Hwnanities, in partnership with Mur.ray
Emory University. Supported by a
~ ....
l\JW'J'ay St$te Unive~s
$475,000 grant from the New Yorkbased Charles A. Dana Foundation Cente.r:fur International Pro ~ is
Inc., the program is designP.d to one of six universities in the nation
revitalize teaching and schol.i.rship to receive a federal gr-dl1t to provide
scholarships for students from Cenin the humanities.
tral America, the school announced.
MtµTay will recei:YJI ,$515,000 to
Eastern Kentucky provfde
scholarships . fo 13 Central
For the second straight year, American students from 1989-92,
private gifts to Eastern Kentucky said Tracy Harrington, director of
University exceeded $1 million. Pri- the center.
vate support totaling $1,242,245
"This award is a tremendous
was received from 8,830 donors in affirmation of the international pro,
1987-88, an increase of 12 percent in gram we are building at Murray
gifts and 5 percent in number of State," Harrington said in a news
donors.
release. "The project is another
Last year 8,400 donors made example of the university's effort to
gifts totaling $1,111,000.
·expand its walls and become a part
"The four-year growth in pri- of the global community."
vate support to Eastern has been
The CAMPUS III grant is from
tremendous," said Donald Feltner, the United States Information
·
vice president for university rela- Agency.
tions and development. "Gifts have
The University of Louisville
increased by 171 percent and num- also received a CAMPUS III grant,
ber of ,donors by 152 percent Pri- according to the release. ..
per, who was one of the highest-

:0~:;C
~·

,~

Union Colleae
,jl
Union College will be host
for the first Partners in Education:
Math & Science Education in Ken-(
tucky's 5th District conference Sept
· 23: Hans Andersen, president of-the
National Science Teachers Association, will be the luncheon speaker.
The conference is an opportunity to share resources.
For more information, write to
Forward in the Fifth, 210 Center
Street, Berea, Ky. 40403, or call
(606) 986-2373.

Sept. 20, 1988
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. It's not exactly news that lots of the low pr~bability ot' · getting
.,., -,,,. ~-J
stud~ts at the University of Ken- · caught at all: : - ·
But iricreased enforcement alone',
tucky and·,other universities drink
But it's still true that drinkirig is can't .solve thi~ :problem. It's $iinply
a problem for the university and its noj: realistic t9 police all 10;000 bars
students. Sometimes the problem is and, package· stores·,. in t;he. state..
tragic, as in the recent death of Lisa Som~ responsibility also rests·- witli
the universities themselves:
·
Whalen.
At.UK,
in
particular,.
there-is'
a
Ms., Whalen died when the car in- .
which she was a. passenger crashed whole· cultµre of drinking that
µ1to a utility pole on Eucli9 Avenue. velops ·both students and alwnni.
Another passenger, Michael Swer- Anyone who- has_ ever sat near the.,
czek~ is still in serious condition student section at a UK football
from injuries from the.accident The game or strolled through the parkdriver, Bradley. Shipman, wasn't ing lot of Commonwealth Stadium
seriously injured, but he faces man~ before a,game has seen it in action.
So has anyone who has ever driven
slaughter and· assault charges.
by the bars near campus on a
All three were UK students. All· Friday afternoon.
three. were under 21. Witnesses say.
This .ctJ.lture is deeply imbedded
all three bad been drinking at a fu. the
life and history of the univercampu.s area bar before the crash.
sity; About 40 years ago, ·the camIt's true that ~oh?dy can stop pus humor magazine was called
students -from drinking. - But the, "Sour · ·Masle' For decades;-- UK stat~ i;:an. do .mQr~ tq kefp bars ~4 ., rankaj ,IIecif .the. top of annual, lists-,.-<
liquqr stQr¢gJr~~ -~lling· to, µndeij, :: : oft~(~;school~,"- a:'.polite wa1,i~•,
age """'Ple.
•' · ,.,,,._ ;-,. ~.
· ., ··· ·'. of.:-:sa;,n.:ig;->~'-ost.,_
drunk-e·n• •t -ry..:...;.;.·
1-!..~:t'
~I: ~-·.• 11.l
,l•W:S1

en;.
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§t~~~:. _i~ to ~~~/_:'._'~~-·~I~~•exists;. jii;~~~\~tt
enfot~~~t of-flte state's existing,: wees, on o~er ~puses. · ·· · .~ laws:•:A'.sr a:stocy,'-in Sunday's Her< .:, Nobody~1s goJng: to stop _co_llege.:.;
lad-~dersliows>many bars amft· studentsfr~1?1 dpnking,.or ehml?,8te:,:
restautahtS'-.. dori;t/bother;· to ask),'. underage drinking. But th~"'.umv~- ·~
yow1ijTCB.sii~~ior proof of age... ~,. sity . ~ d9 ~ore :to impress ;gn
··~~!'1 .. ~t~..,"" .;:;(.,.. h 1.- Be
1-_~_sf1;1d~~, ~peaally freshmen, ~
Tli
O 1c . vera_ge .. ·drinktng· 1s a· seno·us matter ..i..~+
. I?°'" ~I.O. e. .,..
tuc;::o
-~1-~~•n:n..,.;_d_
.
.
~
.
Ulil~
.Co
· n1,"'" ·... :I.IVClJ, ., 1s· steppmg up-. its· '"_, - -,,.ha., ...~•-:~- ·· -I · · ;, ___ · ,.: · Tl{''''
policlng _of ticensJ holders partifu-'.,. ~~,,
v_et. :~_oudstcohl!~fii?~sest.·UillVersl 1es,,an
eir S aen orga- :,
I 1. ''th'
~- y ... ~ neai: colleges and UillVE[.- nizations sfi'oula sertb wor]{inow to !
Slties';~<JJhfortunately, .
boar~ .de\+~loif an 1'.§Jfort fcfrget +~;s1'.mes-"J
d~n'itt.bave enough·, agents to " -iy..c., ,~· ,}$, ;,,;, ·tt:~~
__<j
.
. t·• ,_,.. ·a
. d . -~.l'.
·.
sage aqoss. ~ "-s-, .•
'"-•
-w
. .
moun ·.~,i!:'11 e-spr~ ~~orcemen~ . Only·the ·ltoi:>elessly}naf~~JVOWd
cam~gn.
,_ •
.·.
_ · ~i~ that it'~iQQ§Sibl<i,to comp.Ietely
Ev~~:. ~<?nr .EAf~~a~elyf lh~~:., -.,el!ct~.~~g~Jitj~;prth~~~~~Qf
state's liquor la~ aren't as stnct on booze to mmors. But 1t1s .poss._~ble !o
this matter as they could be. F,or : ~cµil;ail. yµq.erage·• salest And:::the
instance, the owner of a bar caught;; ·universities·. "tan. impress 01L the~
selling~alcohol to minors 1s lilcely-1'-fo'z~',~sfuderits thefneed fQPJ\~t~ ~~;
get a fine of $300 to $500,foi.ii firs(~.: ble atnfuaesiowa.r<K alcolioUt-tfese:
offense. That hardly seems -· stiff · · steps; woUld~ go a long, way
enough to act as a deteb;~fgiv~'" ~-.. heac,!~ng;~ff~@esr~ _tlie ~~~i;
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-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

AttJ.fJ.JQei'are; ·ch'.'.J; gih;g on how college students should

·/:,,.':.ti~\=~~:..).,
~
I tnosro~e·-To7a survivor of
the 60s:,;tli1?~tciry was familiar: a
,student\·ally; a beleaguered.dean,
;full-thtoatecfprotest. But the pickets
' •:'• ed iit.iY.P.tic message: "Say yes
I

1:

li'

"

~- • . • •
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:~~

~

•

' "~here the loudest music box domi.,
nates µte environment. The bioEllen
' :,. ~-\
rhythms of the ei:itering freshmen
{t · .
undergo a wrench~ng change ~o fit
Goodman
', •r . ~ .
in with the sleep cycle of dorrmtory
~ui§tsl}--i~t;:,: -.. l ·
Boston Globe.
_
?
. _ a~on. There are many horror sto!,. •~....,_..,...,.~-;;-,
·...\..... • . . . . . , columnl5t
•
_ _,,_._ ,'
nes about a roommate's lover who
j·:t,.~ues~?,!·: _, t had ~001hzed the _
..
,' _ ,;",+~~.- .
. becomes a permanent lodger. .
~rodents,-o~ · h,e 8P!B,:Whng campus vers1ty decided to htrut.>\donmtory
BU's focus on "guests" has led
,~ft~tMq·~~~~1tr wa~ .a new hours. "We are slmplr!s'.aying.that students to believe that the new
po}~cy-~~fft,!a!e-mght viSitors to we must have an env4-onment in rules are less about bedtime than
5 :,'"::~~mg neft. ~apparr, ,~.which, students:;;haveU:1:ie)Jight to· • about bed partners. Dean Carter'
.one
.otherJt}ian apecf
relativetud
of the
ti,;:;;i.:.·Ronald m~1s1?
· ,. th~ are not anti-~x
' · rues,
1
,no•,;_,,
,,:,~-·,.,.c.J...-:~._:..
t sIeeP, and stu.d."
Y,!_i;a}'l>_~
~p-te ~ :~r,.~ pros
ive s ~' L. Carter.. .
1~~
espec1ally m_coed donns,; b~t rather
e,P. be ~).~ d.0~ room after 11
The nghts _to sl~Nif!G _study rules for a livable ~~umty.
\n..~weekmght or a.m. on have been sorely b a ~ mdeed
. Even so, the dec1s1on provokes .
: _
since s~dent r~idences·,~~e trans- a i:iew ~t ~f questions. Are _many
1, wee ~~. ~.•,·.
,Lf.'or.theJirstJime m many years, formed mto "Liberty.~~/' ,Many umversthes gradually .returmng to
~l!..~gmjpis~~ClQ,~.t aA1l3,jOJ,Ul).i- .. dorms_rC$CUJ.ble,µow_d~+§Pbways ,their role, as .par~nt? Is.-.it., about
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time? Or is this an inappropriate
role for educators?
At SOIIle point during the ~.
.18 became the age of total emanc1·
'pation. Since you could be drafted .
at 18, the reasoning went, }'.'OU
should be a~le to vote ?t 18. dnnk
~t_ 18 .and t1ve as an mdepend~nt
adult. Colleges stopped overseemg
the moral lives of students.
Dr. Ernest Boyer, president of
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of T eac h'mg, says
that by the early 1980s; "Campuses
were dramatically divided. They
had rigid academic requirements.
But they said nothing about what it
meant to be a 'good: citizen on
campus. On some campuses, there.

live
'

was a low-grade decadence with no distinction that any· parent of a
guidelines;"
college student has to recognize.
Now, public attitudes ha:ve
. Wha B'
.
gradually changed, and so have . ; .:.. t_ Uhas d~ne _is to reassert.
collegiate ones. The drinking age ms!~~tiona.l aut~onty_. It never en- '
was raised in most states and·. ga,~;stud~nts l~ ~eVl~mg .th e ~e;
0f.~f;Q~W1al hvmg. It JUSl laid·
campuSe!ji. followed suit
h; __
Colleges are pulling back from~...<;lo,w.n~!n~w la~.. Guests out by 11.
the sort of freedom that set under- l':1°. ?Y~nught _v,s~tors. BU behaved
graduates adrift - the freedom hkedan aulbontarian par~nt and th e
that seemed a lot like neglect. But• --~W en~s rebelled at bem_g treated•
that doesn't imean they,should re- like chtldren. It was pred,~table.
r 'of pa
.. ternal'
In. the passage to full a.du1thood, ·
treat t o the oId rues
. ism.
Boyer repeats the amb1~ous colle~e students want ~tdes., 1;1ot;
~ords of a student ~e once 1~ter,r5;pye,rsee~: Th~y need,~ ,fet:~_ l!k.e
viewed: "We don't want the umver•· substantial and welcome partia- .
sity involved in our lives; but we- J?3Uts i~ •the community, and not
want. someone to be concerned. bke subJects.
alxmt our l~ves/' J~~- is a s1_-1btl~.. .,.., • _,;... ,©Boston Globe
1

,
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lnvestigate
UK quicker,
Roselie
asks NCAA
President says rumors
hurt innocent people
By Jamie Luc e
Herald-Leader eoucal 1on wr11er

Univ rsity of Kentu ky Pr ident David lfo: II aid yest rday
that UK had a ked the ational
Collegiate Athl tic A
1atmn to
''move with du ha te" t comp! t
it in tigation f K ba ketball.
Ros II al sa id that inn ent
people had been implicated in rumors and n
report about th
fiv -m nth investigation.
"There are Jme peopl who
were ::;o of implica ... d b , rum,Ji.
who will n t be implicated by th
all gation ," R lie id.
He declined to be mor specifi c
or name individuals.
Ros II said ( had received nn
offi ial word from the
A about
wh n K would recei e more allegation . He also said I had "nothing definitive" from the
A on
th nature of th charg .

: I GTO

HE RALD -LEADER. LE IN TON, KY

I~ l.J
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UPO BOX 1100 •
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"I think \\c:'11 have tht' allt: ,a.
!ion bef re t
.ry I n . It's
,mrortant to u. that the\· do it
w II."

.

Ro lie
id hi inf rmation
about wh?. h 11•.:"•::ttir:~::; -;.; iul
contain wa · obta ined "through ou r
own invest iga tion."
'"1'111 ju · t onfident that certain
th_ings that ha, b<·en in th paixr
will nor lead to all gation ·."
. _K··_req u• t f )ra peedy inv .
t1gat1on 1 •·not unusua l at all," said
C . direc or of enforc ment .
David B<'rst. ··1 think any in ·tituti n
want · th
matter· behind them a·
quickly a · po · ibl ."
Rut B r t said h wa sati fied
~ith th pat:e_ of th K inv tigat10n and dt:d med to say wh n the
AA w uld send UK a I ll r
outli ning the additi nal all ga ·ons.
'·It'· nut going to do any ne any
good to peculate on it becau it
won't be nt unti l w 're pr p red
fully to send it," Berst said.
Ro lie t Id repon rs after a K
board meeting y ·terday that K
"would like th all gations just a
na
ibl :·
He . aid Jam Park, the lawyer
who is leading l K's inv tigat i n,
had a ked th
AA to move with
ha te.
But unlik
K tru tee Larry
Forgy, , ho la t , c k called
AA
dela . ••in xcusabl ," R · lie did
n JI criticize th pace of th in
tigation.

ED ES □ Y, SE T

606-783-2030

1 1 &3

"All r rt are the 're trying to
pond as quickly a. th y ~ I
th y're a le."
Th~
AA_on July 22 charged
\ 1th · ndmg $1,000 to a re, 1i t" · hom . That l tter id up to
~O other all gations would be mad
in about 30 days.
. That mean the NCAA i run ning about thr we ks behind it
mvn
hedule.
. R • lie said t~e UK inv tigation wa e. traordmary because it
had been c nducted in the glare of
n?tional publicity from the beginning .- and continued to gamer
headlines aim t dail y. A Los Angel
n
paper broke th story
that tarted th investigation in
April wh n it reported that I 000
wa di overed in a package that
' a ' i ta nt coach Dwane Casey
nt to laud Mills, the father of
bask tball recruit Chri Mill .
R · lie contrasted th UK situat~on to that. at the University of
Ka:nsa , which recently wa th
ob1 t of an 18-m nth investigation
by th
C A.
I
He id during a -~Ji vion~ay that the five-month investiga•
tlon of
' "compares very fav rabl y" with 1 months at Kansa .
"Howe er, five month at K
ince we g t it for brea.kfa t each
r:iom!ng,
m like a very long
time mdeed," R lie said tonday.
i;
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Rape charges dropped
against 5 KSU students
>I II. " " rc1,1Cili$
FRANKFORT -

Charges w re dropped yesterday again t five
(entucky tate niv ity tudent accu d f raping another
;tudent in a dormitory r m.
Franklin Di'trict Judge Joy e Albro said h ould not find
Jrobable cau to beli e that xual acts betw n th prosecuting
.vitne and the five tudent w re th r ult of for 'bl ompuL ion.
Albro heard te ·timony fr m Frankfort d t ti\· Danny onway
md another resident of You ng Hall during a nearly thre h ur
1 a.ring y ' terday. Th 20-year-old K U stud nt whn all ged th rape
jid not appear in court.
M kel Blackw 11, 18, Ri ha rd Renix, 18, and Jam s Pri e, 19, all of
1emphi , Tenn.: Bobb Jon , 18. of Bamberg, . .; and 1yl ·
fondrick of Fort Knox had pleaded n t guilty and P< ted bond. The
xmd will be refunded.
All but Hendrick wer m mbers of the K U f tball leam. The
our had been uspend d pending the utcume of I gal procetding$.
mmonweallh's Attome" 1oni. Burltm still has th option of
aking the case to the Franklin County grand jury and a ·king for
ndictment.
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Ashland Foundation gives UK $50,000
LEXINGTON - The University of Kenhlckr5 College of Home ·
Economics received the largest corporate gift tn Jts history yesterday - $50,000 from the Ashland. Foundation. the primary ~
lhroplc foundation of Ashland 011 Corp.
•
The gift wm help establish the college's first eodo,red professorship, said home economics Dean Peggy Meszaros.
Judy Thomas, Ashland Foundatl<Jb president. said tbe college II
doing Impressive work to improve borne and work en.vironments.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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trtend~left.h~)ilPWJ lli'l:.~&rmltoey

rooni on the KStJ;QIJD~ ·-~ "'" ~: ;"

.AU;.ffie.;men,;admltted-;to,having

,,1.

~-.

·.Toe ._·fh,..........,_· ". lie!.. ot_:
versl!"'-.=
re~oii-:iT~.smdifnts wuuaie~an .. ~-i-....._.uv·e,,,b.itt"_ ....• bet.ore.~
_.uni.

the~ ~e~ciuki

co~fiUt._y·et~_··

~te.'" :-• ' :. ·•;, -~ .:
.He· saici . saridt'ons',_·~d ~ . •

sex. wltll tb4' ''ROillaDCtiUf· satd~-sJie

dete•ecl'

The .. university~ -reacted .. by. ·Bi&'
pendtntfOpett•:v.tsitatiOd; p'rl_Ylleges ff

tron( sodal.:P.ri>batton~ to: dlwl§aJ,
from t11·e~untverslty; ,-,~,...:, .;" ~ " ' ..,
· ~-•. -· · . · ._., ., _., ·~tailo~~ said tbe open

waif a~wlllmg:partlcipant•rt, ·.. ,:,-.. :
dormitories on.cainpusanil
. . . . ,. ,.,,..-suspendfro ,
lthnge:·t~ov_ f~~· ~~ers . m~
·

· ·-

·
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The 2,550 studeht.s enrolled at the

~j~

bin~.-.~~
ev~r jhcreasing
num~Jot. p,eqpl«tUSlllg.the build-

'""iii "-'I>~

.

,c~;;rt~r.~c be,~IiS'.
. y- ROGER A. LFOR···• O
• .
B
· Independent ~~wsWriter
ASHLAND ·_ With· $125,000 in
donations and pledges aJ,ready in

. .

hand, Ashland-,Community College
today formally launched its effort
to·raise money for a new learning
resource center.
.The tw_o-year · cplleg~ needs to
raise $270,000 to c9ver the local
share of' funding the·, $4.~ million
building; The local, share/required
by the Kentucqr General Assembly_
earlier this year, will be us,ed, to·~.
pay ba!f of' the ~ year's debt_',
service for the proJect.
";l',;,;'~
At ·a press conference at the:"
Quality· Inn Ashland Plaza, ACC
Advisory Board Chairman Bruce
Leslie said-he was-pleased with the·
comm~ty's respo~e so far to the
college's need. - .., ·
.
"(hr~ ~;,y~~~!IM:.buil,t
up·a: ~ousire~e«.oir-;of good:
will among individuals. ·and tius1• k
nesses in northeastern Kentucky,"
he said. "Although a great deal of
hard work will be involved in ra:is--.
ing the • needed money, .I have
tremendous faith in the c;ommunity's willingness to respond to a
project of this kind."

·•

.

--

·_ ':

The project will add a 40,0IJO.
square-foot building .that will triple
the capacity of the college library,
and add four classrooms, two
computer laboratori~ and offices,
A~~ ~~dent1;;,,Anttioiiy~Newlierry
said•.•. _.._· .

.:;µ_,

. , ·Q:e? saidj.

after the 9)!,(Jtyrig:/ ~-·
complete, enough space.,W-OUI~·be
freef'~ttbe-:existint'fitill.afng'to·
create 20 aaditronal classrooms.. · The AshlaJid QU,.:~F;ogti~atJ.~Jr~;
· which has l~ed fl~ 000 .toJhe
ptoje_ct,- i$.tCe:~est· d~or io::farf.
The fomiffiitJoq:Ml} dCJoiti'.$".r.S;OOO ii,1
year for three years contingent on,
the college's ability t~ raise an'
equal amount from other sources.
The faculty ·and staff at the col•
lege haye c_ommitted to raise
. $10,000 for the project, and "friends
9f the college" have already d~
nated $40,000.
_
Leslie will serve as chainnan of
a 23-member steering committee
that will help area businesses and
individuals organize to reach the
initial goal of $270,100. The steering
committee is made up of leaders of
business, government and education, and college alumni and faculty.
~

/. tucky Council on Higher Education

made construction of the new
building-·the top priority in the
i state's community college system.
'
Newberry expressed confidence
in the ability of the community to
raise the needed money by spring.
"Once the money is raised, an
architect caJi be hired and plans
drawn. Allowing approxima~ly 18
months for construction,. we can
expect the building to be completed
f
by late-1990 or early 1991," he said.
Newberry said · he thinks the
community participation started by
the fund-raising project will carry
over into the future.
"'i'he steering committee and I
see this as a springboard for a
much needed endowment program
to help provide scholarships,
emergency student loan funds and
1 other material and services/' he
said.
.:. . .
Unlike other colleges in the region, ACC doesn't have.a.privately .
./c funded development.program. The
I steeling committee has, proposed
that once the funds . are raised for
I the new building, further contributions be used to establish an endowment called the ACC "Fund for·
the Future."
/
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Leadar•hip program· begins In Berea
I

.EXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1988

.h•(

hy professor .fI"fth winner
• · · --.
· BEREA, Ky. - Wlnlfrecl Pizzano, federal co-cbalrwoman of the
.\·. _ii .Instltute's
Appalachian Regional:Comn:ifmolit !fil.~ ~t ~e Brushy Fork
first tra.lDIDg·semon today at Berea College. /
.
.of Bingham teaching awaid at Tr~tjsy-:;-• thr=~=t=~~s:a,:,~~~~1!j~~~~

.P I osop

_ · •

·

Herald.-leader stall r~po~

-

• •·.

, •

·
. .
-,•": ... ·•"· . ·
chum Project and tbe Berea·Conege· Appalachian Fund.
' .
the College,, o!_ Will~,r@!~, ... :;~~ .~t~P.l J~~St,ep~emon ~if.t)le'~tute Is intended
~ and eaqi~ h1_~ ~~ua~'?de-:: ,_to;p~:'Pq~r~µ~on'81if~omic•e_lopnienJJ.tt.CentraJAppafrom

_Richard .O'Neil, a pr~fessor of
.philosophy, 1s the fifth wmner of a
:Bingham Award' for Excellence in
Teaching at Transylvania Uiiiversi-

grees

from-Vanderbdt"Uruvers1ty.

· The Bingham Awards were endowed in 1987 through a $3 milli.in
pledge _from Mary ~nd_ the late
Q Ne. it, w.ho began teachmg at Barry Bingham of Louisville and $2
·
· ·11·ton from
· Other so11:ces,
;T ransylvama
when cJasses started mi
Sept 7, cam~ from Emory and.
Th~ first. four wmii~ were
Henry Colleg~ m Emory, Va, where named m Apnl. They receive salary
he· was. ~. phil~phy professor and supplements of. up to $15,000 annuhuman mes chainnan. He ~duated ally for three years. .

;ty. , .' :· ·

i •

_· .

Ia~:by·~ teadm

~ B;~ntu~1 -Tennesi!'e/Vlrglnla and

\V~Y~,.....:,,,-= ,~,:r;-. ~=';'."' .. -j. ;~

,

·-.: · ·
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.-~~~tt~JD.'ll°!4~9i,rf:sue~
Junior college
, BOWLING GREEN··
A ~..-tfsvlll·
,·
17••

_

·
~· """'
e woman bas filed. a
$250,000
lawsuit in :Warre~ Circuit Court against Bowling Gffi!n
Junior College and several other parties.
· Sue Atwood Lyles, who filed.tile suit Tuesday, claims the coll e
bas not kept up' payments 'on its: property' _on state Street. ~
The suit-~- for a. Judgment that qie- propertY be sold ·to pay
~on~y-~e..~ Is ,OW.ed to ber. under a· 1986 agree~ent between
tJl~. scb~l- and Vasst~. Atwood. According to that agreement, the
scbool paid ~o,ooo,:c,t· tb,e. t32S;;oo price of buying the property
from Atwood and agreed to pay off the remainder, aU¾ percent
. interest, through 180 mo~thl:f payments:ot~$2,000.
·
Lyles; Wbo lnlterlted the'mortgage upon Atwood's death in 1987,
said tile payments stopped In May.

·

-A service of the Office of l'v'lema He1at1ons-
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By Jamie Lucke·, ,
Herald• Leader. education writer

Eddie 'Bro~: liked the ad~ce a
judge got this~ week in a landmark
school funding case.
.
. Brown is, school superintendent
m
south~teni
Kentucky's
McCreary County, where national
forest sprawls for miles. Two mine
closings in the last two years wiped
out the two largest sources of jobs.
:md the pro~ tax base per pupil
is the lowest m the state.
.:
Jim Jackson - superintendent
in the p~perous Bluegrass cpunty:
of Woodford - liked it, tooj. even ~
though his district stands to gain
considerably less.
.
'_'I have no problem with saying
there.is a minimum level of funding
that any . kid born in Kentucky
ought to receive," Jackson said. "I
don't thiPk students should be pe.• nalized because of -~where . they're
born."
Across the state yesterday, people were optimistic that an advisory
committee's report would help set
the stage for dramatic gains in the
·state's poorest schools.
The report .::.... requested by
Fraajdin Circuit Judge Ray Corns
and made public Wednesday - did;"
not ease suspense over how such
improvements could be financed.
The committee shied from even
talking about potential state taxes
or specific solutions.
That disappointed Rockcastle
County High School Principal Ronnie Cash. He attended the committee's public hearing in Laurel Coun-.
ty, one of five around the state.
"The night I attended there was
a real good turnout I was anxious
to see what would come out."
Others who have followed the
case applauded the committee's de-cision_ to
out prirlc:iples ahcll
leave· the nuts and bolts to· the
legislature.. Observers· said ·iuch1an
approach,· could help protect the
ca§le ffom being 1~ on appeal ahd
was politically spilirt. Corns may
include· none or all of the commit. tee's advice in his final ruliiig,.
expected next month.
·
"I think the committee members
did what was within the boundaries:
for them fo,do. rthinlfthey did the right thing because if we agitate the
legislators, we're not. going to get·,
an~e with. fumling;'said Jo-....1
Anne James;. chairwoman of· For,._V@rd in the· Fiftli,~- a· grass-roots·
groUp 'working. improve educatio_n-in southeastern .Kentucky's 5th
Congressional District
· ·
; Brown' of McCreary County.said
he was. mildly, "qisappointed but
~at. surpri~ed"· at the lack of specif:

map

to

lCS. ·'

He is pleased. w.i~ tqe way the
case is unfolding overall. McCreary
is one of 66 poor school districts
~that.•sued the state in 1985. They .
~id: the state system for' funcihig
schools discriminated against chili
dren in counties with P90r tax
bases and was ~ urtconstitutionat-~
Corns made ,a'. pr~ljminary n:ilingjfr
theidavor May 31.-He appoin(ed ·a
five-member committee to advise
him.
The committee recommended
that poor schools receive more;rpon- .
ey - and said that . the local
• property taiwas ricit'the"way'tc5'get!)
it. Property, tax~,;-have, been· a1
mainstay, of school funding in Kerl:
tucky; the committee said that ;
shoµld_ clc1a_ng~. ~4JhaJ _th~,.!~,!e ~
must compensate for the d1fferences
in wealth from county to county.
Brown of McCreary County .
liked that recommendation. "We
desperately need some help. Our
tax base is very low."
The committee also said the
state should impose mqre rigorous
standards on local schools. and demand better management Schools
should be judged ·on productivity.
Brown was cool to that idea,"G.~n; I; don't ·know how much
more control they can put on. We're
under pr:etty stringent guidelines:
now, and some of those work :a
hardship on areas like ours."
As for measuring productivity,
he said it would tie difficult to find "
a fair, way to do that uif you want
better test scores, well give them to
you next year. But if you want a
better education system, that takes
time."
·
. But Cash, the Rockcastie principal, said: "If we can get the help to
improve our schools, then I
wouldn't be opposed to additional
regulations. I think we should be
accountable."
·
The committee also suggested
raising the minimum. tax effort.
required from each school district.
~at could affect Woodford County,_
which levies only the minimum the equivalent of25 cents per $100in assessed value - required by
the state,
·' ·
· - -- - ·
. woodfori;i's: :large . tax base
ranks it fourth among 178 schoof
.dist;icts in Pi:<>pei:ty valu~.pe~ pupi~
behmd' Fayette County· and the
indepepden(school systems· of Ari-.
chorage and~Beechwood. ·. -. ··.t
I?. WOO?ford County,. the prodt;
erty .value 1~ $220,079,per. sttidtjiff
~mpared with $36,191 per student
m McCreary County, according to
state report early this year.

a

The spotlight in the case now
.moves from the committee back to
Con_ls:Because the case is of state~_de importance, the appeal prom=.
t ~ by the legii;lature would probi~
·bly go straight to-the state Supreme
Court. The governor and superin•
J~o.de.nt of plJ,blic instruction have·
; s1q.ecFm~ ~tp.~· poor dist:icts.
.,_ . Ifi,.Cqi:ns·xules by .mid-October,
as he has predicted, the case could
,~ decidep by April.· Six months is
:'.a~ut how lo~g it took the Supreme
· Court to rule m another big case -.
the challenge to the state's incentive
package ·for Toyota, said William
~nt, the legislators' .attorney. , ;:,,, .Jt; ~9J-l1!l~.gifijcult to have the
·case 'resolved ·by January - when
·•9oV,7WaHa~,Wil~inson,has·pro~{
1~ a special .session on educatimt
(1\ !'"~ink ~~~_;peopl1(thoµght it
, wo?!~.:1±.be 1.1:i§tru;itaneous money,
~!it~~ .?~vj_ou~!r cannot happen.':·
Brown said~'t'l·think''we're probably_
two years away."
~
Arnold Guess, a state education
o~cial· who spearheaded the suit;
sa.td the perfect outcome would be
for the legislature, governor and
public to decide to fix the inequities
m school funding in January wjthout a court order.

.;
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-otsubslafl~ di~• INiaY,?~~ ~i1cfv~6'
·~ould;!l\'oosi'~!'ers~~I ,'0.'> ~. ~~,r
·11,, .:nose:,wereaamo!'l! Uie•ques,t10~, ~In
::debafed;yestenlay .aitemore·1egfs(&:oan1
' tors· lmd~'edUCll,tlO'n'lnterest~grq~1 '/;i
.' studied: ffie _Corns colllllllttee's_; ~ lll.~o
:port ·~sc)!~.1;.f!D!U)C!i:18:~
,~':':tA
4
'.-·tucky,:rj '''7:' "•

'. •:)··-
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•. ~Tber~po~~~1easec1.;~~dn~. ~f.i,
·,,ts part.Of .a~Ftanklln •<:frclllt CoiJ.!t 1ui
, lawsuit over, the.;c~tutlonallty c1rx~1•.
:-the state's scbOOI flilidlllg:.,::, c : ;;.,,J~[!
.. : ',.Franklln'C~ult'Judge•Ray·Coms~jd
'ruled: lnsMay, that. tbe,current 5Yli'JI"
tem ~.~WfOnstltutlopat: and: d~~nic~
1;~1e•·•~~.€:l2f~~ippo,!n~a.nijo
''-""' S\r"""''""·"""''. •
.. 0•
· ed the: flve-membet. commlttpe to,~~"'
.advise•blm ·on' remedles··and ~ e!'~:i. :n:
,·,P!:cted.to enter, a,flnal~ by 0gr~s,
;l?i;.f«>mnu~ mell!~~,:,~~.1!1~Jio'
de.cjdeiJ~!~'?!ll!l;e_;~i;oa4iPrl,iicl~!,~,1T
ratbet';tban:recopqneod spedf(c ac-:
tioniout'.of "deference to the sep;ir,a-~
t111iiitjt:¢y;eiil'Hi~ee!i,!brJ\ldlC~~
l!fld\1¢gls!at1v,e;;b.J'8!1chll;5-·! . • c;:· . , :,,
;'~ef.'i@v~i'!~i~r4!. ~~rJl!_e:.~-,
ofipijttlng their pnp.£lpletilltoJ1ra.c-;:
t1eei;Jnd~«!{)*,iluse..'.~e.,p.i'iil,<iJp!es·,
w~JJ!(li~f~!Jler,'!!J81l'~i!]c:r~.
tfmJ1tl11g(ey~n:a0bllJl~~(ls 1~ .
poS$1jil~:"~tJ lls:!,'.~\l!~;\i!Jm~,,~r~-·
talnly. 8IIIOUD( fri,slllll\~.'. of Jllilj .
llons,9f,'.dollM5:'. ,:·.~t!:~{.;/JJ;'.>·ci';· ~":
· Two ll!lngs, ~p;r,e.:~, ~1-:~e::
cofJ!l!ll~.,:,,Is,C,-,,r,:,::si;·'· '.;r :·,., ,;..,'-'.
· OJie:v;wra !)ell~fJl(at,lt's tlie J~,
lature•s'.job'~:~/Jke sure;schools are
adequately: · fliianced: Leglslatol'S'
should; not-.argue .that bad scb<>Qls•
would·; bee()me ·good If only loi:al:
schqo!;,~cls would· raise, tbeilr
taxes •and Improve tbelr DIBDllge-,
mel)t; committee members sa111.,11,
ili!the Ieg1$1ature's··respo!]Slblllty(io·
make·, sure : all . cbl!dren. have :a
chance for ·an education, they S111d,
To belp eUiritnate pockets of lnad·
equate education, tbe state must
make sure. a .tax rate In a poor distrlct produces, with state help, as
much per.pupll·as•tbe same·tax·rate
In a rich one. .the.colllllllttee·sald.
That would require full funding of,
tbe '.'power:equallzatlon program,'.'
under wblcb the state gives flnan•
clal assistance to poorer dlslrlc!S,
accordlog·;w the. report. ,,.. ·. ', ' ··-'
Loca1'dlstiicts:snouldfbe:requ1rec1,
to Increase tbelr tax. effort to a'minlmum,' acceptable .Jeyel;I said Kei;n1
Alexlincler.,;ciullnnail ·;of tbe. five,,
member commlttelf Tben' tbe· state
should prov!~ . enough m.oney .to ..
make sure tbllfflle 1)()9f cilU)l!Y'S:~'.:
-- - -lfru.igfln-1\5 m~Cli-&slf:tbe ·trucwere;
levied .. 1n ,,property,rl~ • Fayette.
County~

P'{E1t,:';U.rui -~•.f·~,

'

.

,Somer1of;Kentucllts1 'school cllS-'
trrcts! bave.-on1y1in)!'elgllth• as !11uch:
propertya. value, to 'clraW _upon :as.:
tbeJr,,weallbler: brothers;'· A~·statel
, s.-.: ,'

•

•.. ·_;

,.1,.

?corruiiltineilt:fri~iwteqwillzatloif<cls'>•tleadei\!i<Xbad"atieady,''gcitie: ';to:. the
}, eellecrlf." 'r':'cowiti •' ·:are•evef·toS'-Court ''of-'A peals com iaffilni·the
l~n'1,ion,~~wii>'tootl''~AJeximillit:~CcO.mm,ittee,~. tresp~• Jnto lelf
·:iiald"t/.:;:•'ll· ,,,,:co,; c~1;;~-.~•·:;'.!,c••"~"'"islatlv ·'teitlto " · . . . • ·..
?,if.~t~i1i~ih~197lj}@i<~\,;;i~11~~J:;:'.,'l.'d~1i:t•)a.\0~ wbe_~er· ihe'.r~pol'f
•)'!!l/.!18 ~qugh;l!!!l!!eY,J~•tt,i'e:'.'J!ower-~, ,or,,tbe .~~n,un!ttee W11S stiffed bf.th~
..,_eqlllllJmjlon;'.' progr,anr.so,tbat-~ Jo,, •.lmpact·•.or•. all(tbe c.ritlclsm abJ)ut 1!1ca1•1aii'riit,etof25•.cents•per $100/of,~Jrlng!DgS:on'.leglslatlve PQwers;": b¢
. vlili\attiin WOUlil.>wttJi,'ffie,state"s'a&,; said. ,· ,,'.\,~~'.,)t-(,l;,: • :: • ,·,. :·: ; ·
slstmice;;, resiilf 'IJ:E illl:\c!IStnclsCre-fi,~; .Sen. J\Ucbaef'.R/ Moloney. chair·
celyln1fs!mllar ~ i:eie~ue. !Mlr puj,fi;;. 'n'\illl•'~f![lb~ iSe!}B~l"Appropria!lons
'Buf{t)ie,amoUJ1t,budge*!!d'll~)l1ever,_:,lll)d'~~Venue.PJmm!ll~;.spe,c!!!ll!ed
pald:(Q!; more tb~•:!ll;iol!t'l!il!f Qtat.t-.ol!• 1!119!ber,~n.., ·f•C: ·,,., '.::. '
TbJs·.year, staftl_,gov.!'l'JIDlent'W!l,b,,: .Jioy.iWalJ~ce:~!]ld,l!SJ)n:Jli ·l\lfgUs!
.spend $101:3 mHllon to eqliallze,llie·:pu]!Ucly.:, dugclil:·llls1·beels •aglll!I
flrsOl cents of tax 1Jipooridlstrlcts:nagaliist• ~lig;for1a ·tax Increase. :
.. ,. m~ y~s,fi~"W~,~!'i(l..;;:wc~jf:w.~li.cb~a jijiiJor factpr·or
,would·cost an extra-$128 mllllon to: wby,tliey•dldil't follow through ,with
equalize IOC!ll taxes up totbe nilJ!l'.·more'~~;~P..1i;t1~•fd!l,ll9ns ~:
mum. 25 cenedts}evl~. ,md.. ,tbetl•. ~... ·•'·thbeca
.. _!)Sl.. .!.1!1.,ey·_·{f!M!ll!'.t·•···)YBD·
·.·.-~M'd'W!.Ja!!i
mlttee c;a\J .. ' .011.•Pll!!.t.,.~J!II es~~"' e·g«111eml!r,J ...o-,.,l!ey,,..,., t,,q· •:.
ra1se. tbeli tax rates.
. •fc '-. He sald•be;tblJiks'.Jlll'the commlt· So.me people, Including colllllllttee •. tee'S,f!l~,inljers·~lf ~pport a, tax
m.eJl!ber James Mel(on, II/Ive In tbe ln~~4'!d':W0uld'!!11YJbat private-·
past suggest~ ll!I\Jallzlqg up J~, 50 .. JY,,,, "f"'i:':'just.. .~ppolnt,e.d they
cents as tbe !ID5Wer to helplilg poor- wouldn't say tbat-ln.pu~lf.c. :
er·school dlslrlcts. Tbafwould. cost .. "It's a Utile dlfflcultJor,those of
about $357 million; ·" .' '. . : , · '- .
wbo.'ve. been .saying,· 'You need
Tbe cominlttee's report also men;. more. money and .you're gomi:Jo
!Ions tbe need for more ~ildlng .''.\f. bave to get It. by ralslng lax!l!!: ...
tbe . state's moral and-.legill obllga-, who are In tbe polltlcal.llgbt ; ;., to
!Ion of an efficient system Is to be r!'lld a ~l!,C!.rt f!')ll\ .f!Y!tJMoretl•
Implemented." ·:"c,·~ : , :•.:::4 ,,,t • ciaos wbo won!t say,tbe same.thing.
"Modlllcatlon.of•the'state:and lo.
"Here's ,a,.groupstotally divorced
• cal· tax systems.must be undertaken
from-politics•: ;;.andctbey:bad tbe
In order to supply tbe necessary.reY, opportunity.and they.chose not to do
enues to fund an efficient system of It"
.
.
schools,''. It .,continues. "Revenuf!!
Others defended the. colllllllttee's
are,not now,~f!lclentJo allo.~•redls- .: decil!lon to deal.. jV!th g~,i:itber
trlbulion of,p~nt.resources:.Addl•.u than a detalled game plan:-.- · •. ,,
Ilona! revenues will be required."
Sometimes tb.e best way to: get
, Wlille !1\8~.seerns .to.¢jlll filf~oreJ'.: others to.a~ls to .co11vln~ the.m 1!1e
··taxes:· Alexanitef sfopjlea,sliort· ,of•, plan.lS,'.t]!eiri,ow,n,Jlaj4,,~ep.. pete
saying si>;'t!ootelidlng lliat"tliii·extra" Worthington, D-Ewlng.
·
money could.. come from existing
Neither tbe committee nor tbe
fonds. . · il.,,:,,
·,"l"l · court·bas'tbe•authority to·dlrect'speFonner Gci't-':' Bert T. Combs, attor- clfics to tbe legislature, Williams
ney,for ffie.poor.·d1str1cts:wbo filed. said.
·
tbe suit, said.It was appropriate for' Tbe colllllllttee's declaration ·that
tbe committee to leaYe the Issue of- education across the state Is tbe legtaxes up to tbe legislature. .
·, •! lslature's responsibility Is Important,
Sen. Davl.d Wlll!lll!IS,: R-Burkes- be said. "I never have seen It said
ville, pointed out: llla,t I•latlve before.''
·
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Shortage ill c~llege

in_ serious condition

.professors· predicted

LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) Morehead State football coach
Bill· Baldridge was hospitalized
after complaining of chest pains
following the Morehead-Liberty
g~e Saturday, officials said.
"At this time, I can't really
offer what it ·is," said Steve
Hamilton, ·Morehead State's athletic director. "There's no in,. dication that he had a heart attack."
,
Baldridge was listed in serious
condition in the coronary care
unit at Lynchburg General Hospital, according to nursing supervisor Wanda Davis.
Hamilton said .the coach would
be kept overnight for observation.
_
Baldridge's wife, Janie, said
Bal~dge was resting comfortably, according to Keith Kappas,
·a university spokesman.
This is the second time in two
seasons that Baldridge has been
hospitalized with chest pains· after a-game.
·
The coach was rushed to a
, Nashville, Tenn., hospital after
last season's game against Austin
. Peay;
Baldridge has since undergone
two angioplasty procedures. to
clear blockage in one of his arteries, Kappas said.
The coach had also lost 60
· pounds during the offseason.
Hamilton said team members
had taken well the news of Baldridge's hospitalization.
u1 think they understand that
he has 'had problems.in the past.
We don't know if this .is going to
be a long. term situation. He
could very well be back with the
team in, a couple of days," he
said.

By AMERICAN DEMOGRAPHICS
ITHACA, N.Y. - Th~ l~biircrunch is about to hit academia. By the mid 1990.J, many. of.
today's college professors will retire, but few are lining up to repla~ .~em/ . · -:- . · . ,_.
"After- years,, of'. job·- shortages
that discouraged': college- students·
from tiecoming. ~chers; tbe;~pro,:
fessorial pipeline is:· )·elativel:f
empty/' Carol Boyd Leon writes iri·.
~erican Demographics niag-;

1960s, will be retiring by_ the mid
1990s. At the same time, the chil~
dren of the baby-bust generation
(the baby boomlet) will begin to
s_well college enroliments.
11
Just as fa~ulty members begin
retiring in droves, enrollments will·
rise because of the baby· boomlet
which started in 1'11'1," Boyd Leo~

·writes. .

·_ !acuity shortages are certain for
the late 1990s ·because of the length
of time it. takes to train teachers,
azme.
most of whom have doctorate deCollege enrollment reached a. grees. '~I~ typically takes 10 years
high of 12.5 million students this from the time (college students J
fall. Be~g in 1990, the college. !:Qm.ple~ 'a ba~elor of arts degree
stud~nt population is proj~ to,, to qietfiAe th~y get a Fft_D,,:' Boyd'
decline-~¢ 1~ as_Jhe baby- Lecit1 -ffl@s. The $fppl.y,~f .teachers1
bust generation· goes to school; But is not likely to_ increase until Iong'. when enrollments start to rise after the.demand ~es, says·Boyd.
again in the late 1990s, will colleges - Leon.
be prepared?
· Many of today's college profesAmerican Demographics is a
sors, hired d~f the 1950s and subsidiary of Dow Jones & Co.

•
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UK graduate
students
set record.
The University of Kentucky has
4,000 students in graduate school a
record enrollment.
'
Daniel R Reedy, acting dean of
the school, said it was a gain· of 3
percent over last year.
In addition, 12 graduate students have been awarded fellowships worth $10,000.
The fellowships, awarded for
!he first time this year, provide
mrome for the academic year with
no_ addi!i~nal obligation, Reedy
said. Reop1ents have finished their
course work and oral examinations
and are. working full" tim,e on res_earch for their doctoral dissertations.

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

In addition to the $10,000 fellowships, students also get free
tuition and may apply for up to
$1,000 each for related research
expenses.
Students receiving the fellowships and their areas of study are
Susan Renee Campbell of R~l1.
biochemistry; James Patrick Dunn
of Lexington, entomology; Erma
Barefoot Lawson of Lexington, sod~
ology; Donald Edward Tilton of
texington, ·mechanical engineering;
Lauren Lee Bowen of Huntington,
W.Va., political science; Re~
Gaeth Eller of Lakewood, Ohio,
education; Donald Ellsworth Good
Jr. of Denver, Colo., crop science;
Viju K. Mathews of Bombay, India,
rnetallurgical engineering; Samir K.
Nancy of Cuttack, _India, mining
engineering; Chong Chen of Republic of China, electrical engineering;
Ruth Anderson Roles of Meriden,
Conn., geography; and Eric Martin
Silberhorn of Metairie, La, toxicol-

ogy.
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teacher'' _Q.aS. }?een hired. . More
~chers 'Yill'.'_be; ·a~dea· ias-·· the .
program ·uruolds?r.:rs.:r -:t?..n. -~{..:;ur,:
r ' Althoughl mr~w'o'ii't [;~lie }
first educational netwoH<'Yo'. offer:
live satellite
no othe±-'s~
'~m in. ,the nation' is using· the·
mteractive key pads or can reach
every school in its state.
. If satellite teaching turns out to
be the wav!! of the future in
education, then Kentucky will be
riding the wave's crest, rather than
its end.
0. Leonard Press, KET's executive director, sees Stir Channels
as the most important project in
KET's 20-year history.
"We can ensure:that n&ctiild in
µie state is unable to get instruction
111 any course," he said entliusiasti-1
cally~ "Whether the problem:.,..i§,thaf
theres no teacher, or there~aren't
enough students in that. schooi, to·
warrant a class, or wheth~tifsfan
:exoti~ s1:1bject such as - I1th:year~
physics - we can make it available. And we can make it available
'in an effective manner."
· The· Kentucky General Assem·bly pas provided money for the Star
·Channels·· .. building, the satellite
dishes .and theisatellite uplink.
'. ~9q~y.:~~for ~!}le key pads, for:
~ddtt:!o,nal teacij·ers, for most operat-.
mg expenses must still be found.
But Press ·has no doubts that the
project will roll along as planned.
"It's so-important that we are
going to.find;the money, one way or
another,~ he said without hesitation.
"When Gov. (Bert)" Combs startetl
KET in the early '60s, he referred to
educational television as the 'great
equalizer' in education, and I think
this development will probably
make more of a contribution to that
kind of equalizing than anything
we've done."
But a·s Press talks about equal~izing education on a grand scale,
~others are talking about it in more
personal terms.
For Virginia Fox, president of
· the 6().member Southern Education~
al. Communications Association,
.s plarur bring back memories
f hex: own childhood.~---

courses

By Susan White
Herald•Leader TV critic

I

f you've grown accustomed ,to
seeirig Kentucky play catch.up
in education, consider this fu.
turistic scenario for a moment:
A couple of students at a small
school in Eastern Kentucky decide
they want to take. an advanced
in statistics. At a specified
time each day they go to a class•
room and take their seats in front
of a TV monitor, where their
teacher will appear.
But this isn't an ordinary, pre·
taped class.
_
Instead, the kids are getting
individualized instruction from
Tom Graviss, who is talking to
them live, via satellite, from a
special studio at the Kentucky
Educ;ational Television headquar•
ters in Lexington;
When Graviss asks questions,
the kids punch their answers into
the key pads that sit on their
desks. The answers are then
flashed onto a screen beside Gra•
viss, who· can immediately spot
who is having trouble. He can even
take roll every day.
·

course

If you're muttering that this
sounds too futuristic to be real and certainly too expensive to be
found in Kentuclfy - read: on for
some surprises.
• Yesterday, ground~breaking
ceremonies were held for a build·
ing to house this innovative teacli•
ing system, called KET Star Chan·
nels. It will be behind the KET
building on Cooper Drive.
• By January about 20 pilot
schools will be outfitted with satellite dishes and key pads.
• Students in each of those
schools will have access to two
courses: statistics and probability,
and beginning Japanese. Teachers
can take two. in•service training:
programs, one that will help them·
teach advanced placement math.
• By next September every
high school in Kentucky will have
a satellite dish and at least 50 will
have the key pads. By then the
range of courses will be greatly.
expanded. Eventually every elementary school will have a dish,
too.
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Former governors praise
KET's effects on state
By Susan White
Herald·Leader TV critic

W

hen KET celebrated its
20th birthday with a lun·
cheon yesterday, three
fonner governors took turns tell•
ing the guests that Kentucky's
educational system was a mess and that KET's new satellite education system could help make the
mess more manageable. ··
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
said Kentucky's educational system "has been perpetrating a fraud
on itself, on the parents, on the
taxpayers, and on the children. Not
intentionally . . . but perhaps un•
wittingly. We have advanced those
people and given them high school
diplomas who have not been. able
to achiev~ more than a sixth-grade
education. And they're still func•
tionally illiterate.
''We•cannot and must not continue the system that we presently
have. And I think that KET can
help us go forward."
Julian Carroll used statistics to
ernphasi.v.:: what Nunn had said.
Ninety.nine percent of Kentucky's
welfare mothers are high school

percent of the welfare fathers fall
into that category, as do 70 percent
of the state's prisoners.
"We Kentuckians at times are
not very proud of some of the
statistics that are related to our .
state," Carroll admitted. "But when
you look at KET you realize that
we are . :·. faced with modern
equipment that's very expensive,
but that's going to allow the public
of Kentucky an opportunity to see
the very best and achieve the very
best" ·.
Fonner Gov. Bert Combs .said
KET would make "a lasting contribution" to education with its satel•
·lite system.
Terry McBrayer, chairman of
KET's governing body, urged the
luncheon guests at The Red Mile
t<t help KET move ahead with its
pfans.
"I challenge· you to help us go
forward fast," he said. "If all' of
Kentucky's other educational efforts were so far advanced and
sophisticated as KET's, we would
be No. 1 in education, as we
already are in public broadcasting
and as we already are in basket-

fi.:lr~
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"This is a terrific opportunity to
'. use new tools, new techniques,"
: said Graviss, who.-ha.s two college
-majors ..(math· and; French), two
minors (history and :physics) ·and a
mast~s degree in math. "My mind·
is working overtime. It's·very fertile
up there - all sorts of ideas are
germinating!"
Until recently, Graviss taught
advan~ s~dents at· Louisville's
Athertp1(High Schoo~ but he has
also taught with the Peace Corps
program in West Africa.
"lt~would be difficult for me to
imagine a kind of student I have
not taught," he said as he considered the complexities of his new
job. "Smart' is a very relative thing.
l don't think there's really such a
thing as a 'dumb' person. I· think
they 1ust have resources that have
J-w>.i,n untanned."
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~ o n Community College's
iw Ricllimi P.. Moloney Sr. buildg will 'be'a link to higher educam 'fofmany, University of Kenicky Prestderit David P. Roselle
,id yesterday.
"This is a red-letter day for the
□i".~ity _of .Kentucl<:y,': Roselle
,Id :niore, than 150 people during
1e building's' dedication. "This
iildil)g will make it possible for
:c to continue. access to higher

lucatioflt , . .

The building, adjacent to the
:hool's -John W. Oswald building
1 Cooper Drive,· was named in
Jnor of' Richard P.· Moloney Sr.,
ho served in .both the Kentucky
!□ate and House of Representa•
ves; ,

The 38,000-:l9u:ire-foot building
atuies five tiucrocomputer labs,
,veral classrooms, a computer-aid-·
I drafting lab, a darkroom,. about
l faa\1/y .offices ,and a teleconfer1ce,rOOint: , ,r
The building; which LCC Presi!nt Allen Edwards said was finhed "in the nick of time," provides
ceathing room for the college's
400 1stui:ltinis. Enrollment has iri·eased· 30 percent in the fast' two
1

,

=·
State Sen. Michael Moloney, son
' Richard Moloney, attended the
,remoriy · with abotit 20 family
1embers. ,
·~
•>Myi father, wouid' have

~'~roud incleed,"' hi said:

lieen

I •

Charles Wethington, chancellor

for. the, community college_ system
and university relations; :said the
facility would help LCC prepare its
students for the work force.· "This
facility will greatly strengthen our
ability to do .that here," he said.
Although the building w;is dedicated yesterday, Steve 'Thomas,
dean of academic affairs, said some
"little things" were needed to finish
. b.
1 1'
the JO
. 1,. ' ''
Items such as office furniture, a
satellite dish and automatic doors
for handicapped students. were expected to be installed, he said.

\'

By Jamie Lucke

$4'~s-"mTi ,ro:nLnfor "'OnK~~techcno"iogy center
,

i•

'

'

. ,;: iUK scientists from many fields•: .connected. to McVey Hall,. where
Herald-Leader education wriler
,foul4 come·, together at the Ade .. .UK's . high-speed CO!flputer
The . (!niversity • of Kentucky vanced .. ~~~ ·and Techriolog}'. ho~sed,. said . ':"imberly R.o~ei,
scored big m _Wl!sh\i:igton yesten;lay . Co"W1f:l"~lwibon Center to work_ l)K s vice pres1d~nt ,fot, r~rch
when a House-Senate conference on research that could be used by and graduate studies. '. · ">< · ,
committee approved th~ first $4.5 industry. . .
.. _
.
.One of the centei':s:'milin'. goals
million installment on a major new.
.' "We need projects like thi!/ to will be finding ways:O:to:'. jmpro~
center fo~_science and technology at help us beat competing nations in and use robots:· .. ,,/ i;,:c;,ii·'.,; ·' .l:'
. the Lex!rigton campus. ·• i ,
(he, f<i~ from the laboratory to the . Plans e:ill for tw<;> .'.'~!~ rO<?ms"
"This is one of the most excit- mternalional marketplace," Ford· - du~t free and sten!e envrroning things to happen to the Univer- said.. ·
, meats that are.yital fo<,ertain kinds
sity of Kentucky in a long time"
UK.expects to get $18.5 million of research, E,oyster .said. He' said
UK President David Roselle said.'
from the federal government over the only such rootps. in Lexington·
Final approval by both houses the next four years to build arid now are· at_ International. Business
is ·expected next week said U.S. equip the center. Two floors will be Machines Corp.
, .,
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky. The mon- added to the. five-~tory robotics
A1:11ong possible projects; Roysey is part of the federal budget bill,
center now bemg bmlt next to the ter said, would be the development
which must be signed by President engineering co"!plex. The buil~ing of robots to replace h ~ in
Reagan.
also would be widened and possibly dangerous tasks that are part of
.

is

drug manufacturing.
Researchers in the areas of
pharmaceuticals, artificial intelligence, biomedical engineering and
computational and materials sciences also will work in the center.
"We foresee the University of
Kentucky becoming a national leader on the cutting edge of · hightechnology development and transfer,'' Roselle said. "We also see the
commonwealth becoming, a model
in this field for the region and the
nation."
Roselle said the efforts of Ford,
U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers, U.S. Rep.
William Natcher and the rest of the
Kentucky delegation were crucial to
winning approval for the project.
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Stud·ents· complain access
for handicapped inadequate
The Lexington Community College Association of Students complained yesterday that 11 of the
school's 12 doors are insufficiently
equipped to handle handicapped
students who use the two-building
campus. Only the front doors of the
original building at LCC have automatic doors.
The newly dedicated ·Moloney
building does not' have the electric
doors, but LCC officials said electric
doors are to be installed by Oct. 7.
Students said at a press conference before the dedication of the
Moloney building yesterday that

-The Sunday Independent, Ashland, Ky., September 25, 1988
such barriers cause students to
arrive late to classes and get caught
in bad weather.
One student said she was
caught in the rain.

"I went around and couldn't get
in," said sophomore Linda Hill, who
has muscular dystrophy. "I was out
there (in the rain) until I got mad,
maybe 5 or 10 min_utes."
Mrs. Hill, of Lexington, also
said that no measures have been
taken to help handicapped students
exit the restrooms or leave the
building in case of fire.

MU enrollment hits record liigh
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. - Marshall University has enrolled a record
12,350 for the fall tenn, with an eight percent increase in full-time
students.
.
Dale F. 'Nitzschke, MU president, said, "The surge In full-time students
from 7,608 1as1; fall to 8,226 this year, is a dramatic, encouraging
development and bodes well for the future progress of Marshall."
Registrar Robert H. Eddins said the total of 12 350 students this fall
represents an increase of about three percent ov~r last year's record
12,030 students. He said enrollment of part-time students declined slightly
from 4,430 to 4,124.
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The Catholic Newman Center opens its Distinguished Speakers series with a talk by syndicated
Washington Post columnist Colman
McCarthy at 7:30 p.m. Monday. Hi~
topic: "End Violence by Teaching
Peace." McCarthy is the founder of
the Center for Teaching Peace in
Washington, D.C., and lectures at
several universities on alternatives
to violence. The Newman Center is
at 320 Rose Lane.
·
Former CIA· director Stans;
field Turner will talk about armscontrol issues and the United
States' relationship with the Soviet
Union at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
Worsham Theater, UK Student Center. Turner directed the CIA during
the Carter administration and had
been conunander in chief of the
NATO forces in southern Europe.
Dr. Carol Cottrill, professor
of pediatrics, will discuss her experience in adopting a child from
Eastern Kentucky. The program,
part of the Council on Aging Forum, will be at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 230, UK Student Center.
Balancing career, family and
self, and creating a positive image
will be the topics at a seminar on
the "Changing World for Women in
Business." Child care issues also
will be discussed. The two-hour
seminar, which has an $8 registration fee, will begin at 2 p.m. Thurs- ;
day in room 231, UK Student Center. Call Louise Ledbetter at 2577667 for more information.
"Mark.Twain's Last Laugh:
Facing Old Age with Wit and
Wisdom" is the subject of a lecture
by Louis J, Budd, professor of
English at. Duke University.· and
chairman of the board of editors of
the journal, "American Literature."
Budd is a former UK faculty member and an expert on Twain.. The
lecture will be at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in room 206, UK Student Center.

UK will be host of a national
conference on Downtown Centers
- places where credit or non-credit
courses or both are offered away

-from the main rampus. UK wil1
open such a center in early 1989.
Representatives of colleges across
the nation will meet to discuss the
Downtown Center concept Thursday through Saturday at the Radisson Plaza Hotel
Lexington developer Don Webb
will be the luncheon speaker Friday. Call Donna Hall at 257-3929 for
more information.
The Council on Higher•Educa-.,
tion will have a public
Friday at UK on the formula, for t
state funding of Kentucky's pulilic
universities. The hearing will be at
9 am. on. the 18th floor of the
Patterson Office Tower. UK President David Roselle, faculty, staff,
students and others are,expected to
speak. This is one of a· series of
hearings held across the state to
prepare a revised formula
Two alumni of the UK College
of Engineering were honored Friday for outstanding achievement
James A Caywood, a 1944 UK
· graduate, was named the Outstanding Engineering Alumnus of 1988.
Caywood, a resident of Dickerson,
Md., is president of DeLeuw, Cather
& Co., a major engineering firm
specializing in transportation.
.,
1n 1965, he joined DeLeuw,
Cather as vice president•and project
manager for design of the Washington, D.C., subway system. Later, he
directed the Northeast . Corridor Improvement Project to upgrade rail
service between Washington and
Boston. He became president of
DeLeuw, Cather in 1978.
Lee A. Anderson, a 1975 graduate, was named the Young Engineer
of the Year in Construction Management.

~i":

Anderson, who lives in London,
is chief engineer with the, hig!)way,
construction firm Elmo Greer- &
Sons Inc. He has directed numerous
road-building projects in Kentucky, .
Tennessee and West Virginia: He
has been with the company·_ 12 _
years.
Charles W. Hultman, a pfo-,
fessor of economics in the UK

· College·of Business,and-Economics, ,
was cliosen' Thursday'as thefirst William B. Sturgill ;,Professor of ,
Business and ·Public Folicy. ~.:: :---'-f "
_ The f!!idowed prof~hip is{
funded'by a $150,000 gift from CSXi,
Corp. of Richmond,~va:, and ho!_1ors1'.
Sturgill, a Lexington businessman -·- 0
· · ·lVnner
L.-"-'
L-:...:..co:.-.,,;.,· ,L''-'·'UK''
. all
CUCilllllclll'~u1·
uie·,..,,
board of trustees. The Sturgill professofs.¥P. Proyides a salaiy sypple:"~
ment ana support funds :for. a fui.-ee;, __
-:· ..... ·oo.'

.n,,n
Year.,.,,.-.tA,"'•

.,~'to
.•
,r

..

··.~--.;;i.

,..

,w-./1
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·.~•-·

··J f'I! _,

. Hultn=.Joil)ed the PK faculty
_28.Y~;~ ,as;a_/\ ~js!3.Pt pro~es--•.
sor in the department of economics.
Along with his teaching and
research- duties, he has served as
cliairman of the department of economics, associate director of the
Center for Developmental Change,
associate dean for research, chairman of the Kentucky Council. of.
Economic Advisors and a board
member of the Southern Growth
Policies Board.
The focus of his most recent
research efforts has been international bankirtg.··
. The College of
Eco-.
nomics received the larg~t corporate gift in its history, -$50,000from the Ashland Foundation, the.
primary philanthropic foundation
associated with Ashland Oil Inc.
The gift announced Tuesday ·
will go toward the creatioµ of th~,
college's first endowed professorship, said home economics Dean',
Peggy Meszaros.
She said the college hoped to
increase the professorship to
$200,000.
·
Ashland Foundation president
Judy Thomas said Ashland was
impressed with the work the college
was doing to improve the home,
personal and work environments.
The college has about 650 un•
dergraduate and 60 graduate students in three academic departments: Family Studies, Human,
Environment Design and Textiles,
a!'!d Nutrition and Food Science.

Home
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· ·· '
1Slsk's scbool record. Proctor ,WIK
has thrpwa for 4 888 yards. • d!
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, ap1nst Tenneaee Tecb.

■ Nobody has to ask wbere's: 'tile

.

•You would -Ulhik a fme UDlveJ'sl.
ty Uke this one could afford a couple of phones tbat worked," Kidd
said. "If tbey can•~ then I wUJ buy
them some. ne tblng that bothers
me Js. I look on their sidelines and
all of ·their coaches have pboqes
that work. I've very disappointed ID
(Westem coach) Dave Roberts.
"When you come to Eastern, anytblng we have on our sidelines we,
make sure tbe visitors have, too."·

beef wbea Tennessee State com-fa
. :~- .
. 1be Tigers. playtq their :first
year ID the OVC. have at least seven
players wbo weigb 270 poun~- ar

town to play football.

-~""Morebead State football coacb; Bill ·Bald·
ridge will remain In a Lynchburs, Va., bospital at least until tomorrow after expe~more.
- ~:: •. J
endng severe cbest pains yesterday for tbe
Among them are 8-5, 33~4
second time ID three days.
:
Darrell Pannell, Willie Clark (1-9,
Baldridge, 44, wbo underwent balloon an- _'
310), Bernard Wilson (6-3. 280) -llll~:
gloplasty last October to relieve a blockage ·
James Wilkerson (6-4, 290). :•~ : ,
near bis heart, was taken to Lyncbburg Gen:eral Hospital $aturday following tbe Eagles'
Roberts denied the charges.
44-9 loss to Uberty College.
~'When we saw their phones
LEXINGTON HEAALD~LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY:,
"Blll approached me during the game and
weren't working, we made our
TUESDAV; SEPTEMBER 27, 1988
asked me to take over at halftime," said
throw down tbeirs." he
asmstant bead coach Vic· Clark, who Js DOW said. 'nat's.an Ohio Valley ConferIn charge of tbe team. "Be told me be was
ence rule and we agreed to tliat be■
having chest pains. Be stayed on the sidefore the game."
lines during tbe game, ~-d after tbe game
■ Murray and Eastern are off to
was· over, be went to tbe- bospltal,." ·
their worst starts In some tline.
According to Morehead ·sports ID.formaTbe Racers. wbo haven't lost tour
tion, director Randy StacY, Baldridge· Imstratpt games since 198~ when they
.By Gene McLean
proved enough. to be ID satisfacto~ coadlfialsb.ed +7 un4er Frank Beamer,
Herald-Leader stall writer
.
tlon SUD.day. when· doctors moved Jilm to a
are winless In the first four games
Morehead State footbjl coach Bill BaldridgE
semt-,prtwte· room.
lor the flist time since 19G8 wben
who suffered severe chest pains afte( Saturday':
However, be began experiencing · more
they ~ed 0-10 under Don Shelloss to Liberty Baptist,. remains hospitali7.ed1 i1
ton.
.
dlfflculties yesterday and was ~oved back
Lynchburg, Va.
,
.
Into tbe coronary care untt. His condltton
Eastem Is 1~2 for. the first time
A
spokesman
,at
Lynchburg
,General
Hosp1ta
was downgraded to serious.
·· ·
1964, Kidd's first year. .
said yesterday that Baldridge's condition was stil
..I talked to bis wife and she said tbey
■ When Western sentor Dan
listed.as serious. He is in the hospital's cardiac car,
may 'stay ID Lyncbburi UDW Wednesday to
Maller kicked three ~eld goalS to
unit Baldridge underwent two angi9plasty surget
see if tbey can get an accurate. dlagn. ._as . lead tile HWtoppers past Eastern, It
ies last year to relieve a 'blockage in an atter:
opposed to comlq baCk -to- Morehead,''
marked tbe third time In bis career
Clark said.
.
be tied tbe mark tbat be first set In
supplying blood to his heart.
Clark· . -siilci-bis college debut In a 22-17 upset of
According to the coach's wife, Janie, Baldridg
Tennessee State In 1985.
will undergo a heart catheterization this moming:t
Morehead· p)4yen
Be also kicked tbree field goals ID
detennine what is causing the chest pains.
are hoping.. Bal,a 30-15 victory over Eastem Dllnols
"We don't know anything right now. It migt.
drtdge ·wlll l>& abie
last season.
be
spasms,
it might be that the artery is blocke
to return in time for
Maller. who bad 10 points ID the
again or: it could be something else," said: Mr.
Saturday's home gan)e against Samford.
wtn over Eastern. ran his perfect
Baldridge. "We'll just see what t!J,e tests reveal an
"We're taking it on.e day at a time," Clark .string of PATs to ~5. A kicker bas
we'll go from there and see what needs to be don1
said. "We don't know if be will be baek, but
scored 10 or more points In a game
Hopefully,
we'll be able to get Bill home sometim
we are all pulling for biln. It"s not easy for Just seven times ID Western blstoly,
in the next couple of days."
us. ·we've bad a tough. schedule and a J~m- and Maller bas done It six times.
There's no reason to believ~ Baldridge, 4
porBJY setback With our coacb. I'm amazed
ilWeitem senior Joe Arnold also
suffered a heart attack, his wife said.
Is off to a fast ~ with 349 yards
at' the toughness and resiliency of· our kids.
"Bill has never had ope, or so w~ think," sh
rusblag In tbe first three games. Be
They are going to get tbrougll tilts."
said. "Everybody wants to know if it's the job. It'
ID the meantime, Clark said be boped Is bidding to become Just the.second
player to rusb for 1,000 ~ ID a
not the job, it's heart disease."
tblnp would run smoothly. "I don't want to
·· season 1D Westem history. · . ,.•. ·•
Baldridge is a native of Morehead and ~ fonnE
come-across like A!ennder ·Baig
'
Last season, Arnold pined 9~. '
All-Ohio Valley Conference lineman with the EaglE
when President Reapa got shot, but
Dickie Moore Is the only other·
in 1966. He came back to become the head coach i
we have a respoaslbWty to 100 kids
Westera·pJayer to enjoy.a 1,000,fard,
and· coaches,'• .Jie.satct "It's t,een,·a
his alma mater in 1984.
season, gaining 1;055 ID, 1985· and·
dlstractloil,J~ut we're tly1ag to maln•
After the · Eagles lost to A,ustln Peay in a
taln b11Slaess: as. usualn .
1,444 In 1967. .
.•
emotional overtime game last season, Baldridg,
■ Eastem tailback Elroy Ban1s<
■•Eastem. Kentucky coach Roy
suffering severe chest pains, collapsed in the lock◄
bad bis string of 100-yard games~
Kidd took a couple of pat shots at
room; Several days later, he underwent his fir.
Westem Kentucky- following tbe
~pped at 10 wben be netted·;.9.7
angioplasty surgery, a procedure in which a balloo
Colonels' ·1•i4 \lpset_ loss -turdaY..
yards In 21 attempts.
:.
is inserted into an artery near the heart to relieve
to the BIQtoppen at LT. Smith sta-:
- ■ Murray quarterback Mlcluu~r
blockage. . ~- - :
dlum ID· Bowling Green.
Proctor also bad a streak endedi
. Last winter, Balclridge began to have problen
Kidd was Irked because the.
wben be llDlsbed wtt11 Just 190 ~cf&'
again. For a second time, angioplm}ty surgery w.
pholies on tbe visitors' sidelines
passing In a 28-18 loss to Nevad,~
were faulty and durfag tbe last cruperformed.
Reno.
:•; ~-;
cial moments of tbe game he was
Prior to that, Proctor bad p•:
This spring, Baldridge had problems for a thir
unable to communicate wttb bis·
for 200 yards or ~ore In ~:~
time. Doctors then ordered heart bypass surger
coaches In the press bo:r.;
secuUve games.
.... 5 :-~
But before Baldridge was to leave for Cincinna1
. Be said' the coaches could have
However, be did amass 279 !al~
told b1m tbe:ball was on tbe 14-yard
where
surgery was to take place, his conditic
bl total offense. Pusbln8 bis ci1eer!
line wttb Just one second ?P.mafnlng
improved and the surgery was scrubbed.
tolal to 5,298, just 14 shy of Kevfii1
and be may have used. Brad JosseIt seemed Baldridge's condition was muc
lyn · Instead ot James ._tampbell to
. improved as he approached this season. He had Im
, try a 31-yard field goal.
As things turned· out. Qunpbell
-A service of the Office of Media Relations.oo pounds. He was on medication and looked bette
missed wllilt could have been the
"I've never felt better in my life," he said. "I feel m
game-wiDnlag three-pointer•..
I could play right. now."

·coaches

Morehead's Baldridg_e
remains hospit~lize.d

since

~e .

the
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Money, .lonelines blamed for blacks'
dropout rate
By KENNETH ESKEY .
Scripps Howard News Service

WASHINGTO - Black students
often drop out of college beca;use
they feel broke lonely and alien·
ated says a new report on why so
many blacks fail_ to graduate at
predominantly white colleges.
Tbe report - based on a study at
Oberlin College in Ohio - contends
that lack of money and subtle
forms of racial discrimination are
major causes of b~ack withdrawal
from higher educabon.
. .
The two-year study, whic_h included in-depth interviews WJth 76
black students, as cond~cted by a
team headed by Patrick Penn,
dean of student support services at
Oberlin a selective liberal arts
college 25 miles west of Clevelan~.
Penn said there is no conclusive
evidence that financial aid to
blacks is inadequate, or that Oberlin is a racist institution. But t~e
perception that such problems exist
1s enough to cause some black students to drop out of school.

Black graduation rates at Oberlin
tend to be 10 percent to 20 percent
lower than white graduation rates,
Penn said.
Similar disparities exist at other
predominantly white schools, he
said, ev n though mo t colleges are
making a pecial effort to attract
and keep a higher percentage of
black and Hi panic students.
Penn's report, issued at a ~ashington conference_of the Nat1o~al
Council of Educational Opportunity
Associations, concludes that many
black students experience feelings
of "distrust and alienation" feelings that tended to increase
with each year of college.
The study found that dissatisfied
black students often leave Oberlin
between their sophomore and junior years.
.
On the plus side, the study found
that:
• Black students who succeed at
Oberlin tend to feel pos_itively about
the college's race relations.
• Overall, black stu~ents . r~
ported " extensive s~ttsfact1on
with many aspects of life at Oberlin.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL,

The study found a "significant
relationship" between college
grades and whether a black student
is willing to stay until graduation.
Penn noted that black students,
as a group, are less well prepared
for college and tend to get lower
grades than hite students.
But the most frequently mentioned problem was money, despite
a pledge by the college to provide
adequate financial aid.
The report recommends that
black students be given better
counseling in money management
and student loans. Large loans are
a 'death trap'' for students who
don 't fully understand what they're
getting into, Penn said.
He said he personally favors a
pool of "open-end'' loans for black
students that can be used in emergencies and repaid when the student leaves college and goes to
work.

D ESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1 ~

NKU claims funding formula is unfair
COVINGTON, Ky. -

Northern

Kentucky University loses $2

million to $6 million annually In state appropriations because of
inequities ln a formula used to fund coll eges and universities; Northern officials
told a state panel Monday.
University President Leon Boothe told
a committee or the state Council on Higher Education that the formula penalizes
universJtles with a high percentage of undergraduate courses and part-time stu•
dents.

Northern receives $25 milUon of Its

$40 mUJlon budget from the state.
The council has planned eight heartngs
across the state to gather comments on
the funding formula. The last will be Friday at the University of Kentucky.
The council will consider revising the Boothe
formula next spring.
.
The funding formula based on such factors as the number of
studenls, size of the fadllty, levels of instruction. research and
services. It also considers rates per credit llour, cost per square
foot tor malntena.nce and operation. and Ubrarles: _
__

Ll:XINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LE XI

Murray
votes to stay dry
.

TO . KY. WEDN SOAY, S PTEMBER 28, 1 88
Ass

1ated Press

.

Jeff dwards, a Murray State Un1versity" senior.
left t e voting booth after casting his ba llot
yesterd ay in a referend um on legaltzing the
sale of alcoholic bevera ges in Murray. The dr
forces prevailed , with 3,223 ag ainst the legalized sale of alcohol and 2.296 for it, accordi ng
to figures compi led by Calloway County Clerk

Teresa Rushing. The dry forces had a 717-vote
victory marg in in 1985, after winning by a
landslide in 1971. Only two of Murray's 11
precincts voled et, both of them in he urra y
State University area. This year's debate focused on issues o economics, dru nken dnving
and morality.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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":Three c'1atged·with theft,
.:·or cash from IU Fo1indati0ri'
' .•

.....

By MARY DIETER
Staff Writer
, .,
~
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INDIANAPOLIS ~ The' former president.
and two current high-ranking officials or the

, -Indiana· Unlvers_lty FoundaUon were Indict1ed yesterday 9n federal charges that say ,

; they used cash advances rrom the rounda; tton for personal purchases.
. i
.
; A federal grand Jury Indicted fonner ,
l president William Armstrong, 70. who rel tired around March 1, 1983; James M. Ell Uott. 45, 'the foundation's vice president 9f
, finance; and Richard E. Beard; 54, the foun1 elation's real. estate director.
. ,
i , u. s. Attorney Deborah Daniels said theImen- wlll receive summonses to appear In ,
, federal court in the next c9uple of weeks. ,
l Annstrong Is charged with theft of gov. emment property for allegedly receiving
·. ·,,,, .. -+"'·'' . $18,240 in cash ad•
· ' ,,,, vances from the foundation"s general account and retaining lt
for his personal use for
. more than seven years.
.:. r The indictment says
· be ,began taldng the advances In June 1976
and kept the money un.;
tll Sepl 30, 1983. The
Armstrong
I Indictment says he used
.
.
, •· .- about $12,000 of the .
money to buy two cadlllacs.
·
i . He also Is charged with making· a false
."~tement to an FBI agent during the three-··
~ ,_ · ,. year Investigation of Irregularities.
· '. 10 the foundation's financial affairs.
. Armstrong is accused of lying
· ·when be told the agent that he did
· • not use foundation funds for personal expenses, that no foundation em:. ployees were permitted · to obtain
·cash advances for personal e~_penses and that he was unaware
· •that any employees had accumulat.ed large cash-advance balances.
, u convicted, Armstrong could be
· .sentenced to lo years tn prison for
theft and five years for making a
,false statement He also could be
: fined $10,000 11 convicted of theft
· and $250,000 it convicted of making
.a false statement
• Elliott was Indicted for allegedly
• receiving $49,000 in advances begin1 ning In April 1977 and continuing.
• until Ocl 12, 1983. He allegedly used
• about $7,000 of the money toward
'. buying a booie.

He also Is charged With making a
' false statement to the FBI. Elllott
allegedly· said It was the founda•
, tlon"s policy to permit employees to
take interest-free loans with no set
period for repayment
If convicted, Elliott faces the
same penalties as Armstrong.
Beard Is charged with receiving
$27,000 between June 1976 and Ocl
12, 1983. He also Is charged with
five counts of mall fraud tor allegedly billing $8,316 lo personal pur. chases to FounFarm Inc., a foundation subsidiary t~at operates two
cattle farms.
Beard faces similar penalties If
··· convicted of theft and could face
fiv~ years imprisonment and a fine
of $1,000 for each mall-fraud
charge.
r The three men settled their ac-:
; counts with the foundation In fall 1
1983, several months after George
• Pinnell took over as foundation
president. said William C. ErvIn, ,
J- FBI special agent ln charge of the ;
- Indianapolis office.
·"Mr. Pinnell discovered this activity and he Insisted that the money
be repaid.'' ErvIn said.
.
1
Annstrong allegedly, repaid bis
debt by relinquishing credit for unused vacation days, Ervin said.
Even then, the foundation owed him
about $9,000 for vacation days.
Daniels said that Elllott and
Beard had worked out note arrangements to repay their debts. She was
unsure whether they had been paid
in full.
Curtis R. Stmlc, the foundation's.
current president. Issued a prepared
statement yesterday afternoon. It
said In part: "The foundation has cooperated fully during this lengthy in,·
vestigation. We shall continue to do
so
.
~'Further, the foundation Itself Is·
not a party in the proceedin~. The
audits conducted annually by ~eat.
Marwick, Main & Co. have disclosed
_ _ _ •_ _ ...J ...

. no Irregularities or·discrepandes re-,;
garding foundation funds or oper- !
ations. These audits have . been ·f
made avaUable to the public rou- 1
tinely."
, . . . 1 • :1
Slmtc said that Beard and Elliott '
bave asked for admlnfstratlve leave :;
''In order to devote their full atten- .r
tion .to this matter. The foundation :
will honor thls request with pay." ;1
Federal agents began their probe ,
· of the foundatlon after receiving Inf ormatlon during a separate lnvestJgatlon In September 1985, .Erv'la ;
said.
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""-·• Morehead State coach Bfll Baldridge underwent a· 'cardiac
£~ Jn Lynchburg, Va., Tuesday and was to .be transferred to
; Cetltral Baptist Hospital in Lexington yesterday, the university
.said.
·
· .
.
.,
. ' ·• .
: • -. Baldridge, 4-C, was transferred from Lynchburg General Hospl-1
•tal,to Virginia Baptist Hospital for a cardiac catheterizatton, a test
'.!o determine arterial blockage around the heart, the univel'Sity:
·sa:ld. After the test, he was returned to Lynchburg General \': ,~·
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The probe, reported by The ·Court- .."r-Journal in 1985, fell under federal Jurisdiction because the ,founds-~
tlon receives federal J?!oney to ad- ,
minister vai1ous grants. , 1,_ . -,, .r j, Authorities learned that cash ad- '
vances allegedly were available to a,,
. select group of five or six employ- ·
ees, "these three primarlly," she ·
said. The Investigation Is over, ~ow- ·
ever, she said. , 1
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